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ABSTRACT
The Bakla and the Silver Screen:
Queer Cinema in the Philippines
by
INTON Michael Nuñez
Doctor of Philosophy

This study looks at representations of the bakla in Philippine cinema from 1954 to 2015.
I argue that the bakla, a local gender category that incorporates ideas of male
homosexuality, effeminacy, cross-dressing, and transgenderism, has become a central
figure in Philippine cinema. I examine the films of Dolphy, the actor who was the first
to popularize bakla roles in mainstream cinema, and I outline several tropes that create
the bakla image in movies: “classical” kabaklaan (being bakla), which involves crossdressing, effeminacy, and being woman-hearted; the conversion trope, where the bakla
stubbornly resists being forcibly masculinized by the men that surround him; and
women’s enabling of the bakla to perform femininity despite his male body. The bakla
also becomes trapped in the dialectic between the genres of comedy and melodrama –
the bakla then becomes either a comic relief character or a tragic character, someone
who should be both pitied and admired for enduring tragic circumstances.
Since the word bakla colloquially means both the gay man and the transgender woman,
I also look at the intersections between the bakla and global transgender rights discourse
in Philippine cinema. I argue that the bakla’s male body and his female heart mirror
contemporary thinking about transgenderism, where a person’s birth-assigned sex does
not match their gender identity. I look at films in the science fiction/fantasy adventure
genre and examine how the male body is transformed into a female body – whether
through medical or magical means – but the bakla gender category remains pervasive.
I next look at independent films and how the camera constructs bakla sexuality in
cinema by framing the male body as an object of desire. I also examine how the bakla
have shifted their sexuality from the desiring the otherness of the macho lalake
(masculine man) to desiring sameness in the form of other bakla (masculine gay men).
Incidentally, this shift in the object of sexuality coincides with the shift in gender
performance from “traditional” kabaklaan, with its elements of effeminacy and crossdressing, to a more homonormative image, mirroring the “modern” discourse of gay
globality.

Finally, I examine the contemporary Philippine celebrity star system and the popularity
of bakla films within the last decade. I argue that Vice Ganda becomes representative of
the ideal bakla, one who is affluent but still ‘reachable’; opinionated and politically

engaged with LGBT rights; and finally, funny and comic in a way that is empowering
for himself, but also in manners that are abrasive and offensive.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
I.

Background

Movies are among the most pervasive forms of entertainment available to
mass audiences today. I remember growing up watching classic Hollywood movies,
musicals mostly, like The Sound of Music and West Side Story, but also a lot of
casual, kid-oriented films – The 3 Ninjas series and Hocus Pocus, for example. I had
grown accustomed to spending Saturday nights sitting on the couch and eating
popcorn in front of the TV, flipping through movie channels before finally settling in
for a movie or two before bed. On one of these Saturday nights, I remember being so
entranced by one particular film – a Chinese period drama – not in the least because I
found the costumes and settings so beautiful and exotic. Through blurry subtitles, I
was able to guess that the movie was about a pair of Chinese opera actors, lovers onstage and off-stage. A big part of my fascination with the film was that one of the
actors was a man, but he played women parts in the operas. And his partner was also
a man. The movie appealed to my own, very young, very naïve sense of queerness. I
thought it was incredibly odd that I could see two men, one of them effeminate and
womanly like myself, being together in a movie being shown on cable TV on a
Saturday night. I would later find out that the film was, of course, Chen Kaige’s
Farewell My Concubine (1993).
Movies1 form a part of the socio-cultural sphere that allows us to make sense
of the world. In the film documentary adaptation of Vito Russo’s landmark study of
queerness in American cinema, Richard Dyer can be quoted saying, “We learn from

1

This study uses the terms cinema, film, and movie interchangeably.

1

the movies what it means to be a man or a woman; what it means to have sexuality”
(in The Celluloid Closet, 1996). Movies actively shape our ideas about ourselves,
about who we are, and about our place in the world. In the introduction to the same
documentary, Lily Tomlin narrates, “Hollywood, that great maker of myths, taught
straight people what to think about gay people. And gay people, what to think about
themselves” (The Celluloid Closet, 1996). The cinema, then, plays an active part in
the discourse of gender through its ability to represent different kinds of people, their
gender performances, their sexualities, their lives. This study explores the
intersections between film and gender, and how film is able to construct ideas of
gender and sexuality.
Gender is not a singular, monolithic concept. It is primarily a social
construction that is shaped by constant shifts in social, cultural, and economic forces
(Jackson, 2011). One of these ‘cultural forces’, so to speak, is cinema; another is
what is implied by the very broad concept of human rights. However, these
globalized conceptions of gender brought about under the broad umbrella of Human
Rights frameworks may not quite fit into the cultural spheres and endemic discourses
of gender in the Southeast Asian region. The Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
(SOGI) framework, for example, popularly brought about by the Yogyakarta
Principles2, clearly fleshes out the difference between gender and sexuality. Gender
identity is “each person’s deeply felt internal and individual experience of gender,
which may or may not correspond with the sex assigned at birth, including the

2

The Yogyakarta Principles on the Application of International Human Rights Law in Relation to
Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity is a document released by a group of human rights lawyers in
2007. The Principles were developed to highlight means through which legal frameworks can be
challenged and re-thought with regard to issues of sexuality, gender identity, and gender expression.
The SOGI framework would later be expanded to include the aspect of Sex Characteristics, or a
person’s bodily condition, to highlight Intersex issues.
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personal sense of the body (which may involve, if freely chosen, modification of
bodily appearance or function by medical, surgical or other means) and other
expressions of gender, including dress, speech and mannerisms” (The Yogyakarta
Principles, 2007, p. 6). Sexual orientation is defined as, “each person’s capacity for
profound emotional, affectional, and sexual attraction to, and intimate and sexual
relations with, individuals of a different gender or the same gender or more than one
gender” (The Yogyakarta Principles, 2007, p. 6). In the Southeast Asian region,
however, both gender and sexual orientation are integrated into a single concept.
In the Philippines, gender discourse has never been an easy or fairly straightforward phenomenon. Shelley Errington’s study of Power and Difference: Gender in
Island Southeast Asia (in Garcia, 2008, p. 162) claims that in this part of the world,
gender differences play a very small role in determining a person’s place in society.
This is not to say that gender is altogether unimportant, but rather, the roots of
gender are not solely based on genital/anatomic difference, but are also influenced by
one’s “spirit” or interior, and one’s occupation and social prestige (Garcia, 2008,
p.162).
In this research, I explore the concept of the bakla and its representations in
Philippine cinema. Bakla is a Tagalog3 term, and gendered identity, that conflates4
the ideas of male homosexuality, transgenderism, transvestism, and effeminacy
(Manalansan, 2003, p. ix). “Bakla as a term is specifically denotative of the identity
of the effeminate and/or cross-dressing male…” (Garcia, 2009, p. xxi). Bakla itself is

3

Tagalog is the language upon which the national language, Filipino, is built. It is used by a vast
majority of the Philippine population. Most mainstream media, Philippine cinema included, use this
as a primary language.
4
In Chapter 2 of this thesis, I examine the idea of the bakla as a conflation and attempt to re-shift
thinking around the bakla concept as a form of hybridity that incorporates, rather than conflates,
ideas of sexual orientation, gender identity, and gender expression.

3

a clipped word that combines the Tagalog words for women (babae) and men
(lalake5), signifying that the bakla is a hybrid of both. The bakla is seen as a woman
trapped inside a man’s body (Garcia, 2010, p. 272) because the Filipino concept of
the self is rooted in the interior (kalooban6) and kabaklaan (being bakla) is seen as a
form of psychosexual inversion – where the self is anchored on a heterosexually
defined interior based on the binary of male and female, regardless of a person’s
exterior body (Garcia, 2008, p. 151; Garcia, 2010, p. 279).

II.

LGBT Activism in the Philippines
While the word bakla remains the most popular and most common signifier

for a male7 person whose sexual orientation and gender expression differs from
(hetero)normative standards, but it is by no means the only term used in the
Philippines, which has more than 120 languages. Other common terms include the
Cebuano bayot, literally “a woman with a penis” (Garcia, 2008, p. 76), and the
Tagalog words silahis (bisexual) and binabae (literally, “to be made into a woman”).
The infiltration of global politically correct language has also expanded this list of
terms. My entry point into exploring the bakla and the terminologies that accompany
it, however, is LGBT activism.
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender (LGBT) activism in the Philippines
has a relatively short and recent history. While the history of gender-crossing (and
presumably non-heterosexual sexuality) in the Philippines can be traced back to

5

Also spelled lalaki
Literally, “that which is inside”.
7
In this thesis, I use the term male to refer to persons who were given a male sex assignment at
birth, purportedly because of the presence of the penis. I employ the term female to refer to femaleassigned people.
6

4

precolonial times with social practices like the babaylan – a shaman of sorts, malebodied but socially accepted and treated as female/feminine (Garcia, 2008, p. 162) –
Philippine queer social movements did not really begin until the early 1990s (Baytan,
2006, p. 60). While I fully recognize that the word “queer” carries its own
connotations, which may or may not fully capture the complexity of gender in the
Philippines, I deploy the word, in the research, in its broadest possible form: to refer
to any person or identity that falls outside of the heteronormative (sexual and gender)
standards, those who are non-cisgender, or any combination of those. My decision to
use the word queer is not completely devoid of politics, of course, and while other
authors and critics would argue that the word queer has been confined relatively to
the realms of academia in the Philippines, and that the word ‘gay’ has more traction
in everyday life, I argue that the term is still a useful conceptual category that
acknowledges the complexities of gendered life, activism, and academia in the
Philippines.
Queer social movements in the Philippines, unlike those social movements in
the US after which they are patterned, began mostly in the Universities – the
University of the Philippines Diliman set up UP Babaylan in 1992, the Far Eastern
University created SHE (Sigma Homo Epsilon or the Society of the Homosexual
Encounter), and the Polytechnic University of the Philippines created the Progressive
Organization for Gays or PRO-Gay Philippines, which spearheaded the first Pride
Parade in the country and in Asia. This first parade is considered an important
turning point in LGBT social activism in the Philippines; it was staged on the 26th of
June, 1994, to coincide with the 25th anniversary of the Stonewall Riots in New
York. A small group of around sixty people marched through a major avenue in
Metro Manila to the Quezon Memorial Circle, the heart of the Metro’s biggest city,
5

carrying flags and banners proclaiming slogans about “Gay Power” and “End
Homophobia” (Batocabe, 2011, p. 24). It also had a very strong Marxist and antigovernment streak to it – the march was deliberately scheduled on the same date as
city-wide protests against a newly proposed taxation system that would add a tariff
of 12% to virtually all basic goods and necessities; the law was inevitably passed.
One of the organizers, Oscar Atadero, said that the first pride parade was to show
everyone that Filipino LGBTs come from all walks of life, and were not only the
affluent, well-educated, urban gays more popularly seen in the media (Batocabe,
2011, pp. 24-25).
Subsequent pride parades would adopt different themes every year, but would
always demand rights for Filipino LGBTs under Universal Human Rights
frameworks. Pride parades would later become immensely commercialized events,
with sponsorships from various international companies that were allowed to market
sodas, alcohol, condoms, lubricant, clothes, and gym memberships. Like pride
parades in Western countries, the Philippine pride parade would, inevitably, fall into
a more neoliberal and mainstream discourse that celebrated ideas of diversity and
sexual freedom, along with human rights, but always under the shadow of modernity,
urban freedom, and economic affluence.
My first foray into Philippine LGBT activism came the year before the
national general elections of May 2010. I had helped some friends organize the 1st
National Conference of the first LGBT Political Party8 in the Philippines, Ang
Ladlad. The Party’s name is the Tagalog term for “unfurling” and is a common

8

The Philippine Lower House of Representatives (the Congress) is organized so that several seats are
reserved for Party-list Representatives, who are supposed to represent “minority groups” in the lawmaking process. Party-list candidates must register with the Commission on Elections and secure at
least 2% of national votes to gain one seat at the Congress.

6

metaphor for coming out, as in a butterfly unfurling its wings for the first time after
its metamorphosis or just as a newly crowned beauty queen first dons her crown and
scepter and unfurls her cape. It was then that I was introduced to the Society of
Transsexual Women of the Philippines (STRAP), which I would join in 2011.
At that first meeting, I was among three new members who were about to be
inducted. The meeting began with a short introduction of the group. It was founded
in 2002 by four transgender women and was intended to become a support group for
transwomen in Manila. They coined the term “transpinay” in 2008 to localize the
transgender identity. Sass Rogando Sassot, one of the founders explains the
transpinay identity as:
“A female9 human being of Philippine descent who was given a male
sex assignment at birth. It is a combination of the words transsexual,
someone whose gender identity is directly opposite of his/her sex
assignment at birth, and Pinay, the local term for Filipina, a
girl/woman from the Philippines” (2011).

For the women of STRAP, the coining of transpinay was a moment of
empowerment meant to distance the transwoman from the bakla, a term which has
often been used as a pejorative or insult.
In contemporary politically correct language in the Philippines, “gay” has
been adopted to refer to both homosexual men and transgender women – “gay” has
become an easy translation of the Tagalog term bakla – and lumps together the ideas
of sexual orientation and gender identity. Informed by the Sexual Orientation and

9

Sassot, in her definition of transpinay, combines ideas of womanhood, femininity, and female-ness
under the term “female”.

7

Gender Identity (SOGI) framework, trans activists in the Philippines felt the need to
disassociate the transwoman from the gay man. Sassot writes further:
“A transpinay is not a homosexual/gay man nor a boy/man who is
ladylike. A transpinay is not a crossdresser; she is not a boy/man who
likes to dress. A transpinay is not a variation of male but a variation of
female. A transpinay may be pre-op (have not yet have sex
reassignment surgery but desires to have undergo it), post-op (have
already had sex reassignment surgery), or non-op (does not desire to
have sex reassignment surgery). All the same, no matter what their
genital surgery status is, they are all females. A transpinay is not a
boy/man wanting to be a "real" girl/woman - she is already one”
(2011).

At the time I joined STRAP, Naomi Fontanos was the group’s chairperson. A
formidable transwoman activist, Naomi had instituted a ban on the use of the word
bakla in STRAP. No STRAP member would refer to herself, or to other members of
the sisterhood, as bakla. When I asked why, she reasoned that the word is too loaded
with negative connotations to be used to refer to oneself or to other transwomen.
Like the word “faggot” in English, the word bakla is often used as a homophobic slur
in the Philippines. But I knew that this was not always the case – my cisgender10 gay
friends and I used the word to refer to each other all the time, as did many of my
cisgender female friends; it was like a term of endearment, a mark of close
friendship. I felt quite strongly that taking the context away from the use of the word
bakla and banning it altogether was not a good course of action.
In May 2013, at another event at the University of the Philippines Diliman,
where I had just started teaching, I was with my STRAP sisters as a visiting
professor from France, who spoke flawless Tagalog, presented his research on

10

The term cisgender was coined as a counterpart to the term transgender, and is meant to connote
a congruence between a person’s gender identity and their assigned sex at birth.
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gay/bakla people at evacuation centers during disasters around the Southeast Asian
Region. He referred to them using their vernacular – bakla for many of the people
who spoke Tagalog, bayot for Bisaya speakers, and waria or mak-nyah for those
people in Indonesia and Malaysia, respectively. STRAP’s then-Vice Chairwoman,
Kate Montecarlo Cordova, stood up and asked the professor why he insisted on using
negative language to describe the people he had been studying instead of the more
politically correct transpinay. The professor answered that he did not know the term
existed, and that it would be inappropriate to call those bakla/bayot, transpinay
because they did not use this to describe themselves.
Because “transpinay” is a coined translation of the “transgender woman”
concept, it is also an import of the concept of transgenderism, and has the potential
capacity for denying local conceptualizations of gender that are more popular and are
better known. As Garcia (2014) puts it, “the minoritizing tendency of the LGBT
paradigm becomes only all too apparent when it is positioned alongside a
universalizing scheme that is by turns national and cross-national: which is to say,
that is both postcolonially “resistant” and neocolonially “oppressive” (p. 112,
emphasis in original). The coining of the term transpinay was an effort to indigenize
the trans identity, but it also became very much a function of class and access to
education – transpinay could be used as a marker for exclusion in activism, rather
than inclusion. Only those who can afford to educate themselves about the concept of
transgenderism can also have access to the term and deploy it in whatever means
they saw fit – particularly in spaces that are purportedly globalized/modernized like
fighting for access to female-only spaces or demanding for equal opportunity
employment policies, for example. And while the term has acquired some traction
recently, with the diversification of transgender groups in the Philippines and a fair
9

amount of media coverage of transgender-related violence, it’s still a term that is
relatively unknown outside circles of activism.
One of the reasons I believe the word transpinay has little power outside
activist circles is that it has been so seldom used in the media. News and media
reports refer to transwomen in the colloquial as either lalake (man/male-bodied
person) or bakla. It is only recently that some news outfits have begun to use the
word transpinay. One incident that spurred the use of the politically correct terms
transgender and transpinay is what is known in trans activist circles as the Valkyrie
Incident. In June 2015, two transwomen were denied entry into a popular nightclub,
the bouncer turning them away because they were violating the club’s purported No
Cross-Dressing Policy (Rodriguez, 201511). Trans activists used social media and
traditional news media to air their defense of both women. The two transwomen
appeared on local TV talk shows to tell their stories, while trans activists tried to
open up lines of dialogue with the owners and management of the night club. The
activists were successful in demanding an apology from the Valkyrie club
management, with a promise from the owners that they will train their staff in the
concepts of the Sexual Orientation, Gender Identity, and Gender Expression
framework (SOGIE), in collaboration with trans groups and activists. The activists
were even successful in engaging with popular bakla/cross-dressing comedian Vice
Ganda, who is purportedly an investor in the club (See Chapter 6).
These activists were, in my opinion quite rightly, criticized for highlighting
this incident as the cause around which transgender rights should revolve. Many

11

Rodriguez, F. (2015, June 23). “Valkyrie Club apologizes to transgender fashion designer”, in
Rappler. Available online at: http://www.rappler.com/move-ph/issues/gender-issues/97206valkyrie-club-apology-transgender
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people voiced their concern, also through social media, commenting that this night
club incident had become more important than other trans issues like discrimination
in employment and education, or transgender-related violence and murder12. This
incident occurred only several months after the killing of Jennifer Laude13, a
transwoman, by a US Marine in Olongapo City, where a US Naval Base formerly
stood. The two transwomen involved in the Valkyrie incident were also criticized for
still wanting to go into the club, despite being discriminated against at the door.
The biggest outcome of this incident, I think, is that it brought the discourse
of transgenderism to a broader audience. A seven-minute interview segment with one
of the transwomen involved in the Valkyrie incident was broadcast live on a popular
Sunday evening talk show. Veejay Floresca, a fashion designer based in the US who
was visiting her family in Manila, was interviewed by hosts Boy Abunda and Kris
Aquino. During the interview, Veejay was able to describe the Valkyrie incident and
talk about how she felt humiliated and discriminated against in her own home town.
She was also able to echo what trans activists had been saying about gender equality
and treating all people with human dignity. However, toward the end of the
interview, Veejay repeatedly made the statement that she is not bakla, but is a babae
(woman) instead; “Ang transgender po, hindi po kami bakla. (Transgender women
are not bakla). We are women.” A quick scroll through the comments section on the
Youtube page14 where this interview was uploaded reveals quite a few
misunderstandings when it comes to transgender issues.

12

See an article I wrote for the Philippine Online Chronicles’ LGBT section titled, You shall not pass! :
http://thepoc.net/index.php/you-shall-not-pass/
13
Read a report by Reuters on this case online: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article3340823/U-S-Marine-jailed-Philippines-killing-transgender-woman.html
14
ABS-CBN News. (2015, June 23). How Valkyrie incident happened. Available online at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fF4cb_7rHAo
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One of the problems I saw with this interview was that Veejay, like many
transwomen before her, had felt the need to disassociate herself from kabaklaan.
This was, of course, criticized by many commenters on the Youtube page because it
came across that she was being bakla-phobic. Another problem I saw was that of
translating the concepts Veejay and the hosts were talking about – from English to
Tagalog and vice-versa. While one of the hosts, Abunda, concedes that the segment
is far too short to go into the specifics of defining terms, when Veejay says that she is
a babae and not a bakla, her casual co-optation of a gender category usually reserved
for cisgender women left me rather ill-at-ease. While I believe that (queer) feminist
debates and discourse have broadened the category of ‘woman’ enough to absorb all
kinds of women under its wing (transwomen included), I do not feel that the same is
true for the category of babae (See Chapter 4).
Unlike binary gender categories in the English language, gender operates in
the Philippines on a four-level hierarchy that combines ideas of the sexed body,
gendered performance, and sexual orientation, as reflected in the nonsensical
childhood rhyme “Girl, Boy, Bakla, Tomboy”, which functions as a local version of
sorts to the English play-rhyme, “eeny, meeny, miny, mo”. The Tagalog word for
this gender matrix is kasarian, which literally means ‘type’ (Garcia, 2000, p. 7),
signifying how ultimately less restrictive it is compared to words like gender or sex
in English. In this matrix, the babae (cisgender, heterosexual woman) and the lalake
(cisgender, heterosexual man) are considered the normative genders, while the
purported non-normative genders are the bakla and the tomboy15. Unlike the SOGI
framework that separates the idea of sexual orientation from that of gender identity,
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The English word tomboy has been absorbed into the Tagalog/Filipino lexicon. Other variations of
the term include t-bird and tibo.
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in the Philippines, gender and sexuality are taken together. This raises the question,
is there any room for the normative gender categories (the babae and the lalake) to
accommodate the concept of transgenderism, and is it also possible to expand the
non-normative categories (bakla and tomboy) to accommodate trans identities?
Issues of conflation and translation run rampant in Philippine popular culture
and media forms. In the above interview, for example, Boy Abunda comments that
transgenderism is not a medically pathologized illness and that it was struck out of
the Diagnostics and Statistical Manual (DSM) of the American Psychiatric
Association in the 1970s. It was, in fact, homosexuality that was depathologized in
1973 and not transgenderism, per se. “Transsexuality” was first introduced into the
DSM in 1980 as a diagnostic category separate from homosexuality (Arjonilla, 2014,
p. 3). It was later renamed Gender Identity Disorder, and fleshed out as a disorder
that comes from having a gender identity or experience that differs from one’s
assigned sex at birth. Transgenderism remains, sadly, a pathologized mental illness
in the form of Gender Dysphoria according to the latest version of the DSM, which
came out in 2013 (Arjonilla, 2014, p. 5). Gender Identity Disorder is only very subtly
different from Gender Dysmorphia – while the former pathologizes all persons
whose gender are not aligned to their birth-assigned sex, the latter pathologizes and
aims to treat the discomfort experienced by those whose genders do not match their
sex assignment at birth (Arjonilla, 2014, p. 8). The American Psychiatric
Association’s insistence on pathologizing transgenderism has, of course, spurred
numerous global campaigns, perhaps culminating in the “Stop Trans
Pathologization” (STP) campaign.
Abunda’s conflation of homosexuality and transgenderism is an easy mistake
to make, and is one, I believe, that is rooted in problems of translation. The only
13

word accessible to most Filipinos to refer to both the (male) homosexual and the
transwoman is bakla. It is a word that is, at face value, so easily understood that it
warrants no further investigation. J. Neil Garcia has written extensively on
differentiating the bakla from the male homosexual, arguing that the two concepts
occur in different universes of thought; there are issues (of sexuality, of gender
performance, of identity) that fall within the bakla category but cannot be subsumed
under the ‘homosexual’ category, for example (2008, p. 58). Bobby Benedicto
(2008) has furthered this differentiation along lines of class, effeminacy, and ‘sexual
viability’.
III.

The Bakla and Philippine Cinema: Research Questions
Most mainstream media in the Philippines, along with the cinema, is written

in Tagalog. A cursory glance at many telenovelas (soap operas, teleserye in
Tagalog), movies, and other forms of popular entertainment will reveal an abundance
of bakla characters. The argument that the bakla has become a perennial figure in
Philippine pop culture is not very difficult to make.
One of the biggest television networks in the Philippines, GMA-7, has been
quite the pioneer in forefronting LGBT issues in its telenovelas (television soap
operas). In June 2013, they premiered the My Husband’s Lover, which aired during
prime-time (anytime from 7:30 PM to 10:30 PM16). While bakla/gay/trans characters
have been featured on various shows before, they’ve always been minor characters
with very little screen time or character development. My Husband’s Lover was the
first show to forefront non-heterosexual romantic relationships. The show was about
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the daily evening news telecast.
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Lally and her husband Vincent, who has apparently been having an affair with one of
his former high school classmates, Eric. The story unfolds from Lally’s point of
view, and while the show was quite sensitive in framing Vincent and Eric’s love
affair as a ‘true’ romance, the show inevitably reverts to heteronormative models of
relationships. The wife, Lally, is framed as a dejected martyr desperately clinging on
to her family. Vincent, who leaves his wife and young child for his lover, is
unavoidably framed as being unfaithful and selfish. Eric, on the other hand, occupies
the space traditionally assigned to the (female) mistress in many “Kerida”17 genre
films and telenovela. Like the traditional mistress, Eric is unable to give up his
romance with a married man and is vilified in the process. The source of Eric’s
vilification, however, comes not from his homosexuality, which is treated as an
incidental plot-point, but from his insistence on carrying out an affair with a
committed, married man. It is the act of cheating that makes him the villain of the
story; no matter how well-written or sensitively his character was created, he is still
the kerida, and is therefore the villain. Also taking its cue from other kerida stories,
Vincent – the party responsible for initiating the affair and straying from his wife –
gets away with his actions virtually scot-free.
My Husband’s Lover was both a critical and a commercial success. After its
run, this teleserye was replaced by a lesbian-themed soap opera, The Rich Man’s
Daughter, which ran from May to August 2015. The Rich Man’s Daughter featured
Jade, who comes from a wealthy and conservative Chinese-Filipino family, and her
love affair with Althea, a middle-class Filipina who works as a wedding coordinator.
The show constantly featured how Jade’s father kept pushing her into a “traditional”
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marriage with an equally wealthy suitor. Jade does not relent, and the show
eventually ends with Jade and Althea joining a “pride march” and demanding an end
to gender discrimination. In September 2015, GMA debuted Destiny Rose, the story
of a transgender woman, Joey, who is the “son” of a macho police officer and his
homemaker wife. Based on the preview trailer for the show, Joey transitions from
male to female as she18 grows older; we see her in the trailer constantly saying,
“Babae po ako.” (“I am a woman.”) This teleserye, like those that have come before
it, also centers on the queer character’s search for romantic love while struggling for
familial acceptance.
It is at this particularly interesting conjuncture, where bakla characters are
prolific in many fields of the entertainment industry, that I am writing this research.
Shifting attention away from television or other forms of popular media, my primary
object of inquiry is Philippine cinema and how it allows for certain formations of the
bakla identity to emerge. I hope to draw on several theoretical concepts about film,
gender discourse in the social movements, and my personal experience in both
studying the cinema and as an activist to answer the very broad question of what
Philippine cinema does to the bakla character and identity.
I outline my research questions in detail below.
My first question is regarding how the bakla identity is created and re-created
in Philippine cinema. I examine the construction of the bakla through the various
films of Dolphy, hailed as the King of Philippine Comedy. Dolphy is an important
actor in the bakla film genre, not only because he has created and re-created various
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A note on pronoun use: throughout this study, I will be referring to bakla who have transitioned,
or those who identify as trans, using feminine pronouns, while the gender intransitive bakla will be
referred to using masculine pronouns.
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bakla roles, but also because he was the first to successfully play a bakla character as
a major character in a mainstream movie. Jack & Jill was directed by Mars Torres
and released in 1954 under Sampaguita Pictures, one of the biggest film production
outfits at the time. In this chapter, I will attempt to identify commonly used narrative
tropes that typify the bakla film genre, and examine the intersections of the bakla
genre with other genres, comedy and melodrama in particular. I will attempt to map
out how bakla characters have ‘evolved’ throughout the decades.
My second question concerns how the bakla in Philippine cinema embodies
ideas of gender transitivity19 and intransitivity. I will look at the films from the 1970s
up to the early 1990s and attempt to read them against the grain, looking at the
bakla’s gender performance as a marker for the concepts of gender identity and
gender expression. I will attempt to find the intersections between the foreign and
relatively recent concept of transgenderism and endemic conceptualizations of
gender/gender performance as embodied by the bakla.
My third question centers on the concept of desire and how Philippine cinema
constructs and re-constructs the bakla desire. I will do this by looking at independent
films released from the late 1990s to 2015, and draw from film theories about the
gaze the how the cinema as an apparatus objectifies the male body and renders it
ready to be consumed by a, presumably, homosexual audience. I also look at
endemic gender/sexual categories and the possibility of opening up the four-tier
model (girl, boy, bakla, tomboy) to a becoming a more sexually fluid model.
My final question concerns ideas of stardom and celebrity while examining
the bakla films of Vice Ganda (2009-2015), Roderick Paulate (1980-2009), and other
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‘gay’ celebrities who cross-over from film and television. “Gay” films have become
immense box-office successes in recent times, and this chapter will critically
examine the construction of the bakla characters in movies featuring bakla
celebrities.
By answering these four major questions, I hope to create a broad picture of
how the bakla is constructed in Philippine cinema.
IV.

Significance of the study
The bakla is a common fixture in both Philippine society and popular culture.

Extensive studies of the bakla from a cultural studies perspective have already been
explored: J. Neil Garcia’s Philippine Gay Culture (1996/2008) leads this list, along
with Martin Manalansan’s ethnographic study of migrant bakla in the United States,
Global Divas (2003).
This study places a focus on the bakla in Philippine cinema and attempts to
map out representations of the bakla across its history, covering about seven decades
– an academic endeavor that is not the central concern of any existing book. Some
journal articles and book chapters I have found so far do talk about bakla
representations in film, however, there are only a few works that attempt to reference
these representations with each other as they evolve through the decades, and even
then, these works are not quite as extensive as this current research.
In doing this research, I adopt a cultural studies perspective, in that I do not
only see films as mere products of a particular culture; rather, I look at cinema as an
active player in how society talks about, looks at, and polices certain aspects of
human identity, whether it’s gender performance, expression, sexual desire, or selfidentity. It is, therefore, immensely important I be able to flesh out the social,
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political, and cultural contexts that help shape how the bakla is constructed in
cinema.
V.

Scope and Limitations
It is impossible for a single study to look at all depictions of the bakla in all

films released in the Philippines from the inception of the film industry to today.
Thus, this study is limited to those films that put the bakla at the forefront of their
narratives. This study will cover films from the 1950s to the 2010s, but will focus
only on the films that signify major turning points in their depictions of the bakla;
most of these movies are mainstream films.
This study does not propose a singular, evolution-type grand narrative that
suggests depictions of the bakla can be neatly laid out in a spectrum from comedic
clown to tragic queen to masculine homosexual and campy diva. On the contrary, I
begin my work knowing that depictions of the bakla on screen are as diverse and
complex as those individuals that they purportedly represent; such is the problem of
studying identity and representations of identity. For purposes of organization, the
subchapters of this study are divided along a partially chronological line, which
coincides with the most prominent depictions of the bakla in films, i.e. from 1954 to
the early 1970s Dolphy and his signature brand of slapstick comedy that creates an
image of the bakla as laughable, the masculine bakla that was prominent in 1990s to
the 2000s who embodied ideals of masculinity, the transitioning bakla, from the
early 2000s, and finally, the Vice Ganda bakla that grew into cinematic prominence
within the last six years or so.
In terms of language, I must concede that not all cultural phenomena are
easily translatable. I write this study in English knowing full well that the Philippines
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has more than 120 distinct languages, and words for what I call the bakla will differ
in these languages. Bakla is a Tagalog word; Tagalog is the language upon which the
national language of Filipino is based, but there are other major languages spoken
throughout the country such as Bisaya (in Central and South Philippines) and Ilokano
(in the Northern Luzon region). For example, the Bisaya (Cebuano) term for bakla is
bayot, which also refers to cross-dressers and gender-crossers. In Tagalog, other
words for bakla indicate slight variations in its performance: binabae (literally, “one
who is made to become a woman”) and silahis (bisexual), which connote the
effeminate cross-dressing bakla and the masculine-garbed albeit effeminate gay man,
respectively. These different words indicate similar, though not necessarily the same,
gendered and sexual practices. It must be noted, though, that the vast majority of the
films I study in this research is in Tagalog, as it is the language used in most films,
both mainstream and independent.
For the purposes of writing this research, I have attempted to use pronouns
that indicate gender rather than sex. In many cases, I use the binary he/she or him/her
pronouns to indicate the ambiguity of a bakla character’s gender identity, for want of
standardized neutral personal pronouns in the English language. I use he to refer to
gay men, and she to refer to transwomen. In Tagalog, as in most languages in the
Philippine islands, all personal pronouns are neutral.
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Chapter 2: Methodology

This chapter lays out the theoretical and methodological foundations of this
research. I begin by exploring how the bakla is defined and theorized and then
proceed to describe my approach to studying film. I end with a very brief discussion
of the Philippine film industry.

I.

The Bakla

Theorizing the bakla is by no means an easy task. Perhaps the most extensive
book about the nature of the bakla is J. Neil Garcia’s Philippine Gay Culture, first
published in 1996 with subsequent editions in 2008 and 2009 from the University of
the Philippines Press and University of Hong Kong Press, respectively. Here, Garcia
looks at how the bakla has been constructed and represented through various texts
and social practices from the 1960s to the 1990s, with a chapter devoted to
precolonial gender practices. The book is a genealogy of sorts that traces kabaklaan
back to its supposedly precolonial roots in the practice of babaylan20 shamanism
(Garcia, 2008, p. 162).
Before Spanish occupation, indigenous cultures in many parts of the
Philippines practiced a form of religious animism headed mostly by women – thus,
women occupied a social rank in precolonial societies that paralleled that of men
(Garcia, 2008, pp. 158, 162). Women were considered more spiritually linked to the
animist gods. The babaylan were mostly women who acted as healers, arbitrators,
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and spiritual and social leaders who occupied a place of social prestige in precolonial
times (Garcia, 2008, p. 162). Babaylanism was an occupation dominated by women
(Garcia, 2008, p. 162) however it was not exclusive to genital females. Males would
be allowed to perform the babaylan function provided they took on the garb and
mannerisms of women (Garcia, 2009, p. 163). Gender-crossing, however, was not
merely transvestic in these cultures – the babaylan took on the “social and symbolic
role of the other, complementary… sex” (Garcia, 2008, p. 165). The babaylan’s
gender-crossing means that they shared all the rights, roles, and responsibilities of
genital women.
In many cases, effeminate men would automatically be granted the role of
babaylan simply because they were effeminate cross-dressers, unlike women who
had to undergo tests in order to become babaylans themselves (Garcia, 2008, pp.
165-166). This apparently signifies that the act of gender-crossing itself was
considered an invocation of the divine (Garcia, 2008, p. 166). However, there is no
evidence that suggests (genital) women had to engage gender-crossing via
transvestism to become a babaylan, which points to babaylanism as a primarily
female/feminine occupation (Garcia, 2008, p. 166). Spanish priests and historians
originally thought that the babaylan were eunuchs or sexually celibate (Garcia, 2008,
p. 175). However, some historical documents make it clear that while the babaylan
were reproductively celibate (that is, they did not engage in procreative sex with
women), they did engaged in same-sex sexual activities and took on male partners or
husbands (Garcia, 2008, p. 181; 182).
While the contemporary bakla has retained traditional behavioral vestiges of
babaylanism (cross-dressing, effeminacy, and sexual desire directed at the
masculine, purportedly heterosexual man), it lost its position of privilege in society
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through centuries of Spanish Catholic rule, which coded the practice of babaylan
shamanism as demonic and immoral, and the incursion of American psychiatric
discourse, which emphasized the pathology of both homosexuality and
transgenderism (Garcia, 2008; Tan, 1994, 203). The incursion of other labels like
MSM (men who have sex with men), from HIV/AIDS discourses, and the
Eurocentric political “gay” label have posed problems for the bakla. From being
ancient religious leaders in the form of the babaylan, the bakla came to be identified
with the occupations of fashion design and hairstyling (Garcia, 2008, p.87). The most
pervasive stereotype of the bakla, since the 1970s, is that of the parlorista: a lowincome beauty salon worker (Benedicto, 2008, p. 318).
In contemporary society and academia, the word bakla has been rather
uncritically defined as a conflation of the gay man and the transwoman. Garcia
explores this phenomenon along the lines of sexual orientation and gender
identity/expression and argues that the conflation is a product of colonial modernity
and the influx of American biomedicalization, “…the phenomenon of “gender
transitivity” permeates the oral past not only of the Philippines but also the whole of
Southeast Asia. By contrast, homosexuality is obviously a more recent development,
an “implantation” of the American-sponsored biomedicalization of local cultures in
the Philippines” (Garcia, 2014, p. 126, emphasis and quotations in original). Garcia
further argues that this newly implanted regiment of the bakla as homosexual, and
therefore suffering from some form of psychosexual inversion, has become pervasive
because it so easily matches the “native culture” thinking of “transcendent depth”
(Garcia, 2013, p. 54). Garcia proposes the binary of the labas/loob – the former
pertains to the genitally sexed body (that has been colonially dimorphised into two
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distinct sexes), the latter pertains to the psyche and interior self-hood (2013, p. 54).
Garcia writes:
The sexological discourse of homosexuality (as a psychosexual
inversion) proved easy enough to “graft” on to kabaklaan because of
the equivalency or “comparability” that exists between the Western
concept of the gendered inner self, and the capaciously generative
concept of loob. This “sexualization” of local modes of mentality,
behavior, and personality, was the inevitable result of the
implementation of an English-based education system… and
presumably, the “psychosexual logic” it introduced has prospered and
become more stubbornly entrenched since then. (p. 54)

Garcia continues to argue that operations of same-sex sexuality in the
Philippines are strangely heterosexual in nature. This is because while identity is
constructed based on the binary of the inside (loob) and the outside (labas), the loob
is taken as more precious and important than the labas (Garcia, 2000, p. 272). This
model of inversion, the bakla’s interiorized femininity, allows for the bakla’s desire
for the lalake to be seen as heterosexual, and, “it is the very same model of inverted
desire (and identity) that has made it possible for homosexuality to be strictly the
bakla’s burden, and not his masculine partner’s” (Garcia, 2000, p. 272, emphasis in
original).
Examining kabaklaan as both a form of homosexuality and as a set of gender
performances poses its own set of problems. Garcia looks at the gender-transitive
bakla, those who cross-dress and are effeminate, and the gender-intransitive bakla,
those who do not cross-dress and are non-effeminate (Garcia, 2008, p. 20). Bobby
Benedicto (2008) examines the masculine (gender-intransitive) bakla and argues that
a certain amount of disassociation happens between urban, middle-class gay men and
the stereotypically effeminate, working-class, gender-transitive bakla. The urban
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Manila “gay” scene always seeks to project an image that is compatible with
Western, and therefore modern images of male homosexuality (Benedicto, 2008, pp.
317-318). This is reflected in the proliferation of various bars, clubs, gyms, and
saunas patterned after imaginations of American gay lifestyles (Benedicto, 2008, pp.
322-232). Even though the bakla is a thoroughly modern identity, it is seen as an
outdated cliché that needs to be rooted out but is nevertheless pervasive in
contemporary urban gay culture (Benedicto, 2008, p. 326). “The struggle of gay men
in Manila has been cast in terms of finding ways to perform homosexuality without
being coded as bakla” (Benedicto, 2008, p. 323). As Garcia (2014) notes, the gender
divide between the gender-transitive and the gender-intransitive bakla exists on a
“kind of class antagonism between the “vulgar” and the “respectable” ascriptions and
self-expressions of the bakla and/or gay identity” (p. 97, quotations in original).
While it is easy to see how gender-transitivity in the bakla may be enacted or
performed, the bakla challenges the now-pervasive discourse of Butlerian gender
performativity. Judith Butler proposed her performativity theory in her book, Gender
Trouble, first published in 1990. Here, Butler challenges the naturalized relationship
between the concepts of sex, gender, and sexuality by first interrogating the very
concept of the sexed body. She argues that the creation of an oppositional, binary sex
system serves to only to create and reinforce the heterosexual matrix, whereby the
sexed body is seen as the cause that elicits gender identification and desire (Butler,
1990/1999, p. 31). She delves more deeply into what she calls the heterosexual
matrix – a person is assigned a sex at birth, which causes them to be raised in a
particularly gendered manner, and they are expected to desire the ‘opposite’ sex (in
Garcia, 2000, p. 268).
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Garcia (2000) goes into this in detail, arguing that while Butler proposes a
theory of identity formation based on repetitive performances that create a sexed,
gendered, and sexual subject rather than an essential feature that defines identity (p.
267), the bakla’s enactments of femininity are rooted in his woman-heartedness (pp.
271-272). Garcia’s entry point into his critique of Butler’s performativity theory is
the latter’s examination of drag as having the ability to both parodize gender and
expose its shallowness (Garcia, 2000, p. 268). “…gender identity among the
Tagalog-Filipinos is premised on a concept – more like an article of faith – that
privileges depth, psychospiritual plenitude, and core-ness or kalooban” (Garcia,
2000, p. 271, emphasis in original).
Garcia also warns of an extremely nativist approach to kabaklaan in his essay
Nativism or Universalism, which came out in the journal Kritika Kultura in 2013. It
may be easy to say that western conceptualizations of gender are colonial imports
that do not match local thinking around gender and sexuality, but Garcia takes a
moderate nativist view and argues that the proliferation of global LGBT discourse in
the Philippines today can be understood in light of kabaklaan through a kind of
syncretism that considers “cultural divides” along certain lines, like class status and
urbanity, for example (Garcia, 2013, p. 58).
In this thesis, I examine how an image of kabaklaan is constructed through
Philippine cinema, examining in particular issues of stereotyping and ontology,
gender-transitivity, gender-intransitivity and sexuality, and the bakla as a public
figure.

II.

The Cinema
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Christian Metz has often been quoted as saying that the cinema is hard to
explain because it is easy to understand. My approach to studying cinema in this
research is not to look at it from the point of view of aesthetics, nor to look at how
the Philippine cinema profits off of representations of the bakla, although the
penultimate chapter of this thesis does look a bit into the studio system’s
manipulations of the bakla character and celebrity. I draw from a wide range of
theories in studying how the cinema actively shapes contemporary discourses of
kabaklaan in Philippine society. The questions I pose in this study have to deal
mostly with the matter of representation – “the social process of making images,
sounds, signs, stand for something” (Turner, 2006, p. 59). I see films as not merely
cultural products, but as taking an active part in the shaping of culture as well. As
such, I ‘read’ the films in this thesis as texts that “can be understood as coherent,
legible, and interactive” (Kolker, 2006, p. 184) components of culture.
I view cinema as both a part of the cultural system that produces “the
behaviors, the practices, the institutions… which constitute our social existence”
(Tuner, 2006, p. 66) as well as a system for signification that allows us to make sense
of our surroundings. In my reading of the films in this research, I pay attention to
elements of camera work, framing, mise-en-scene, sound, costumes, actor
performances, and editing. Through all my readings of these texts, despite utilizing
various, often disparate theories of film in each of my chapters, a single
methodological thread runs through – that of narrative analysis. Narrative analyses of
films involve looking at the elements of story-telling and how film allows for its plot
to unfold by, for example, looking at a film’s scenes and its mise-en-scene. In doing
a narrative analysis of the films in this research, I adhere to the universal appeal of
story-telling as a means of not only showing us what the world looks like and how it
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functions, but also, that stories help explain the world around us (Turner, 2006, p.
98). “Narrative can be described as a means of ‘making sense’ of our social world,
and sharing that ‘sense’ with others” (Turner, 2006, pp. 98-99).
Focusing on the plot and the story allows for me to argue the major themes in
this research’s examination of the bakla in film. I look at the themes that surround
bakla-centered films and the bakla characters’ associations with aspects of genre,
comedy and melodrama in particular. I look at how characters within the filmic
diegesis interact with one another, and delve into the social implications of these
interactions.
Because of the sheer number of bakla-centric films, I had to purposely select
the films examined in this thesis based on the themes that I felt each film centered
on. Perhaps almost serendipitously, a semi-chronological order appears in my
readings of Philippine bakla cinema. I begin with the earliest gay-themed film,
headlined by Dolphy and examine common tropes and stereotypes that are associated
kabaklaan. Dolphy’s expansive career of over sixty years (from 1944 to 2010)
allowed me to pick earlier bakla films and juxtapose them with one of Dolphy’s last
bakla films to examine how tropes of kabaklaan have ‘evolved’ through time in
relation to aspects of genre.
I move in this research throughout several decades of Philippine cinema,
beginning with the first “gay-themed” film that forefronts the bakla in its narrative,
Jack & Jill (dir. Mars Torres) in 1954. By “gay-themed” I do not merely mean that
the films’ central themes are that of homosexuality and/or gender-crossing (in terms
of transvestism or effeminacy), but that the bakla character is a primary mover in the
film’s narrative. Bakla characters had always been present in Philippine cinema even
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before Dolphy made a name for himself with his hyperfeminine creations, but they
had always been portrayed in minor roles with little or no character development (or
indeed, speaking lines). My focus on both the bakla character and his being central to
a film’s story is a conscious effort on my part to highlight the presence of kabaklaan
in contemporary Philippine cinema.
I pay very close attention to the narrative feature of the ‘character’ as the
primary component of filmic story-telling. In the subsequent chapters of this
research, I focus on aspects of character creation and development through an actor’s
performance and costume, first by looking at the films of Dolphy and how they
construct an image of the bakla in Philippine cinema. I do this by identifying the
major tropes that are associated with the bakla. In that chapter (Chapter 3), I argue
that Dolphy has created the bakla in cinema as a male person whose interior is
female/feminine, as evidenced by his insistence on his woman-heartedness. I also
argue that a conversion trope is common in these early bakla movies, where the
bakla character is forced to undergo attempts at reforming him from effeminate sissy
to masculine lalake. The bakla remains resistant to this conversion by virtue of his
internalized femininity.
In the fourth chapter, I examine how gender performance is embodied by the
gender-transitive bakla and how the body is treated as a manipulable signifier for
gender and sexual identity, demarcated along lines of class and economic status. I
examine bakla characters in films that closely resemble the transgender
concept/performance in the act of transitioning, and attempt to draw out the
permeable boundaries between local conceptualizations of the bakla in light of
international transgender human rights discourse. I approach this subject matter as
both an trans-identified activist who works on issues of trans education and
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empowerment, as well as an academic who is mindful and critical of the use of
imported terminologies that may have the power to erase local discourse, a power
that comes from positions of economic privilege. Here, I argue that in the
Philippines, transitioning as an act of embodiment does not occur along the lines
thought of in western academic queer theory where transitioning is seen as a
subversive act that challenges the gender/sex binary. Rather, I see transitioning, as
shown in the films I study in this chapter, as an act that allows the bakla to bring out
his interior feminine gender. I also explore the ‘essentialized’ nature of the bakla in
Philippine cinema – his body may be manipulable, but his kabaklaan remains intact.
I argue further that while transitioning allows for the bakla to more closely resemble
the (cisgender) babae, the bakla’s desire for social acceptance can only be fulfilled,
not by co-opting the label/social space of the babae, but by a radical reclaiming of
bakla as a separate but equally legitimate gender category associated with
femininity/femaleness.
Chapter five allows me to digress slightly from studying the narrative
structure of cinema as I examine the camera as an apparatus for constructing the gaze
of the bakla spectator, which allows the gender-intransitive bakla to both objectify
the male body while forming a sense of ego identification with the film’s primary
characters. I look at independent cinema’s ubiquitous displays of the male body, and
argue that cinema allows for the traditional bakla-lalake romantic pairing, which
may involve monetary exchanges for sexual favors, to be shifted to a more
egalitarian form of relationship between two masculine, gender-intransitive bakla.
Finally, in chapter six, I examine the realm of celebrity by looking not just at
a popular bakla actor’s filmic appearances but how his image as a star is constructed
by the entertainment industry, which continues to perpetuate his celebrity and sell his
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image as the ‘idealized’ contemporary bakla. I look at the bakla, as embodied by
Vice Ganda, as a function of the public/private binary and examine how celebrity can
be a vehicle for the bakla to put out in public matters that have been traditionally
kept private (sexuality, for example). Vice Ganda is the image of today’s bakla; he is
affluent but still very much tied with the lower-classes as bakya (masscult):
effeminate and gaudily camped. He is vocal about LGBT rights, but remains
abrasive, self-deprecating, and offensive in his humor – a function of the behaviors
that have come to be expected from bakla entertainers. As seen in Vice Ganda’s
image, there’s a certain leeway allotted for the bakla’s sexuality to surface, but not in
a way that allows for genuine affection between the lalake and the bakla that moves
away from the bakla’s economic support of his lover. I argue that Vice Ganda
embodies the expectations the public have come to presume to accompany
kabaklaan – that he is the embodiment of the bakla tropes that have become so
popular in pop culture.

III.

A brief history of cinema in the Philippines

The Philippines has a long-standing tradition of narrative drama, which
includes dance-dramas and other performances that called on the power of the gods
for various ritualistic purposes. This tradition would remain intact in many
indigenous societies while urban performance traditions would become ‘westernized’
through the influence of vaudeville (colloquially called bodabil) and the Spanish
zarzuela, a musical drama. The Tagalog sarswela would become a prominent feature
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in town festivities and be developed as an artistic genre by local composers, and
would later become an important source of narrative content for early Filipino
movies. Bryan Yeatter (2007) comments that it is this tradition of story-telling
through performance that provided the impetus for the birth and growth of the
Philippine film industry (p. 4).
Arguably, cinema in the Philippines can be said to be the first of its kind in
the region (Bautista, n.d.). It was a Spaniard named Pertierra who, on January 1,
1897, was the first to screen moving pictures in his salon in Escolta in the heart of
downtown Manila (Bautista, n.d.). It was on this same street that the first public
“cinema”, which featured a Lumiere Cinematograph imported from Paris by a
Spanish soldier named Antonio Ramos with the financial help of Swiss businessmen
Leibman and Peritz, opened on August 29, 1897 (Yeatter, 2007, p. 6). The cinema
initially featured 10 titles, including The Czar’s Carriage Passing Place de la
Concorde, An Arabian Cortege, Card Players, Snow Games, and A Train’s Arrival –
but even with an additional twenty other films, screened in groups of 10 every hour
from 6 PM to 10 PM, tickets sales for the cinema dwindled after a few short weeks
of success, and the cinema closed down at the end of November 1897 (Yeatter, 2007,
p. 6.; Bautista, n.d.). Knowing that for a cinema to succeed it would need to attract
more audiences with new films, Ramos used his Lumiere cinematograph as a camera
and became the first filmmaker in the country with short films that lasted a little
under one minute each titled Escenas Callejeras (Street Scenes), Panorama de
Manila (Manila Landscape), Fiesta de Quiapo (Quiapo Fiesta), and Puwente de
Espana (Bridge of Spain) (Yeatter, 2007, p. 6).
During the first two decades of the 20th Century, film production outfits were
mostly controlled by American entrepreneurs and some Chinese mestizos (people of
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Filipino-Chinese descent) who owned theaters around Manila (Yeatter, 2007, p. 14).
It was not until 1919 that Jose Nepomuceno filmed the Tagalog sarswela Dalagang
Bukid (Country Girl) written by Hermogenes Ilagan and Leon Ignacio. Despite the
fact that films could not yet record sound, Nepomuceno recorded the sarswela’s
musical numbers and put those in the movie – hiring an orchestra and singers to
accompany the scenes while the silent film played in his theater (Yeatter, 2007, p.
14). Nepomuceno hired the original cast, which included a young soprano named
Honorata “Atang” dela Rama21 (who would later become a National Artist for
Theater and Music) to sing at the film’s premiere. Because of his dedication to
creating movies that came from local source materials and starring local artists, Jose
Nepomuceno has been dubbed the “Father of Philippine Movies”.
Despite the proliferation of movies during the early decades of the 20th
century, local producers struggled with the lack of sound and sought ways to enhance
the movie-going experience of audiences by hiring musicians and singers to play in
time with the films being screened. In 1930, Araw Movies (a newly established
production studio) began playing a film called a local film Collegian Love while
accompanying the film with sounds from a phonograph (Yeatter, 2007, p. 18). The
first true sound film would premiere on January 1, 1933; Ang Aswang (The Monster),
which featured music and dialogue (in English and Spanish), was produced by
Manila Talkaton Pictures under the direction of George Mussern (Yeatter, 2007, p.
19). Full color films would come later, with Prinsipe Amante (Prince Amante) in
1950.

21

Atang dela Rama would, incidentally, become one of the first big stars in Philippine cinema.
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The 1930s and 1940s would see the establishment of major motion picture
studios in the country. Sampaguita Pictures was established in 1937 by the Vera
brothers, Pedro, a congressman, and Jose, a Judge and former senator (Yeatter, 2007,
p. 27). In 1938, LVN Pictures was founded by Carmen Villongco and Eleuterio
Navoa, with the patronage of Doña Narcisa Buencamino (Yeatter, 2007, p. 27). Jose
Nepomuceno would expand his Malayan Pictures Corporation into Parlatone
Hispanico-Filipino, which would fall under Raymundo Navarro’s leadership after
Nepomuceno is forced out. Nepomuceno will not be deterred and would establish yet
another production studio, X’Otic Films, with Jesus Cacho and Julian Sagado
(Yeatter, 2007, p. 27).
The studio system would become an important avenue for the production of
the country’s first wave of film stars – all of whom were either mestizo or at the very
least, light-skinned Filipinos. Yeatter (2007) comments on how these stars,
regardless of ethnic origin, would usually pick Spanish-sounding names (p. 36-37), a
remnant perhaps of unchallenged Spanish colonialism. Thus, the American mestiza
Rose Stagner would become Rosa del Rosario; half-American, half-Filipino Dorothy
Jones will become famous under the name Nida Blanca; John Montgomery became
Johnny Monteiro; Florence Danon would become Rosa Rosal; Januaria Constantino
Keller would become Carmen Rosales, etc.
Yeatter (2007) would also note the role that women played in the early years
of the Philippine Movie Industry. They were not merely stars on screen, but played
active roles in the production, writing, editing, and promotion processes (Yeatter,
2007, p. 29). Yeatter (2007) seems surprised that women were active players early in
the industry “given the patriarchal nature of Asian societies” (p. 29) and even
callously comments that these women “who achieved power and prominence in the
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Philippines derived their power in one way or another by way of their husbands”
(p.29). What Yeatter seems to neglect is that in Philippine societies prior to Spanish
colonization, labor had always been shared by the different genders. Since women
lived longer than men, many of the tribal elders were women; women even had
property rights in pre-colonial societies and even had a say in whether to marry or
not, and in whom to marry. I’m not particularly surprised that women played
significant roles during those early times of the film industry given our history of
gender and labor. LVN’s Doña Narcisa Buencamino would later be dubbed as the
“Grand Old Lady of Philippine Movies” not only for her financial involvement in the
company but also for her eye for talent, having discovered and developed many stars
of the early Philippine screen (Yeatter, 2007, p. 29). Dolores Vera, wife of
Sampaguita Pictures’ co-founder Judge Jose Vera, would take over her husband’s
company after his health had declined. She was known around the production lot as
“Mommy Vera”, setting precedent for other matriarchs in the film industry to be
called Mother (like Regal Films’ Lily Monteverde, affectionately called “Mother
Lily”, who would become famous for producing teen romance movies in the 1980s)
(Yeatter, 2007, p. 30). Adela Santiago would take over Premiere Productions,
founded in 1946 by Dr. Ciriaco Santiago, after her husband’s death (Yeatter, 2007, p.
59).
In his book, Notes on Philippine Cinema (1989), critic and film scholar
Emmanuel Reyes outlines several distinct characteristics of mainstream Philippine
cinema. He argues that film in the Philippines follows, quite loosely, the form of
classical Hollywood cinema (p. 6) – narrative development is premised on individual
character actions (p. 7). However, he also lays out four features of mainstream
cinema that digress from the style of classical Hollywood films. First is that unlike
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classical Hollywood cinema, Philippine mainstream cinema is scene-oriented rather
than plot-oriented (Reyes, 1989, p. 15). He cites film critic Nicanor Tiongson who
argues that Philippine cinema inherited many of its forms from traditions in liveaction theater, which emphasized the importance of scenes over plot development
(Reyes, 1989, p. 16). This explains Philippine mainstream cinema’s penchant for
loose plots that are quickly wrapped up toward the end, but littered with several
climactic scenes within the movie. These scenes are driven by the actors and their
dialogue and are supposed to evoke emotions from the audience; these digressive
scenes range from musical song-and-dance numbers (even though the movie is not a
musical), confrontation scenes, or overly melodramatic scenes, laid over with equally
dramatic music, meant to showcase an actor’s dramatic skills.
Reyes (1989) also notes that Philippine mainstream cinema has a fondness
for overt, rather than symbolic, representation (p.17). In comedy, this operates on the
subgenre of slapstick comedy – fairly commonly found in many comedic bakla
movies. Another characteristic of Philippine mainstream cinema, according to Reyes
(1989) is ‘circumlocutory’ dialogue – unlike the classical Hollywood style where
dialogue is mostly frank and straight-to-the-point, in the Philippines, dialogue in
movies is meant to expand a scene and draw out a character’s emotions (p.21).
Dialogue in mainstream films also tend to switch from Tagalog to English (and in the
case of many earlier films, even Spanish) – a very common practice in many forms
of the mass media. Finally, Reyes (1989) notes the “centrality of the star” as a
feature of mainstream cinema (p. 23). It was a practice established early on in the
history of Philippine cinema, and persists to today. Unlike the Hollywood style,
where versatility is valued in great actors and actresses, in the Philippines, movie
scripts are tailored to a celebrity’s style or persona. Typecasting is common, and few
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actors or actresses venture into films that digress from the genre with which they
have come to be associated. This explains why Dolphy has so many bakla movies, as
do his heirs – Roderick Paulate (in the ‘80s and ‘90s) and Vice Ganda (from 2009
onward). The link between the Star System and the bakla in films will be explored
further in the sixth chapter of this thesis.
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Chapter 3: The Dolphy Bakla
I examine representations of the bakla in this chapter by looking at the films
of Dolphy – an actor who has been proclaimed the King of Philippine Comedy
(Ancheta, 2006, p. 77). I argue that Dolphy is responsible for creating the bakla
archetype in Philippine cinema, shaping this identity with aspects of effeminacy,
transvestism, and internalized femininity, while associating the bakla with the
aesthetics industries and beauty pageants thus tying him to the lower-income classes.
I argue that the ubiquity of the bakla figure in Philippine cinema points to the bakla
as an integral part of Philippine society. I also pay close attention to what I call the
conversion trope – the bakla in many Dolphy films forcibly undergoes lessons in
masculinization, which he vehemently resists. I see this undoing of gender normative
conversion through the bakla’s resistance to it as a marker for the essentialized
nature of the bakla as internally female. I then turn to questions of genre – and why
the bakla has been caught in the dialectic of melodrama and comedy.
I.

Being bakla
The bakla, as mentioned in the previous chapters, is a Filipino gender/sexual

category that “conflates homosexuality, transvestism or effeminacy, and lower-class
status” (Benedicto, 2008, p. 318). The bakla’s four characteristics of effeminacy,
cross-dressing, same-sex sexuality, and lower-class status can be clearly seen in
many movies. In this part of this chapter, I look at the bakla roles of Dolphy and
demonstrate how he is able to embody these four characteristics, while resisting
enforced masculinization and heterosexual normalcy.
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The role of the bakla in Philippine cinema was first popularized by “Comedy
King” Dolphy. Born Rodolfo Vera Quizon, Jr. on July 25, 1928, Dolphy first
appeared on stage at the Orient Theater during the Japanese occupation of Manila in
the early 1940s (Yeatter, 2007, p. 104). He made a name for himself in vaudevillestyle comedy sketches, and later got into making movies, initially by playing the role
of the bungling sidekick in many comedies. Dolphy’s career would take important
leaps forward by playing on comic stereotypes of the bakla – loud, decidedly
effeminate, and sharp-tongued. He would later be an important figure in the ‘secret
agent’ genre – comedies that parodied the popular Bond movies, like Dolpinger (dir.
Butch Bautista, 1965).
Dolphy was, in fact, so convincing in his portrayal of bakla characters that
rumors that he was actually gay in real life haunted him early in his career. Dolphy
would prove critics wrong by siring no less than eighteen children through six
different women. He has become a pillar in Philippine comedy, not just in the movies
but also in television sitcoms. He starred in the family sitcom, John en Marsha, in
1971, which ran for over 400 episodes. The series ended in 1990, but Dolphy’s
career in television sitcoms would not. Home Along da22 Riles (1992) and its sequel
Home Along da Airport (2003) would later become incredibly popular shows.
Dolphy died of complications brought about by pneumonia on July 10, 2012. He was
83.
In 1954, Dolphy was cast in the lead in a film called Jack & Jill, directed by
Mars Torres, where he played opposite Lolita Rodriguez, a popular actress who
would later specialize in melodramatic roles. Dolphy plays Goryo, a bakla who is

22

Da is the Tagalized form of the English word “the”.
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responsible for taking care of his elderly father and keeping house, while Rodriguez
plays his sister, the tomboy Luisa who is the family’s primary breadwinner. In an
attempt to reform her brother’s effeminate ways, Luisa agrees to marry any man who
can turn her brother into a ‘proper’ man, to the chagrin of their father who has
seemingly accepted Goryo’s queer presence, reasoning that, “Pusong babae yan,
wala tayong magagawa.” (“He has the heart of a woman, we can’t do anything about
that.”) What ensues for the rest of the film is a comedic and slightly slapstick look at
how the bakla resists enforced masculinized by the men around him.
Dolphy’s first major foray into the bakla genre shows the classic signs of
kabaklaan (being bakla). In Jack & Jill, Goryo/Glory is effeminate and engages in
cross-dressing – and is often found using or holding his signature fan. The fan would
later become a staple in the Dolphy bakla characters like Markova (2000, dir. Gil
Portes) and Facifica Falayfay (1969, dir. Mars Torres); falayfay is actually a
swardspeak (gay lingo) term for fan. Despite the Philippines being a tropical country,
the fan is an essential marker of femininity and is used in films almost exclusively by
women or the bakla – men would occasionally wield the fan in many movies from
the 1960s to the 1980s, but always for comic effect (for example, to show that they
are effeminate or lacking in masculinity).
Jack & Jill was not only a great commercial success bust also historically
important since it is the first film that features the bakla at the forefront of its
narrative. Throughout the film, local conceptualizations of gender are represented,
challenged, and rethought, and all through comic slapstick.
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The film centers on the relationship of siblings Luisa and Goryo. Luisa, a
tomboy, works as a jeepney23 driver, an occupation more typically associated with
men. Her brutish masculinity is first displayed in the film when she confronts a
passenger who refuses to pay his fare; he pulls out a knife and attempts to stab her
but she beats him down and he quickly makes his escape. She calls out to him, “Hoy,
magbalik ka! Akala ko ba’y matapang ka? Nakatagpo ka rin ng siga!” (“Hey, come
back! I thought you were brave! You’ve met your match.”)
Luisa’s masculinity is a stark contrast to her brother’s performance of
femininity. The whole film operates on a play on the gender binary – a masculine
woman and an effeminate man; a domineering wife and her cuckolded husband, a
playboy who is tamed by the masculine woman. By the end though, the tomboy, the
female counterpart of the bakla, become heterosexualized through her decision to
become engaged to a male lover, while the bakla remains effeminate. When Luisa
returns home after a hard day’s work, she knocks on the door calling on Goryo to
open up. She receives no reply until she calls her brother by his preferred name,
Glory. He opens the door, greeting her, “Yes, my darling sister?” Dressed in a loosefitting polka-dotted blouse, with his eyebrows plucked thin, Glory immediately gets
a beating from his sister who berates him for preferring to be called Glory rather than
Goryo. In the film, Goryo’s preference for his being called Glory is used as a
metaphor for the bakla’s purported special nature. Glory talks back at his sister:
“At bakit? Alangan ba naman sa isang diwatang katulad ko na
tawaging Glory. Aba! Pangalan yan ng Apo, upang ipahayag ang
natatangi kong alindog.” (“What’s the matter? It’s only fit for a fairy

23

The jeepney is the most popular form of transportation in the Philippines, and is styled after
American-era military jeeps. The jeepney remains the one of the cheapest and most convenient
forms of commuting in most cities and rural towns today.
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like me to be called Glory. It is the name of the Gods, and announces
my unique allure.”)

This response signifies the bakla’s resistance to masculinity’s attempts at
putting him down, and his insistence on being treated as a special kind of being by
calling to mind the direct link between the babaylan priestesses of precolonial times
and the modern-day bakla. It echoes discourses of the bakla as a ‘third gender’ that
creates a form of special treatment that is never extended to the masculine woman,
who purportedly already benefits from patriarchal society by being able to fend for
herself against other forms of masculinity and being empowered enough to be able to
earn her own living. J. Neil Garcia, in his book Philippine Gay Culture (2008), traces
the bakla’s genealogy of sorts to the babaylan – an occupation held in high regard in
many pre-colonial Philippine societies that was considered to be feminine work, and
which involved aspects of healing and spiritual guidance. Before Spanish occupation,
local cultures in the Philippines practiced a form of religious animism headed mostly
by women – thus, women occupied a social rank in pre-colonial Philippines that
paralleled that of men (Garcia, 2008, pp. 158, 162). Women were considered more
spiritually linked to the animist gods. Babaylanism was an occupation dominated by
women (Garcia, 2008, p. 162) however it was not exclusive to genital females. Males
would be allowed to perform the babaylan function provided they took on the garb
and mannerisms of women (Garcia, 2008, p. 163). The babaylan, however, did not
merely cross-dress but took on the “social and symbolic role of the other,
complementary… sex” (Garcia, 2008, p. 165). This means that they shared all the
rights, roles, and responsibilities of genital women. The bakla in these Dolphy
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movies retains the original idea behind babaylanism, which is that the bakla’s
interior femininity defines his entire identity and function in society.

Figure 1: "Glory" is confronted by his sister, Luisa, in Jack & Jill.

Figure 2: Dolphy, as Facifica Falayfay, first appears in the film wearing a skimpy bathing
suit and a parasol.Figure 3:: "Glory" is confronted by his sister, Luisa, in Jack & Jill.

The subsequent scenes feature a trope that has become popular in Dolphy’s
Figure 4: Dolphy, as Facifica Falayfay, first appears in the film wearing a skimpy bathing
suit and
a parasol.
gay movies,
a trope
that I will explore in a latter part of this chapter. Luisa gets one

of her more masculine suitors, Baldo, to teach Goryo how to be a man, starting with
his

Figure 5: Walterina Markova exits the Home for the Golden Gays to go about his daily
routine,When
carryingthey
the bakla's
as Facifica
Falayfay,
firstcan
physique.
meet,signature
he asksfan.Figure
Goryo6:toDolphy,
take off
his shirt
so he
appears in the film wearing a skimpy bathing suit and a parasol.Figure 7:: "Glory" is
confronted by his sister, Luisa, in Jack & Jill.

assess his

body. Judging it to be too scrawny, he decides to teach Goryo to work out and build
his muscles. He demonstrates how to lift weights and how to do “deep breathing”.
Figure 8: Dolphy, as Facifica Falayfay, first appears in the film wearing a skimpy bathing
suit and a parasol.Figure 9:: "Glory" is confronted by his sister, Luisa, in Jack & Jill.

Instead, Goryo takes a deep breath and starts vocalizing in falsetto, singing a popular
folk song. Frustrated with Goryo’s inability to mimic any semblance of masculinity,
Baldo hits him on the head and punches him on the chest and stomach. It’s a
common image in slapstick comedy – someone always gets hurt and the pain is
treated comically. It is also, however, unnervingly similar to the type of violence that
many gender non-conforming children as subjected to. In the Philippines, common
folk stories sometimes involve fathers who are physically abusive of their bakla sons
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in an effort to reform the child. A popular running joke, for example, involves a
father beating up and then dunking his bakla son into a barrel of water. He then lifts
the child out of the barrel and asks if he is still bakla, to which the child says, “Hindi
na po. Sirena na po ako!” (“No. Now I am a mermaid!”) In common folk lore, the
mermaid is seen as a metaphor for the bakla. Being half-fish, half-human, the
mermaid occupies a liminal space that exists in between the spaces of human-ness
and animal-ness, a space for the mythical to emerge. In the same way, the bakla is
seen as a combination of the male and female, woman-heartedness embodied within
the male anatomy, a liminal space that exists between the binary poles of gender.
Jack & Jill also offers a very interesting look at heterosexual gender play in
the Philippines. When Mang Ambo, Luisa and Goryo’s father, finds employment
under a rich family that features a cuckolded husband and an overbearing wife prone
to breaking out in soprano arias, which complement Glory’s vocalizations shown
earlier in the seen, the high-pitched sound of embodied womanhood. Ambo finds
himself assigned as the chauffer of the couple’s womanizing bachelor son, Edgardo.
Ambo’s ill health, however, eventually forces Luisa to take his place as Edgardo’s
chauffer. Luisa, however, must pretend to be a man in order to drive around the
young bachelor.
Goryo, fed up with Luisa’s attempts to masculinize him, runs away from
home dressed as a young girl. He is run over by a car driven by Edgardo’s parents,
Doña Teresita and Don Pepito, and they decide to take “her” home, mistaking her for
a cisgender woman. Goryo tells them that her name is Gloria, and she and Doña
Teresita find a common love for music. Doña Teresita then decides to adopt Gloria.
When she introduces her new daughter to the household staff, Gloria recognizes her
sister, still masquerading as a young boy/chauffer. Luisa attempts to talk sense into
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Glory, asking her to return home, but she refuses, preferring the affluence of Doña
Teresita’s household.
Luisa eventually falls for Edgardo and struggles to keep her identity as a
woman hidden from him. This trope of mistaken identity and gender-bending has
been common since even before Shakespeare immortalized these woes in Twelfth
Night. Hollywood has exploited this as well in movies like Some Like it Hot and
Victor/Victoria. In Jack & Jill, Glory decides to give Luisa a make-over and lends
her a dress and jewels in order to impress Edgardo. Edgardo meets Luisa for the first
time, as a woman, and he is smitten. The film reaches its climax when Glory,
Edgardo, and Luisa (still disguised as a boy) are abducted and held for ransom. Glory
tells Edgardo the truth about his sister and himself, while Luisa is able to escape and
call for help. Edgardo and Glory team up against their captors, but a huge group of
loud, screaming baklas comes to their rescue.
From the beginning of Dolphy’s career as a bakla in films, it is clear that the
bakla is associated with aspects of effeminacy and cross-dressing. The bakla’s
internalized femininity, his woman-heartedness, causes and enables him to resist any
form of enforced masculinity, while at the same time making comic relief out of
physical abuse. These themes are further explored in other Dolphy creations of bakla
characters. Facifica Falayfay, directed by Mars Torres (1969), features Pacifico, the
youngest of five sons of (yet another) over-bearing woman and her cuckolded
husband. Frustrated by having yet another son to raise, Pacifico’s mother decides to
raise him as a girl, changing his name to Facifica, hence the film’s title. The title
appends the swardspeak word Falayfay to Facifica’s name, in reference to the fan
that Facifica and his friends use throughout the film. The fan, once again, is used in
the film as a symbol to mark a character’s effeminacy or femininity.
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The films opens with a cheerful jingle that sings about Facifica’s beauty and
feminine charms. Dolphy sings, off-screen, during the opening credits using
swardspeak in an overly feminine manner. We see Pacifico’s birth, as well as his
early childhood – with his mother re-naming him as Facifica, then later dressing him
in little girl clothes and giving him dolls to play with, teaching him all he needs to
know about becoming a woman. Facifica first appears in the film as an adult,
wearing a colorful bikini under a see-through coat, carrying an umbrella and a fan.
His father and his four brothers mock him, but his mother adores him and encourages
him to dress outrageously.

Figure 10: Dolphy, as Facifica Falayfay, first appears in the film wearing a skimpy bathing
suit and a parasol.

Figure 11: Walterina Markova exits the Home for the Golden Gays to go about his daily
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as Facifica Falayfay,
firstoccupation.
appears in the film wearing a skimpy bathing suit and a parasol.

In Jack & Jill, Goryo’s refusal to look for paid work and his insistence on keeping
house instead
makes
himMarkova
vulnerable
toHome
his sister’s
attacks.
IngoFacifica
Figure 13:
Walterina
exits the
for the Golden
Gays to
about his Falayfay,
daily
routine, carrying the bakla's signature fan.

Facifica is unemployed and is reliant on his father and brothers for money. In
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Figure 14: Eric Quizon (center) plays the young Markova.Figure 15: Walterina Markova
exits the Home for the Golden Gays to go about his daily routine, carrying the bakla's
signature fan.Figure 16: Dolphy, as Facifica Falayfay, first appears in the film wearing a
skimpy bathing suit and a parasol.

Markova, Dolphy plays an aged bakla who recounts the horror of his experience as a
sex slave during the Japanese occupation of the Philippines. Before the war,
Markova worked as an entertainer at various night clubs; after the war he takes up
work doing hair-and-make-up for various theater and movie productions, and then
later works as a choreographer and dance instructor. In Lino Brocka’s masterpiece,
Ang Tatay Kong Nanay (1978), Dolphy plays Coring, a beautician who is left to raise
a child on his own after her former lover abandons it with him. Only in the late ‘90s
and early 2000s do we see bakla in films who are affluent or economically well-off.
Also, very few of the Dolphy bakla films talk about or even mention,
however vaguely, the bakla’s purported sexual attraction to the lalake (cisgender,
heteronormative, masculine man). Perhaps because he is restricted by the comedy
genre, the Dolphy bakla is purged of virtually all signs of (homo)sexuality – only
Markova tackles this issue; and here we see Markova being sexually attacked several
times in the film when his queerness is revealed un. Earlier bakla films, especially
those that are supposed to be comedies (and therefore cater to a family-oriented
audiences), do not show any form of bakla sexuality, and when they do, bakla
sexuality is coded as dangerous, threatening, and taboo.
II.

The Conversion Trope
One of the more significant features in Dolphy’s filmic representations of

bakla characters is what I call the conversion trope. In many of his films, the Dolphy
bakla undergoes a series of lessons that are supposed to teach him how to be/act like
a “proper” man, aimed at disabusing him of his effeminacy and cross-dressing. We
see this in the very first bakla film, Jack & Jill, where Luisa’s suitor attempts to
reform Goryo by teaching him various sports and trying to bulk up his lanky,
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feminine body. The conversion trope, however, is always left incomplete and
unsuccessful in most of Dolphy’s bakla films, which marks the resilience of the
bakla’s woman-heartedness.
We see this trope explored even more in Facifica Falayfay. When his mother
dies, her dying wish is that her mistake of raising Facifica as a girl be rectified and
that Facifica be reformed so that he may become a “real” man. Facifica’s father and
brothers take up this task. Facifica tries to reason with his father, arguing that if they
should turn him into a proper man, no one will be left to do the housework. His
father had anticipated this, however, and hired a new maid. Facifica continues to
refuse being converted:
“No, papa! Ako’y isinilang na isang bulaklak, gusto kong ako’y
yumao na isang bulaklak sapagkat ngayon ako’y namumukadkad!”
(“I was born as a flower, I wish to die as a flower because right now I
am blossoming!”)

The first of his four brothers begins to reform Facifica by attempting to teach
him boxing. A second brother teaches him karate, and a third teaches him fencing,
which Facifica turns into a lesson in folk dancing. The combat sports symbolize
masculinity; whereas the arts, more specifically the performing art of dance implies
femininity. The choice of the art form of dance is no coincidence in the world of film
connecting to gender and sexuality. To cite just one example from the Hollywood
mainstream cinema, the Oscar-winning Billy Elliot (2000) is an excellent case in
point.24 Folk dancing is put aside quickly and all these lessons in military sports in

24

Billy Elliot centers on a young boy living in a working-class neighborhood in north-eastern England.
His father wants him to learn boxing, but he stumbles into a ballet class and learns to love that
instead. Themes in the film involve the equation of combat sports with masculinity, while ballet is
considered feminine. Billy’s gender and gender performance is policed throughout the film, but he
wins out in the end and earns a scholarship at the Royal Ballet School.
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Facifica Falayfay end with their father getting hurt by accident for comic purposes.
Frustrated by Facifica’s stubborn adherence to his femininity, his father decides to
cut off all other his sons from their inheritance but then offers to pay 25,000 pesos to
the son who becomes successful in turning Facifica into a proper man.
In the course of the film, Facifica meets and falls in love with a young
television star and singer, Pilar. A friend brings him to a live studio taping for a TV
variety show that features Pilar. The movie devotes several minutes to allow Pilar a
full song number – meanwhile, Facifica begins to swoon while watching her from his
seat in the audience. His friend, Bruno, later introduces him to Pilar as Facifica; he
corrects him using his masculine name, Pafico. Bruno comments, “Nagbalatkayo!”
(“Stop pretending!”). Pacifico ogles at Pilar and is unable to speak – apparently lovestruck. I find Bruno’s reaction incredibly telling of the “nature” of kabaklaan as
woman-hearted. Because of this woman’s heart, the supposed romantic partner of the
bakla is the lalake; when Facifica expresses affection for a woman, other bakla
around him are confused and accuse him of pretending to be a lalake (the traditional
partner of the woman). It shows the immense rigidity of gender categories in the
Philippines, which also points to why the bakla is able to resist any attempts at his
heterosexual/gender-conformative conversion.
After Facifica’s father offers the financial reward to his sons for being able to
convert Facifica, his brother become all the more interested in normalizing Facifica’s
gender expressions. His four brothers, in turn, take him out of the house to different
locations and attempt to teach him various occupations. The first brother attempts to
turn Facifica into a hardened criminal by taking him to a house, robbing it and
holding its residents hostage at gun-point. Once Facifica and his brother are inside
the house, they tie up all the people inside – the maid, a woman, and her husband.
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They find a jewelry box inside the bedroom. While Facifica’s brother raids the house
for other valuables (stopping by the kitchen to gorge himself on cake), Facifica is left
with the hostages. He decides to give the women a make-over, doing their hair and
putting some make-up on them. Here is another comic moment that manifests and
reinforces Facifica’s obsession with femininity and obsessive identification with the
feminine. His brother returns to find Facifica and make their escape. Once outside
the house, his brother inspects the jewelry box to find all the jewels missing – the
punchline in this episode is that Facifica had used the robbed jewelry on this makeover of the women. Facifica has also called the police and reported the robbery,
which forces his brother to flee before he could inflict more physical harm on
Facifica.
Another of his brothers teaches him to become a life guard; while another
attempts to make a detective out of him by attempting to catch a psycho-maniacal
murderer. Both attempts as well as all the others that were intended to convert
Facifica to a masculine occuption, of course, are unsuccessful at turning Facifica into
a “real man”.
I find it quite interesting that at this time in Philippine cinema, occupation is
what defines gender. It recalls ancient precolonial discourses where occupations
were gendered. The root of kabaklaan in precolonial societies, babaylanism (being
babaylan), was an occupation more than a gender category (Garcia, 2008, p. 164).
Gender was not treated as a function solely of the anatomy, but also of occupation
(Garcia, 2008, p. 164), and “the office of the babaylan itself remained, at this time, a
“feminine” one” (Garcia, 2008, p. 166), as evidenced by the fact that only malebodied babaylan were required to cross-dress and embody womanhood, while
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female-bodied women were allowed to take on the office without having to crossdress as men (Garcia, 2008, p. 166).
One thing unique about this first film in the Facifica Falayfay series is that
the bakla character falls in love with a woman. After he is introduced to Pilar,
Pacifico continues to visit her and they slowly begin a friendship. When one of his
brothers, in a final attempt to convert Facifica and win the prize, brings him to a
brothel – Pilar is there, forcibly brought by her boyfriend who attempts to woo her
into sleeping with him. In an odd twist, Facifica ends up in the same room as Pilar.
They quickly exchange clothes while Pilar’s boyfriend is out of the room, and
Facifica takes Pilar’s place in bed. When the boyfriend returns, he turns out the lights
and proceeds to woo Facifica in bed, thinking that he is Pilar. When the charade is
revealed, Pilar’s boyfriend is enraged and attempts to kill Facifica. He and Pilar
make a quick escape, stealing one of the cars parked outside the brothel. A comic car
chase ensues, and they all somehow end up in a secluded forest. Facifica is able to
overpower Pilar’s boyfriend, and he and Pilar are eventually able to escape. Trapped
in the forest and lost, Pilar starts to develop a fever. Facifica, who now reverts to his
given name Pacifico, tries his best to take care of her. Helpless and desperate,
Pacifico is left with nothing to do but to wait out Pilar’s sickness. He retreats into a
daydream – and an anachronistic dance number, typical of Filipino comedies at that
time, is played out. Pacifico’s father and brothers eventually form a search party and
rescue both him and Pilar. The film ends with Pacifico and Pilar’s wedding. For all
the efforts by his brothers and father at his conversion, Pacico remains effeminate.
Pilar is the only one who is able to convert him.
It is not, in fact, occupation or work that defines or creates a “real” man –
only a “real” woman can make a man out of the bakla. This, perhaps, points to the
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conversion of the bakla’s sexuality, rather than his gender performance. Because
previous films have shied away from the bakla’s sexuality, the conversion trope only
occurs along the lines of the policing of gender performance. His sexuality has been
ignored as rather unproblematic, since we never see it in film anyway. True
conversion happens, according to filmic discourse, only along the lines of converting
sexuality, rather than gender.
In his subsequent filmic appearances, Pacifico is the father of three boys and
has become a top detective in Metro Manila. Mga anak ni Facifica Falayfay (The
Children of Facifica Falayfay, 1987, dir. Romy S. Villaflor), opens with Dolphy,
cross-dressed as a middle-aged woman, as he attempts to catch a notorious thief in
Luneta Park. He does so successfully and is awarded a medal for it. In this film,
Dolphy’s Pacifico embodies the patriarchal ideal – a strict father who provides for
his family and raises three boys on his own. Pilar has apparently died in the years
between when this narrative is set and that of the first Facifica Falayfay. Here,
Dolphy is joined by his heir-apparent to bakla roles in cinema, Roderick Paulate,
who plays his youngest son (see Chapter 5). Pacifico and his two sons also attempt to
turn Paulate’s character into a proper man, but also to no avail. The bakla remains,
despite being beaten and battered by his father and brothers, stubbornly effeminate.
The trope of conversion, thus, is always linked to ideas of resistance to enforced
masculinity.
III.

Melodrama and Comedy
In Philippine cinema, as in many other cinemas from around the world,

melodrama has traditionally been dominated by women and films that center on
women’s lives and issues. Women are often portrayed as tragic characters, victims of
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fate who are often forced to remain resilient against the difficult circumstances
surrounding their lives. This is perhaps why, in many of Dolphy’s comedy films, the
women are the exact opposite of their melodramatic counterparts – they are often
extremely domineering, cuckolding their husbands and sons. This can be clearly seen
in the films discussed above: Doña Teresita in Jack & Jill and Facifica’s mother in
Facifica Falayfay.
As a variant of the female gender category, the bakla is also created as a
tragic character in Philippine cinema. This is very similar to what Oradol
Kaewprasert (in Unaldi, 2011) calls the “First Wave” of Thai queer films where the
kathoey25 (which shares an ontological semantic similarity with the bakla) is crafted
as a victim of their circumstances. This is best exemplified by the films The Last
Song (1985, dir. Phisan Akseranee), its sequel Tortured Love (1987, dir. Phisan
Akseranee), and I am a Man (1987, dir. ML. Bandevanop Devakul). In all three
films, the kathoey suffers a tragic death at the end of the movie.
Dolphy, himself, embodies the melodramatic/tragic character in several films.
In 1978, Lino Brocka, arguably the greatest director in the history Philippine cinema,
cast Dolphy in a tragic bakla role in the movie Ang Tatay kong Nanay (My Father
who is my Mother). The film tells the story of Coring, a bakla beautician (parlorista)
and his lover, Dennis, who leaves him for a bar hostess, purportedly a “real woman”
(biologically speaking). A year later, Dennis returns with a baby, which he leaves in
Coring’s care. Coring is then forced to lead a double life as a straight man at home
with the child, Nonoy (played by Niño Muhlach), whom he raises as his own, and as

25

Kathoey is a gender category in Thailand that connotes people whose anatomical sex does not
match their gender identity or expression (Jackson and Sullivan, 1999, p. 4). Similar to the bakla,
kathoey in contemporary contexts refers to both transgender women and effeminate gay men.
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an effeminate parlorista at work. He hides his kabaklaan to spare the child
embarrassment and to try to be a good masculine role model to him. The boy’s birth
mother then returns to claim her child, and Coring has to fight for the child’s
custody. The genre of melodrama allows filmmakers to humanize the bakla, and to
veer away from comic stereotypes.
In 2000, Dolphy once again creates a tragic bakla character in the movie
Markova: Comfort Gay, directed by Gil Portes and based on real events. Here,
Dolphy plays Walter Dempster, Jr., a bakla nightclub singer and entertainer who
goes by the stage name Markova and is forced into sexual slavery by the Japanese
Army during the Second World War. Dolphy plays Markova as an old, unemployed
bakla who lives in a government retirement house and occasionally earns money by
doing hair and make-up. Dolphy’s two sons, Jeffrey Quizon and Eric Quizon, play
Markova in her childhood and early adulthood, respectively. The film is an
interesting look at Japan-occupied Philippines from the vantage point of the bakla.
Markova starts her entertainment career singing at clubs for American soldiers, some
of whom pay to have sexual relations with her. When the Japanese come into the
country, Markova and her other bakla friends are forced to perform for the
entertainment of Japanese troops. Later, she and her friends are abducted and held in
a storage facility, and then repeated raped by several Japanese soldiers. When they
are released, one of the bakla entertainers vows savage revenge against the soldiers –
she starts going out at night, past curfew, seducing Japanese soldiers and then slitting
their throats.
The film opens with an establishing shot of Manila in the 1990s: dirty streets
and poverty all abound. A young bakla in a short mini-dress walks the streets of Old
Manila and is suddenly accosted by armed Japanese soldiers. The scene shifts and
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Markova suddenly wakes from his sleep; he begins to narrate his story: “Ako si
Walterina Markova, 73 years old. Comfort Gay. May narinig na ba kayong ‘comfort
gay’? Ito ang kwento ng buhay ko. Isang masamang panaginip, isang bangungot.
Pero totoo.” (My name is Walterina Markova… Have you ever heard about the
‘Comfort Gay’? This is the story of my life: a bad dream, a nightmare. But
nevertheless real.”) From the very beginning, the film makes the easy slip of
translating bakla as gay, which makes the conflation of gender identity and sexual
orientation more apparent. Markova calls herself, and her friends, bakla, but when
talking in English, he reverts to the label gay.
Walterina now lives in a retirement home for aging bakla, appropriately
called The Home for the Golden Gays. The home was built by a local city Councilor,
Justo Justo, in the early ‘90s (Home for the Golden Gays, n.d.). In the movie, Justo
Justo is played by Joel Lamangan, a famous and openly bakla film director.
Walterina gets up from bed and proceeds to apply make-up and make himself ready
for the day. He has developed his own routine in his retirement: after breakfast, he
goes to his part-time work training young women who are about to be shipped off to
Japan to be entertainers, then he visits local churches, lights candles and then prays
the rosary (Catholic prayer beads). One night, while watching a documentary on
television about Comfort Women, Walterina emotionally breaks down. The next day,
at a church, he confesses to Justo that he had been used as a sex slave during the
Japanese occupation himself, and that he wants to tell his story and make it public.
Justo is hesitant to make the story public for fear that no one will believe him, but he
relents when Walterina insists.
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Walterina is interviewed by television journalist Loren Legarda and he then
proceeds to recall his almost idyllic his childhood. His parents had no problem with
him being bakla, but his older brother, Robert, did. He recalls how Robert, a brutish,
masculine man would frequently beat him up: “Hindi niya matanggap ang aking
byuti. Ino-ombag ako three times a day!” (He couldn’t accept my beauty. He would
beat me up, three times a day!”)

Figure 19: Walterina Markova exits the Home for the Golden Gays to go about his daily
routine, carrying the bakla's signature fan

The film does a flashback to a teen-aged Markova, hanging out with his
female friends while ogling at boys playing basketball. At this point in the film,
Walter/Walterina/Markova is played by Jeffrey Quizon, Dolphy’s son by his third
partner, Alice Smith, a mestiza actress who went by the stage name Pamela Ponti. A
red convertible drives by and Walter’s older brother (played by one of Dolphy’s
eldest sons, Wilfredo Quizon), sees him effeminately laughing with delight as his
friends push him on a swing. Robert gets out of the car and proceeds to punch and
beat Walter in front of his friends, while warning him: “Ito ang tatandaan mo:
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magpaka-lalaki ka!” (“You remember this: You have to act like a man!”). Robert’s
friend watches the abuse and calls Walter a “bini-boy”, an insult which combines the
clipped Tagalog word for “miss” (binibini) and the English word “boy”. One night,
his brother catches him in his room wearing make-up and one of his sister’s dresses.
Robert violently beats him, but Walter says, “Eh anong magagawa ko kung ganito
talaga ako!” (“But what can I do if I’m really like this!”). Robert answers that he
should start acting like a man, or he will kill him. When Walter is comforted by his
mother after his attack, Walter asks her, “Bakit ganun ang kuya, ‘nay? Wala naman
akong kasalanan. Gusto ko lang naman gawin yung nararamdaman ko. Kasalanan
ba ‘yun?” (Mom, why is my brother like that? I did nothing wrong. I’m only trying
to be myself. Is that a sin?) Once, again, the natural-ness of the bakla as feminine
and woman-hearted is drawn out in the movies.
But the young Markova is not only a victim of physical abuse. He is also
sexually molested and raped one night by one of his brother’s friends. As the Old
Markova recounts this story to Loren, he remarks, “Sa nangyari, parang gusto ko na
ayaw ko.” (“With what happened, it was like I enjoyed it but I also didn’t like it.”)
Then he jokingly tells Loren, “Dakota manay!” “Dakota” is swardspeak for a man
with big penis, and “manay” means “sister”. The ambiguity he had felt at what is,
presumably, his first sexual encounter is brushed off with humor in a
characteristically bakla manner. Tempering seriousness with humor is also a popular
trope in Philippine popular culture’s representations of the bakla.
The young Walter is finally allowed to be himself when Robert suddenly
arrives home one day with blood sprouting from his mouth. Robert dies of alcohol
poisoning and Walter is liberated from his masculine tyranny. The director, Portes,
shows off his penchant for juxtaposing the past with the present in the next scene: the
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young Walter, still wearing a shirt soaked with his brother’s blood, quickly escapes
into his room but the old Walterina comes out from the other side narrating. “Hindi
ko maintindihan ang nararamdaman ko. Malungkot ako, syempre naman ako?
Kapatid ko yung namatay. Pero sa isang banda…” (“I couldn’t understand how I
felt. I was sad, of course. My brother had just died. But on the other hand…”) Then
the young Walter appears and talks to his older self, “Malaya na ako? Wala na ang
kuya! Malaya na ako!” (“Am I free? Big brother is gone! I am finally free!”)
The scene cuts back to the Old Markova being interviewed by Loren. She
asks when Markova started dressing as a woman and he answers that it was long
before the Japanese had come to Manila, which was around 1942 and Markova
would have been around eighteen or nineteen years old. Markova sheds the identity
of Walter and begins to live full-time as a woman, calling herself Walterina. The Old
Markova shows Loren a picture of his group of friends, all of them bakla and
wearing women’s clothes: Carmen, Sophie, Anita, and Minerva. All five friends
worked as entertainers (female impersonators) in a bar called the Tsubaki Club when
the Japanese march into Manila. At this point in the film’s flashback series, Eric
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Quizon (another of Dolphy’s many children and the older brother of Jeffrey) takes
over the role of Markova.

Figure 20: Eric Quizon (center) plays the young Markova.

After a performance at the club one night, Walterina catches the attention of a
Japanese general in the audience. Walterina and her other friends have each found
Japanese clients for the night, and they all retreat to the Manila Hotel, which the
Japanese had been using as a barracks for their officers. Walterina is visibly
uncomfortable as she flirts with the officer, but he is relentless. He takes her into to
his room and begins kissing her body; as he gropes her groin, he notices Walterina’s
male anatomy. He begins to beat her and calls for army troops to take her and her
friends away. They are all loaded onto the back of a truck in the middle of the night.
Afraid for themselves, the girls engage in some light bantering. Sophie asks what
happened to the others and Minerva answers, “Ano pa? Eh di nabisto ang bandera.”
(“Well, what else? They found the flag.”). Minerva asks why she and Anita had not
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been beaten up, Carmen quips, “Baka takot sa mga katawan ninyo.” (“Maybe your
muscles scared them off.”) Anita responds, “Ang sabihin mo, mas mabilis lang
kaming kumagat!” (“You mean we’re just quicker to the bite than you.”) This brief
moment of levity is interrupted when the truck pulls to a stop and the baklas are
herded cruelly into an abandoned warehouse.
They are left alone in the warehouse for the night, but when morning comes,
so do the Japanese soldiers. The bakla are divided out among the troops and then
raped several times. The brutality of their repeated sexual assaults is sharply
contrasted by the melancholic sound of a flute being played by one of the Japanese
soldiers (who, incidentally, is played by another of Dolphy’s sons, Ronnie Quizon).
The flute-playing soldier enters the warehouse and kindly offers some porridge to the
bakla, but they are too afraid to take it. Minerva, enraged, throws the porridge away
and starts beating up the young soldier. Other soldiers step in to stop her, but the
young soldier stops them from beating Minerva and the other bakla. Minerva angrily
vows vengeance.
As the young kindly soldier exits the warehouse, his head bowed in shame,
the Old Markova once again enters the scene anachronistically. He stops and stares
pitifully at the group of five bakla being held in captivity as sex slaves. The flutist
once again plays his melancholic song. The Old Markova ponders, “Hindi ko maubos
maisip, ang mga hayop na gumamit sa amin ay may ganung kalungkot na musika.”
(“I could not understand how those animals who abused us could be capable of
making such sad music.”)
The repeated rape of the bakla not only highlights sexual violence as an
outcome of war, but also serves as punishment for the bakla’s queerness. In a manner
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similar to how Walter’s older brother attempted to reform him of his effeminate
ways, the bakla are punished for attempting to take the place of the (cisgender)
woman in exercising their sexuality. When they are discovered for this deceit, they
are subjected to the most brutal forms of sexual violence. It is more a punishment for
overt displays of queerness/homosexuality rather than a war crime (Sadashige, 2002,
p. 1337).
Later, Markova tells Loren what happened during the liberation of Manila.
He had lost touched with Minerva, but is able to keep in touch with Anita and
Carmen. During the Liberation, Anita arrives at Walterina’s home, presumably after
they had not seen each other for a few months. Both bakla excitedly burst out in
song, Happy days are here again. The pair resume their work as entertainers, but this
time, the Tsubaki Club is now called the USO Club. Markova, once again, finds
himself a soldier – an American this time. They’re kissing and lounging about by the
Manila Bay when Carmen makes a reappearance. Carmen is now in men’s clothing
and he tells Walterina about what he had been doing up until the end of the war.
He’d returned to the province and tried to forget the trauma of war, attempting to
change himself at the same time, presumably to be more masculine and manly.
Carmen asks Walterina who she’s with, and she points to an American in a Navy
uniform. Carmen asks if he knows the truth about Walterina’s, and she simply says,
“Of course!” Carmen once again muses about the past complaining, “Gusto ko nang
mawala yung dating Carmen. Alam mo naman ang naabot natin sa pagkukunwari.”
(“I want the old Carmen gone. You know what what happened to us for pretending to
be real women.”) Walterina asks him, “Pagkukunwari ba ito? O pag-tanggap lang
natin sa sarili natin?” (“Is this really pretend? Or are we simply being true to
ourselves?”) This is a recurring theme in most bakla movies: All the cross-dressing,
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effeminacy, make-up, and sexual desire for men is merely outward expressions of the
bakla’s interior womanhood. To be “true to oneself”, for the bakla, means to embody
femininity, at any consequence.
The bakla friends continue with their post-war lives – Anita, Carmen (back in
women’s clothes), and Walterina serve as sagalas for a local Santacruzan. The
Santacruzan is a uniquely Filipino religious procession, held throughout the
Philippines yearly during May, which combines Catholicism with the spectacles of
fashion and beauty – it is not hard to find why this particular ritual has become
integral to bakla culture. The procession is, in theory, a re-enactment of the finding
of Christ’s true Cross by St. Helena, Emperor Constantine’s Christian mother
(Manalansan, 2003, p. 129). In the ritual, St. Helena is called Reyna Elena, and is
embodied by a young maiden and escorted by a small child, who would represent the
young Constantine. The Reyna Elena is preceded in the procession by a string of
other young maidens who each play embodiments of the Virgin Mary’s virtues. The
whole line-up of women playing these parts is called the sagala, but the components
of each procession may vary from town to town. More orthodox interpretations of
the Santacruzan may include Biblical characters like Ruth or Esther; but the more
popular interpretations include a string of “queens”, most of whom represent the
Virgin Mary, like the Reyna de las Flores (Queen of the Flowers), the Rosa Mistica
(Mystical Rosa), the Reyna de la Paz (Queen of Peace), and the Reyna Emperatriz
(Queen Empress, also representative of St. Helena, this time in the form of Queen
Mother). All Santacruzans, however, culminate with the highest ranking queen, the
Reyna Elena (Queen Helena).
To be chosen as part of the sagala is a great honor in many rural and urban
towns (Manalansan, 2003, p. 129). In the last forty or so years, “gay” Santacruzans
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have become popular all over the Philippines (and Filipino communities abroad)
(Manalansan, 2003, p. 129). As a religious rite, the Santacruzan is supposed to begin
and end at a church. Contemporary performances of the rite, however, have shifted
the venue from being centered on the church to being centered in a large town hall or
public square where a feast (or a Holy Mass) would commence after the procession.
Martin Manalansan (2003) argues that the bakla appropriation of the ritual from
cisgender women is rooted in the preponderance of the act of cross-dressing in the
many stages of spectacle (p. 130). From the karnabal (carnival) to the perya (town
fair), cross-dressing bakla have always found a way to put on a show – and the
Santacruzan is no different, despite its theological roots (and despite the
consternation of conservative Bishops). It serves, perhaps, as another venue for the
bakla to challenge the laws of traditional masculinity and patriarchy by embodying
womanhood and femininity.
The scene shifts back to the present and Loren asks the Old Markova about
his American Navy boyfriend. He says that it was merely a fling, and that the
American had gone back home to his wife and kids after his tour of duty. Loren
prods Markova about when he decided to stop cross-dressing, and he answers: “Well,
may hangganan din ang byuti ng tao, ano? Nung nagtrabaho ako sa teyatro, nakapantalon na ang muher.” (“Well, beauty fades, right? When I started working in the
theater, this girl started wearing pants.”) After the war, Markova started working as a
make-up artist for stage plays, variety shows, and even the movies.
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Figure 21: Markova is the Reyna Elena, the Santacruzan's Queen of Queens.

Loren asks Markova what had become of his bakla friends: Anita has died of
an AIDS-related illness. Markova tells Loren of Carmen, who is sick but has opted to
stay at home because he could not afford to pay for a triple by-pass surgery. Markova
comically suggests she get a pedestrian over-pass instead. The bakla’s penchant for
humor keeps the tragedy of old age and impending death at bay. Carmen passes
away soon after.
Loren next asks if Markova had forgiven the Japanese for their wartime
atrocities. The film, for the last time, does a flashback to more recent years, as
Markova is doing hair and make-up for a few women who are about to migrate to
Japan to be entertainers. The girls all call Markova, “Tita” (auntie). They get to
talking about Markova’s being a “Comfort Gay”, and how he feels about the girls’
travelling to Japan for work and entertaining the descendants of those men who had
abused him. Markova comments that the girls should be thankful to have jobs, and
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then, perhaps remembering the kindly young soldier who played the flute, he
comments, “Hindi naman lahat ng mga Hapon masasama.” (“Not all the Japanese
were evil.”) One of the girls asks Markova how he expects people to believe his story
about being a “Comfort Gay” when people won’t even believe the stories of
“Comfort Women.”
Loren asks him the same question, and Markova asks her if she believes him.
When she expresses her cynicism of his story, Markova is deeply hurt and angrily
retrieves the tape from her recorder. When she insists that he give her back the tape,
he shouts at her, “Akin ito! Buhay ko ito!” (“This is mine! This is my life!”) Markova
retreats to his room and cries, melodramatically looking at old photos of his family
and friends. He dramatically lists down all the insults hurled at him for being bakla26:
binabae, bini-boy, bakla, bading, gay. “Nagpapaka-totoo ka, pero ang nakikita nila
pagkukunwari.” (You try to be true to yourself, but all other people see is you
pretending to be someone else.”) It’s a reflection of the oft-cited criticism about the
authenticity of all bakla, and a poignant note to end the film’s narrative.
The last scene is a fantasy sequence set to slow-moving music: the Old
Markova, for the last time, takes the stage and dances. He is joined by both his
younger selves: a bakla take on the three archetypes of womanhood (virgin, matron,
and crone). The teen-aged Walter smiles innocently and sweetly as he dances; the
young adult, Walterina, is more conscious of the dance movements, more at ease
with her sexual power; the Old Markova raises his arms to the heavens in a gesture
of the triumph of a life lived with no regrets.

26

These insults that Markova recites are all permutations of the word bakla.
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Figure 22: A promotional photo of the film, Markova: Comfort Gay, shows Dolphy
and his two sons as Walterina Markova.

IV.

Continuing the Tropes: The Roderick Bakla
In keeping with the bakla template laid out by Dolphy in his various films,

Roderick Paulate built his career in the 1980s by performing classic kabaklaan tropes
in cinema. Paulate started his career as a child actor in the late ‘60s, and was awarded
his first best child actor award at the 1968 Manila Film Festival for his role in Eddie
Rodriguez’ Kasalanan Kaya (Is this a sin?) (Roderick Paulate Biography, 2016). His
first notable bakla role was in a movie called High School Circa ’65, directed Maryo
J. De Los Reyes and released in 1979. Here, a young Paulate attempts to train the
local high school cheerleading squad by loudly berating the girls and hitting them
with his fan when unsatisfied with their performance. Paulate continued his
performances of these bakla roles well into the 1980s and 1990s, returning to them in
2009’s Ded na si Lolo (Grandfather is Dead, dir. Soxie Topacio).
Roderick Paulate is able to develop his bakla roles along a slightly different
trajectory than Dolphy by adding another trope to the bakla in cinema – a single
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character playing two roles, often twins, one effeminate bakla and a masculine
lalake. In Mike Relon Makiling’s (1987) Ako si Kiko, Ako si Kikay (I am Kiko, I am
Kikay), Paulate plays a set of twins. Mirroring the opening scene of Dolphy’s
Facifica Falayfay, the movie opens with the birth of the lead characters. The mother,
Maring, wishes for a boy, but her sister – another domineering woman – wants her to
have a girl so she can be raised “as a princess!” The first child who comes out is
male, but when the second male child is born, their aunt decides that he be raised as
girl and that’s exactly what she proceeds to do. The twins are raised separately when
their absentee father abducts one of them; Kiko is raised by his father and becomes
masculine and straight, while Kikay is raised to be a girl by his mother and aunt and
becomes a bakla who works as a beautician and later a governess. The film takes a
Jekyll and Hyde-like turn when one of Kikay’s young wards invents a potion to
transform him into a “real” woman. Kiko accidentally drinks the same potion, but
instead of transforming into a woman, he transforms into a good-looking mestizo
man. The whole plot harks to ideas of interiority, with the potion acting as the
agimat27 that enables both twins to externalize their interior features (see Chapter 4).
This trope of the same actor playing dual roles as a bakla and a lalake
becomes common in the 1980s. Joey De Leon played the both the cowardly panday
and the courageous and very effeminate She-Man: Mistress of the Universe in the
movie of the same name (1988, dir. Tony Reyes). Paulate, himself, starred in
Binibining Tsuper-Man (Miss Chauffer-Man, 1987, dir. Ben Feleo), where he played
the effeminate bakla jeepney driver who transforms into a (relatively) masculine
superhero, Tsuper-Man. In 1994, Paulate brings back this trope in the film Bala at
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An amulet common in traditional Philippine folklore.
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Lipstick (Bullets and Lipstick, dir. Maryo J. De Los Reyes), where he plays another
set of twins – one bakla, one lalake.
Ronald Baytan (2008) writes that the bakla image in cinema is popular, or at
least acceptable, to mainstream (purportedly heterosexual) audiences because it is
perpetually tied to the genre of comedy (p. 185). In a similar vein, Emmanuel Reyes
(1989) writes that the homosexual is tolerated in society because of its usefulness (p.
58); the value of the bakla is tied to his economic ability to provide for his parents
and his siblings, and therefore the bakla is always tied to working class contexts: the
beauty parlor, fashion design, the entertainment industry. Baytan (2008) continues to
argue that the bakla becomes tolerated in film “as long as his characterization does
not question society’s construction of the abject” (p. 185). Films that show the bakla
as a non-threat to social order, as people with little to no subversive potential, are
more commercially viable and this has allowed the bakla image to proliferate in
cinema.
Of course this is not to say that a comic actor with a reputation for playing
funny bakla roles is unable to transcend the comedy and mold the bakla role to be
less unidimensional. Dolphy played Coring in Brocka’s Ang Tatay Kong Nanay and
was able to show the complexity of being bakla while trying to raise a child. In the
same way, Roderick Paulate returns to his bakla roles in the 2009 comedy, Ded na si
Lolo (Grandfather is Dead, dir. Soxie Topacio), where he plays the crossdresser/drag performer Junee. The film shows how a working class family copes
with the death of its patriarch while holding his wake inside their house. More than
centering on the strained relationships between the four siblings, the film actually
talks about local beliefs about death and rituals that need to be followed to ensure
that the recently deceased is able to enter Heaven with no trouble. For example,
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Junee makes his first appearance in the film in drag, wearing a red ball gown. He
loudly and dramatically cries in front of his father’s casket, but his eldest sister stops
him just before he attempts to pull-off a dramatic fainting spell. She berates him, not
for his loudness or for his effeminate displays of grief, and not even for wearing a
ball gown, but because he is wearing red – a color associated with happiness and was
therefore not appropriate for wakes. She quickly tells him to change. In the film,
Junee’s kabaklaan is not treated the same way it is treated in many other of Paulate’s
films, as a malady that must be cured or corrected or as nothing more than a source
of comic relief. In Ded na si Lolo, kabaklaan is treated as incidental and as not a big
deal. Junee’s flirting during a mass at the wake, however, prompts one of his sister to
painfully pinch him and causes him to scream loudly, which he attempts to mask by
proceeding to cry loudly, presumably for his dead father.
In 2014, Paulate reprises his gay roles in the film Zombadings28 1: Patayin sa
Shokot si Remington (Remington and the Curse of the Zombadings, dir. Jade Castro),
where he plays a bakla psychic/medium named Pops who curses a young Remington
to grow up bakla after the child mocks him for being flamboyantly queer. Later,
when the curse starts taking effect after a spring of deadly hate crimes targeting
baklas and gay zombies start attacking the town, Remington seeks Pops’ help in
breaking the curse and putting an end to the zombie attack. Pops calls on the spirits,
who then tell him that the curse cannot be broken but it can be transferred to a “real”
man, one who has never had a same-sex sexual encounter. It is later revealed that one
of Remington’s father’s friends had been responsible for the attacks that kill many
local baklas; this friend turns out to be a closeted homosexual himself. Remington’s
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This word is a combination of the words zombie and bading, another term for bakla; literally bakla
zombies.
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father, Ed, willingly takes on Remington’s curse of kabaklaan so that the young man
can indulge in his romantic relations with a girl.
Paulate’s career is not limited to film. Like many other local celebrities, he is
also quite a prominent figure in television entertainment. From the ‘90s to the 2000s,
he starred in various sitcoms, a few soap operas, and several television drama
specials, bringing his bakla roles to many of them (Roderick Paulate Biography,
2016). He was also the host of several television game shows and variety shows,
including a late night talk show, Dick and Carmi, with a film star who specialized in
sexy, titillating roles, Carmi Martin. In many of these non-acting shows, he was
fondly called by his co-stars and the audience as Kuya29 Dick.
Paulate’s bakla roles come at a time of transition: previous films from the
Martial Law era were neorealist in their approach to the bakla, often not veering
away from his sexuality or poverty, but also creating a more well-rounded
characterization of queerness (see Chapter 5); subsequent mainstream films featured
homonormative masculine bakla who were middle- or upper-class (Baytan, 2008, p.
187). The Paulate bakla featured a trope that was neither of those two: he is an
effeminate cross-dresser who is funny, nothing more. Again, the trope of the bakla as
a non-threat comes up: the Paulate bakla is more commercially viable than either the
Martial Law bakla (who is too sexual and too complex) or the homonormative bakla
(which is a relatively new trope in mainstream cinema). Paulate molded his fame and
celebrity to this kind of commercial palatability and has won a long-lasting career in
Philippine show business.

29

Kuya is the Tagalog term for big brother.
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V.

Synthesis

In this chapter, I have outlined the way the bakla is generally depicted in
Philippine cinema by looking at the films of Dolphy who popularized bakla roles.
In these films, Dolphy embodies the “classical” characteristics of the bakla –
effeminacy, cross-dressing, lower-class status, and sexuality directed toward the
lalake. Perhaps the most obvious of these characteristics is his cross-dressing. In
Jack & Jill and Facifica Falayfay, Dolphy’s characters all dress in women’s clothes
to the consternation of their masculine relatives. The act of cross-dressing can be
traced back to the gender-crossing practices of the babaylan, who were required to
embody femininity in the exercise of their ritualistic profession. Also like the
babaylan, the Dolphy bakla’s cross-dressing was a function of his attempt to embody
the feminine. Cross-dressing, for these baklas, were ritualistic only in the sense that
they were honoring their internal womanhood. The cross-dressing trope never fully
disappears in the history of Philippine bakla cinema. Comedians like Roderick
Paulate and Joey de Leon would continue to make films in the 1980s and 1990s that
feature bakla cross-dressers; in contemporary mainstream cinema, the cross-dressing
trope is carried on in the comedy blockbuster hits of actor Vice Ganda.
Curiously, the way cross-dressing happens in the comedy films mentioned
above differs from the way it happens in many independent films in the 1990s and
early 2000s. In the Dolphy films (and those of Paulate, de Leon, and Ganda), crossdressing is an everyday phenomenon. It allows the bakla to savor the pleasure of
becoming a spectacle by his donning of outlandish costumes and women’s wear, as
evinced by Markova taking on the role of the Reyna Elena during a “gay”
Santacruzan. In many later gay-themed independent films, cross-dressing becomes
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relegated to the stage – only drag queens and performers are allowed to cross-dress.
Homonormative dress is much more prominent in these independent films than in
mainstream cinema (See Chapter 5). This may be due to western influence – the Gay
Rights movement in particular. While the Gay Rights movement started in the US in
the 1970s, in the Philippines homonormative social movements did not really begin
until early 1990s, which coincide roughly with the booming of gay-themed
independent films in Philippine cinema. Perhaps another reason why cross-dressing
has virtually disappeared in gay-themed independent films in the Philippines is that
many of these films center on bakla (homo)sexuality rather than gender fluidity or
performance. This shall be discussed further in a Chapter 5 of this paper.
Another characteristic of the bakla in Dolphy films is that he is very
(stubbornly) effeminate. This is the primary characteristic of the bakla that has
created the need for the conversion trope. In virtually all Dolphy bakla movies, a
heterosexual heteronormative man will attempt to convert the bakla into a
heteronormative man, purging him of his effeminacy and cross-dressing. Michael L.
Tan (1994, p. 202) writes that the bakla is discriminated against on two fronts –
(Catholic) religious discourse, which brands him as immoral, and psychiatric
discourse, which pathologizes kabaklaan (as both homosexuality and
transsexualism). I see the conversion trope as a recourse to both kinds of
discrimination. The Dolphy films, however, talk of neither mental illness nor of
religious piety when it comes to the conversion trope – rather, they talk about
something else: hiya (Tagalog for shame; a sense of propriety). During scenes where
the men attempt to reform the bakla, the sense of shame is always mentioned:
“Nakakahiya ka” (“You are being shameless!” / “You’re embarrassing yourself!”) in
Mga Anak ni Facifica Falayfay, for example. The conversion, it seems, stems not
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only from moral or medical discourse, but also in the stigma associated with being
bakla. This stigma is also quite evident in Ang Tatay Kong Nanay where Coring feels
the need to hide his kabaklaan from his child and his classmates for fear of them
ridiculing the boy for his father’s effeminacy and cross-dressing.
Etymologically speaking, the word bakla, itself is difficult to pin down.
Martin Manalansan (in Garcia, 2008, p. 462) defines it as a combination of the words
“babae” and “lalake”. Garcia (2008) notes that bakla, before it was used a
gender/sexual category meant a “state of mental confusion and undecidedness” (p.
74), which harks to earlier uses of the word to refer to someone who has lost courage
or resolve. In an increasingly patriarchal society like the Philippines, this word came
to be associated with a lack in masculinity in the early part of the 20th century. By the
1960s, the word came to be associated almost purely with male same-sex desire
and/or effeminacy. Perhaps this is why the conversion trope became so popular in
these early Dolphy movies – they found the bakla to be both fundamentally lacking
in masculinity and as a weakling who had no nerve to be a “real man”, therefore, all
measures had to be taken to teach him to become a man.
In virtually all of Dolphy’s films, the bakla is able to resist any aspect of this
conversion. I see this resistance as a mark of the bakla’s unchanging internal
womanly nature – a trope that has been frequently shown in bakla cinema is that the
bakla is commonly represented as a woman-hearted man. This interiorized
femininity both causes and enables the bakla to resist any form of enforced
masculinization. On the one hand, he does not want to be converted because he sees
himself as a woman: many of the Dolphy and Roderick Paulate bakla characters
frequently cry out, “Babae ako!” (“I am a woman”), when their masculine relatives
attempt to reform their effeminacy or cross-dressing. The bakla’s woman73

heartedness also enables him resist the conversion trope – this internal womanly
nature becomes essentialized in Philippine cinema and is therefore represented in
film as an unchangeable aspect of the bakla identity, although of course,
representations of the bakla as woman-hearted would eventually change through
time (See Chapters 4 and 5).
Interestingly, the conversion of the bakla in cinema differs from that of the
tomboy. In the four-gender category system in the Philippines, both the bakla and
tomboy are considered non-heteronormative categories, roughly equivalent to the
gay/transwoman and lesbian/transman categories, respectively. While the bakla is
forced to endure violence that is geared toward his conversion from queer to
“normal”, the tomboy is not forced to do so. However, the tomboy becomes
heteronormative on her own – with seemingly no external force or pressure placed
on her. In Jack & Jill, while Goryo undergoes lessons in masculinity, which
ultimately fail, his sister Luisa drops her tomboy act and eventually decides to be
with a man. This is, perhaps, indicative of the masculine bias common in patriarchal
societies. In a documentary version (1995, dir. Rob Esptein and Jeffrey Friedman) of
Vito Russo’s The Celluloid Closet (1981), Quentin Crisp comments: “There is no sin
like being a woman. When a man dresses as a woman, the audience laughs. When a
woman dresses as a man, nobody laughs. They just thought she looked wonderful.”
When a male-bodied person rejects masculinity in favor of femininity, he has to be
punished. But when a female-bodied person embodies masculinity, there is no need
for her to be punished, as long as she remains, in the end, heterosexual.
The conversion trope eventually disappears in contemporary Philippine
mainstream cinema. In the early 1990s, bakla films almost completely did away with
the conversion trope. This, perhaps, stems from the Martial Law films in the 1970s
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and 1980s that attempted to create a more nuanced image of the bakla through
melodrama and tragedy thus taking them away from simply being the comic relief in
films, as well as the subsequent gender-normalization of the bakla in films. The
disappearance of the conversion trope also coincides with the rise of the Gay Rights
movement in the Philippines. Calls for gay pride and visibility were quite prominent
in the early 1990s, with the first Pride Parade being conducted in 1994. LGBT social
movements challenged the stigma of being bakla or tomboy by calling for universal
rights and the passage of an anti-discrimination bill. By doing so, LGBT social
movements attempted to normalize the bakla’s queerness by saying that the bakla are
just like everybody else and should be able to enjoy the same rights as all other
citizens. Unlike the Dolphy bakla films where the bulk of the story revolves around
trying to reform the bakla, contemporary mainstream bakla films do not center on
the bakla’s changing gender performance or identity or his sexual orientation.
There were also drastic changes in psychiatric discourse. Homosexuality was
taken out of the Diagnostics and Statistics Manual, widely used in the fields of
psychology and psychiatry in the Philippines, in 1973. It is only recently, though,
that it has become popular to ban so-called conversion therapies in the West – a
move that is also called for by psychologists and psychiatrists in the Philippines. The
Psychological Association of the Philippines (2011) writes: “decades of scientific
research have led mental health professional organizations worldwide to conclude
that lesbian, gay and bisexual orientations are normal variants of human sexuality”.
Their statement also opposes any kind of psychological intervention that attempts to
reform the sexual orientation or gender identity of all LGBT individuals.
The need to reform the bakla and make him conform to the binary gender
system also stems from another classic characteristic of the bakla – his woman75

heartedness. Because the bakla occupies the space between male and female, his
authenticity as a person is called into question and he must be forced to conform to
his biology and act accordingly. In Dolphy’s bakla films, he must prove again and
again that he is a woman trapped inside a man’s body – and he does so by crossdressing and acting effeminately, all for comic effect. In all these films, however, it
is only in Facifica Falayfay that the bakla is truly reformed – and he does so by
falling in love with and marrying a (cisgender, “real”) woman. In its sequel, Facifica
who now reverts to his masculine name Pacifico, must now also reform his bakla
son, who refuses any form of enforced masculinization, as Facifica had done when
he was young.
In writing about Dolphy’s bakla roles, Maria Rhodora Ancheta (2006) notes,
“Dolphy as the overt queen inevitably faces mockery and disparagement, but he
flaunts his gayness, and presents the self not as an entity of oppression, but as one
which triumphs precisely because of this liminality” (p. 85). The bakla’s resistance
to the conversion trope, which perhaps originates in his occupation of the liminal
space, shows how exactly how kabaklaan exists within the Philippine gender
spectrum as a distinct gender/sexual category. More than simply resisting
conversion, conversion never works on the bakla. The ineffectiveness of conversion
harks to several points: one is that the need to convert the bakla is an outcome of
modernity borne out of the double-marginalization of the bakla as both immoral and
mentally unstable. Whereas their pre-colonial counterparts were seen as divine
healers and spiritual leaders, the modern bakla is seen as an inauthentic identity that
needs to be reformed to conform to modern normative gender standards. Second, I
see the inability to reform the bakla as a function of kabaklaan being a normal, but
not necessarily normative, gender category. In the four-gender model of “girl, boy,
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bakla, tomboy”, attempts to reform the bakla fail because it is already a completely
different gender category that exists separately from the other categories, and
operates on the bases of a different logic along the axes of the body, the spirit,
sexuality, and gender performance.
Because Dolphy works mostly in comedy, however, there is very little
mention of bakla sexuality. Aside from Facifica who turns out to be heterosexual,
virtually all Dolphy bakla roles are devoid of sexuality. This is perhaps due to
market forces – mainstream cinema attempts to appeal to a wider audience and so
sensitive topics like sexuality are written out of the narratives. Comedy seeks to
make a punchline out of the bakla; Emmanuel Reyes (1989) writes:
Jokes arising from this type of comedy are based on
five situations: 1) Parents cannot accept the fact that
their son is a homosexual. 2) Homosexuals cannot
control their urge. 3) They cannot be disciplined which
makes them a threat. 4) Women are seen as a cure for
[bakla] homosexuality. 5) And since they defy social
conventions, homosexuals are in the position to blurt
out the most outrageous remarks in a movie. (p. 58)
While we certainly see at least some of these “situations” in many of
Dolphy’s movies, I disagree that this is the only function of the bakla in the movie,
or that the “homosexual”, as Reyes puts it, is only in cinema for comic purposes.
Melodrama allows for the humanizing of the bakla, and for creating representations
that are less unidimensional or purely comedic.
In melodrama, however, the bakla retains the classic trope of homosexuality,
directed not toward other homosexuals, as it in most Western contexts, but toward
the lalake (cisgender, “real” man). In Ang Tatay Kong Nanay, Coring’s relationship
with her lover, Dennis, is only briefly discussed. And even then, Coring denies any
sexual dalliance with Dennis – only that he treated him like a nephew. At the start of
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the film, Coring’s friends berate him for still being hung up on Dennis, despite his
disappearance the previous year. When he suddenly returns to Coring and leaves him
with a baby, Coring is forced to raise the child on his own.
Like the women of Philippine cinema’s melodramas, the bakla do not end up
dead (either by their own hands or at those of others) like they do in many Thai gaythemed films. Rather, the melodrama comes from the resilience bakla characters are
forced to have to endure their respective plights. Rolando Tolentino (2000) writes,
“For all the gay display of lifestyles and life choices, pain and suffering become the
interior core of the gay being” (p. 326, emphasis in original). In Ang Tatay Kong
Nanay, Coring is forced to put on a charade of masculinity while at home with his
adopted child and struggles to hide his effeminacy from him. Toward the end of the
film, when his birth mother claims Nonoy, Coring is finally able to let the bakla out
and decides to join a gay beauty pageant. Nonoy runs away from his mother and ends
up in the park where the beauty pageant is being held. When it begins to rain, Coring
runs home, as does Nonoy, who finally sees his “father” in drag. The two embrace,
while they cry under the rain. In Markova: Comfort Gay, Walterina tells his story of
sexual and physical abuse at the hands of Japanese troops occupying Manila, and
how he and his bakla friends are able to survive the war. The bakla, like the
(cisgender) woman, embodies ideals of martyrdom in Philippine melodrama and this
becomes the only way in which the bakla is humanized in cinema and taken away
from the stereotype of the loud, vulgar, screaming faggot.
There is also an interesting relationship between the bakla in Dolphy movies
and the women who rear them. The mothers in these Dolphy films are quite
indulgent of their bakla offspring, dressing them as girls and raising them the way a
mother would raise a (cisgender) daughter. The women act as the bakla’s first line of
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defense against any form of bullying directed at the bakla – both at familial and
societal levels. Doña Teresita adopts Glory in Jack & Jill, Facifica’s mother raises
him as a girl, Markova’s mother indulges Walterina’s cross-dressing and has no
qualms about Markova working as an entertainer at a sex club. This is contradicted,
of course, by some of the women in these films. When Facifica’s mother dies, her
last wish is for Facifica to be turned into a proper man, and Luisa in Jack & Jill uses
herself (via the promise of marriage) as a reward to any man who is able to reform
her effeminate brother Goryo. But generally, the women in these are much more
tolerant of the bakla’s effeminacy and cross-dressing than the men are. Perhaps this
is because the bakla are subjected to the same constraints as women are in a
patriarchal, macho society. Or perhaps, it is because women recognize the internal
womanhood of the bakla. The next chapter explores the bakla’s internal female-ness
and the intersections between kabaklaan and contemporary transgender discourse.
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Chapter 4: The Borders between Bakla and Trans

In this chapter, I explore the intersections between kabaklaan as an
embodiment of femininity and global transgender discourse by looking at how acts
of transitioning and embodiment are represented in Filipino films that deal with this
subject. I argue that while both global trans discourse and kabaklaan are rooted in an
interiorized disconnect between the body, mind, and spirit, kabaklaan offers an
alternative discourse to this interiority that does not pathologize or medicalize this
disconnect. I further argue that because many other performative aspects of
kabaklaan resonate with global trans discourses, local social movements have
adopted these global discourses in framing their struggle under legal Human Rights
frameworks. Cinema, however, offers an alternative viewpoint that does not
necessarily reflect trans struggles as a human rights issue, but rather as an issue of
social acceptance.
I.

Border-ing the bakla
I borrow the title of this chapter from the first chapter of Martin

Manalansan’s (2003/2006) Global Divas: Filipino Gay Men in the Diaspora, which
eloquently documents the experiences of bakla migrants living in the United States.
Its first chapter maps out the borders between being bakla and being gay, first by
arguing that kabaklaan is “not a premodern antecedent to gay but rather, in diasporic
spaces, bakla is recuperated and becomes an alternative form of modernity” (p. 21).
He first looks at the gay identity as product of “modern homosexuality”, which
became prominent at the turn of the twentieth century (with writers and artistes such
as Oscar Wilde), and which has found its culmination into a social identity with the
Stonewall Riots in New York City in 1969 (p. 22). Manalansan then looks at coming
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out as a rite of passage for the “modern homosexual”, but also poses how it is a
specific product of US gay discourse (p. 27). In the Philippines, coming out is
translated into the swardspeak as paglaladlad ng kapa (unfurling of the cape) (p. 27).
This metaphor is based on the revelatory nature of kabaklaan – the revelation of the
inside as the “true” self, which harks to discourses of self-interiority, mentioned in
previous chapters. This “essential” nature of the bakla renders coming out, or at least
the verbalization of one’s identity, as completely superfluous.
Manalansan (2003/2006) also looks at sexual object choice – the gay man’s
sexuality is oriented toward other gay men, whereas classical bakla sexuality is
oriented toward the lalake, the masculine, purportedly heterosexual man. Finally,
Manalansan looks at the bakla in light of the gay liberation movement in the US. He
looks at the works of prominent scholars and artists – poet and playwright Tony
Perez, anthropologist Michael Tan, and literary critic J. Neil Garcia. Manalansan
notes how both Perez and Tan appear to make a case for the bakla to adopt western
modes of homosexuality. In the foreword to Perez’s collection of stories and poetry,
Cubao 1980, gay historian and film critic Nicanor Tiongson writes:
1. The bakla needs to accept that he was born biologically male and
he should stop feminizing his feature or his behavior.
2. “Gay” are not some cheap impersonators in some “mice race” but
are honorable laborers, soldiers, priests, professors, business men
and athletes.
3. The right partner for the bakla is another bakla, otherwise the
relationship would be unequal.
4. The gay relationship will never be the same as a heterosexual
relationship that has the blessings of church and society.
5. Being bakla is not an illness that one can become well from or
that should be treated. (Perez, 1992 in Manalansan, 2006, p. 36).
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Perez’ adoption of Tiongson’s ‘manifesto’ betrays a privileging of the
US/Eurocentric view of the male homosexual that disavows purportedly
stereotypical aspects of kabaklaan – in particular, it shows a privileging of
homonormative discourses that seek to ‘normalize’ the bakla by enforcing on him
normative modes of masculinity and maleness (See Chapter 3). Manalansan (2006),
similarly, notes how the imposition of a western model of homosexuality is
problematic in the Philippine socio-cultural context, even in the diaspora, because it
so obviously privileges homonormativity and marginalizes the vast majority of
effeminate, cross-dressing bakla in the country, especially those in non-urban
contexts or those who are in the lower classes. Taking in this mode of gay male
homosexuality as kabaklaan also disallows the bakla identity from encompassing
transgenderism; by anchoring the bakla to his male body and seeing feminine
behaviors as something that needs to be corrected or done away with, there is no
room in kabaklaan to accommodate femininity and therefore perform aspects of
transgenderism. Tiongson’s note on how the ‘proper’ partner of the bakla is other
bakla, further, delimits the bakla’s sexual object choice of the lalake, and implies
that the bakla cannot engage in sexual relations with the lalake while enjoying equal
power relations – a rather disempowering view of sexuality, as discussed in the
previous chapter.
Despite outlining the borders between the “modern” gay identity and the
bakla, Manalansan also notes how he treats these as “permeable boundaries of two
co-existing yet oftentimes incommensurable cultural ideologies of gender and
sexuality” (p. 21.). In this chapter, I explore, in a similar manner, the various points
of intersection and disjunction between global trans identity discourse and the bakla.
I do not attempt, in this chapter or this study, to claim that the bakla is some form of
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purely indigenous concept that has remained untouched by histories colonialism.
Rather, I view kabaklaan as a product of the modernizing efforts of colonial and
neocolonial power. Taking the lead of other writers and critics before me, I view
kabaklaan as a form of hybridity: “a syncretism of local and Western gender and
sexual constructions” (Garcia, 2012, p. 54). This means that while the bakla is
represented in cultural texts as having the performative aspects of gender, the fluidity
of gender performance, for example (as textual representations of the bakla may be
either/both masculine and feminine), or camp (highlighting the superficiality of
gender performance), models of self-interiority dominate these cultural texts (Garcia,
2012, p. 51). In other words, while the kabaklaan may be constructed (and therefore
deconstructed) as a set of performances, these performances are always rooted in the
idea of the kalooban (interiority; psychospiritual inversion) (Garcia, 2012, p. 51),
where the interior directs the exterior, thus making the bakla itself, and its
representations an incredibly culturally specific signification of gender.
Kabaklaan as both a gender and sexual category, I realize, is not a stable
entity or identity whose borders are impermeable. In this chapter, I attempt to sketch
out the permeability of those borders by arguing that kabaklaan may, at times,
encompass transgenderism and vice-versa. Transgenderism’s tenet of mind-body
disjuncture (gender dysmorphia), for example, is very similar to how kabaklaan is
seen as an interiorized form of femininity embodied within a male anatomy; even
Garcia’s (2013) idea of psychosexual inversion harks to some similarities with
certain aspects of transgenderism and kabaklaan (p. 54). I also argue that both
cinematic discourse and the discourses employed by local trans social movements
point to a struggle for social acceptance. However, while trans activists frame social
acceptance as a function of the law and legislative change, cinematic discourse deals
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mostly with the idea of social acceptance on individual and familial levels. In this
chapter, I explore acts of embodiment (as transitioning) in the film Zsazsa Zaturnnah
and social acceptance in the film Miguel/Michelle.
II.

Body, Mind, and Spirit
In order to flesh out issues of trangenderism and kabaklaan, I must first

briefly go through the history of the term transgender, its usage and meanings,
debates surrounding it, and how it has been deployed and challenged by various
social movements and academics in both the west and the non-west.
As with homosexuality, transgender discourse first became prominent within
the fields of psychology and psychiatry. The earliest written works on
transgenderism used the term transsexual when referring to individuals of the
transgender experience, and were concerned mostly with finding the cause of the
(mental) illness, and of course, providing a cure for it. The word “transsexual”
predates the word “transgender”, and in modern/contemporary usage, the difference
is that the former is an individual who has sought medical intervention to modify
their body to come into congruence with their experienced gender, while the latter is
used as an umbrella term to refer to various individuals whose experience and
expression of gender differs from what social and cultural institutions determine is
the norm (Elliot, 2010, p. 1). The difference between the terms is also highly
contested – which medical interventions, for example, differentiate between a
transgender individual and a transsexual?
Nevertheless, the two medical practitioners credited to being the first to use
the term transsexual in their respective works are David Cauldwell and Harry
Benjamin. Cauldwell wrote Psychopathia Transsexualis in 1949 using the case of
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one transsexual who transitioned from female to male, and concluded that
transsexualism was a genetically inherited predisposition (in Stryker and Whittle,
2006, p. 40). Harry Benjamin, a German-American sexologist, is credited as being
the first to popularize the term transsexual, and is also one of the first doctors who
pioneered what is now called hormone replacement therapy (HRT) for transsexuals.
Through his work with Alfred Kinsey, Benjamin became one of the first, and
arguably most influential, medical practitioners to work on medical transitioning for
transgender people. His name was used, with permission, to form the Harry
Benjamin International Gender Dysphoria Association – the first group, formed by
psychologists and psychiatry therapists who worked on transgender issues on a
global scale. This group would eventually rename themselves as the World
Professional Association for Transgender Health (WPATH), and has been publishing
the Standards for Care for the Health of Transsexual, Transgender, and Gender
Nonconforming People – an important document used globally that lists safety
standards and procedures for doctors working on issues of transitioning for trans
people.
Medical-psychiatric discourse on transgenderism/transsexualism has always
been criticized, by social movements and academics alike, as pathologizing (treating
transgenderism as a mental illness). The American Psychiatric Association lists
transsexualism (now listed as Gender Dysphoria) as a form of mental disorder in the
Diagnostics and Statistics Manual (DSM) (Suess, Espineira, and Walters, 2014, p.
73). The World Health Organization has eschewed the term Gender Identity Disorder
and replaced it with Gender Incongruence in its International Classification of
Diseases (ICD). This has sparked the international campaign of Stop Trans
Pathologization (STP), which is “an international platform that involves the
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participation of activist groups, organizations, and networks worldwide” (Suess,
Espineira, and Walters, 2014, p. 74).
Calls for trans depathologization have become rampant in the last couple of
years. The International Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Intersex
Association (ILGA World)30, the largest network of LGBTI groups in the world, has
repeatedly called for transgenderism or any of its forms to be struck out from both
the DSM and the ICD. At the 6th ILGA Asia Conference, held in Taiwan in October
2016, they released a statement that reads, “we disagree with the current Gender
Identity Disorder diagnoses (Transsexualism and Gender Identity Disorder of
Childhood) remaining in Chapter 5 (Mental and Behavioural Disorders) of the
current International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10), or any comparable
diagnoses (Gender Incongruence of Childhood or Gender Incongruence of
Adolescence and Adulthood) remaining there in ICD-11” (ILGA Asia, 2016)31.
Some progress has been made in the recent years. The American
Psychological Association has released fliers and information leaflets (on- and offline), that read: “A psychological state is considered a mental disorder only if it
causes significant distress or disability. Many transgender people do not experience
their gender as distressing or disabling, which implies that identifying as transgender
does not constitute a mental disorder” (American Psychological Association, 2011,
p. 332). The Psychological Association of the Philippines has also released a similar
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At the time of the writing of this thesis, I am currently serving on the ILGA World Board as one of
the representatives of the Global Trans Secretariat.
31
The rest of the statement, which focuses on Gender Incongruence in Childhood, can be read on
the ILGA Website at available online at http://ilga.org/the-ilga-asia-trans-pre-conference-statementon-gender-incongruence-in-childhood/
32
This leaflet can be downloaded from the American Psychological Association website at
http://www.apa.org/topics/lgbt/transgender.pdf
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statement, which reads: “The Psychological Association of the Philippines (PAP)
aligns itself with the global initiatives to remove the stigma of mental illness that has
long been associated with diverse sexualities and to promote the wellbeing of LGBT
people” (2011).
Academic discussions of trans issues seem to focus on concepts of agency,
gender authenticity, and the valuation of trans theory in feminist and queer discourse.
Patricia Elliot’s 2010 book, Debates in Transgender, Queer, and Feminist Theory,
outlines several points of contention between these three sets of theory. She
identifies two major ‘methodological’ rifts: the outward-looking rift (which talks
about anti-oppression activism and questions of inclusion and plurality within social
movements), and the inward-looking rift (which focuses on problematizing identity)
(Elliot, 2010, p.10). Basically, the two major rifts between trans, queer, and feminist
theory represent the rift between academia and activism – where one is concerned
with theorizing the nature of trans identity, the other is more concerned with the
material experience of trans embodiment.
This chapter, roughly, follows both rifts and explores the intersections
between global trans discourse and the discourse of kabaklaan as it occurs in
Philippine cinema. Here, I look at the very broad topics of gender embodiment and
bodily modification, as well as aspects of social inclusion and social stigma. While
the terms transgender or transsexual very rarely ever occur in Philippine cinema, I
will attempt to describe possible similarities and differences between
transgenderism/transsexualism and kabaklaan.
One of the issues central to trans identities, both transgender and transsexual,
is that of embodiment. Is being trans a matter of questioning established gender
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binaries, or is the act of transitioning a form of conformity to the gender binary?
When trans people decide to transition, by which ever means – through HRT or
through surgery – does their transition affirm the gender binary? What role does
“passing” (being perceived as non-trans) or “stealth” (not disclosing one’s
transgender experience), play in the act of gender embodiment?
Contemporary discussions around trans identities have made the discourse of
the trans people being in the “wrong body” quite prevalent (Elliot, 2010, p. 33),
perhaps owing to transgenderism/transsexualism’s history of mental pathologization.
In the Philippines, this is also quite common – the bakla is seen as a woman-hearted
man, or having a “damdaming babae” (woman’s emotions) despite his male anatomy
(Garcia, 2008, p. 120). The questions above pertain to whether or not transsexualism
is an act that challenges the naturalization of the relationship between gender and the
sexed body, or whether transitioning from one gender to another, from one sexed
body to another, essentializes this relationship. Or does transitioning in the
Philippine socio-cultural context even mean the same as it does in other contexts?
In Philippine cinema, the transgender identity does not exist but is supplanted
by the cross-dressing, gender-transitive variant of the bakla. As discussed in the
previous chapter, the trope of the woman-hearted man is the closest identity that
resembles transgenderism. Trans embodiment in Philippine cinema may be linked,
directly, with the desire to make one’s internal gender (woman) congruent with one’s
external (male) body. This interiorized femininity may also be manifested in one’s
behavior – thus, effeminacy is pervasive in many bakla movies. Very few films,
however, have articulated the transsexual identity.
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For this part of this chapter, I attempt to explore the idea of transsexualism as
the embodiment of womanhood by a male bodied person, as reflected in the scifi/fantasy genre – not a medical transition from one sex to another, but a
transformation through magical means. Carlo Vergara’s cult hit Ang Kagila-gilalas
na Pakikipagsapalaran ni Zsazasa Zatturnnah (The Spectacular Adventures of
Zsazsa Zatturnnah) is a graphic novel, released in 2002. It was subsequently turned
into a critically acclaimed stage musical in 2006 with words and lyrics by Vincent
De Jesus. Also in the same year, Zsazsa Zatturnnah Ze Moveeh (Zsazsa Zaturnnah
The Movie) was released, based loosely on the musical version of the graphic novel.
It was directed by Joel Lamangan with singer/actress Zsa Zsa Padilla and transgender
actress BB Gandanghari33 sharing the title role. In my reading of this text, I shift
between my analyses of the original graphic novel, the stage musical, and the film
and attempt to flesh out the film’s differences from either incarnations of the text as
significantly changing the meaning suggested by the originals. Zsazsa Zatturnnah is
the story of a gay parlorista, Ada, who transforms into the red-headed, big-busted
superhero Zsazsa. The heavens, it seems, grants Ada this power to ward off an
invasion by radical feminist aliens who seek to conquer the earth and subjugate all its
‘male forms’. In the process of saving the town from this alien invasion, Ada
discovers that his embodiment of the female superhero alone is insufficient to defeat
the enemy. To gain the ultimate victory, Zsazsa must give up her female-hood and
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BB Gandanghari (literally Miss Royal Beauty), is the preferred name of Rustom Padilla, a former
action star who came out as transgender in 2006 while starring in the reality show Pinoy Big Brother:
Celebrity Edition.
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revert to her male-form, Ada. It is here that the film truly shows the complexity of
gender embodiment.

Figure 23: Transgender actress BB Gandanghari plays Ada.

The graphic novel begins with Ada, working in his34 salon while having an
internal monologue about how many things in life are unexplainable – why do cats
and dogs frequently fight, for example. “Ilang taon ko nang iniisip kung bakit ako
ganito. Kung bakit malambot ang galaw ko. Kung bakit matinis ang aking boses.
Kung bakit hindi ako… normal.” (“For so many years, I’ve wondered why I am the
way I am. Why my gestures are very soft. Why my voice is shrill. Why I am not…
normal.”) He dismisses all these questions, and thinks that the answers don’t really
matter: “Ako si Ada. Isang bakla. ‘Yun lang.” (“I am Ada. A bakla. That’s all.”)
The film does away with this dramatic monologue and replaces it with a
musical number with people dancing gaily in the rain. The camera slowly pans to
show Ada, looking out through the window, bewailing his latest tragedy: his
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In this chapter, I use masculine pronouns to refer to Ada and feminine pronouns to refer to Zsazsa
to highlight Ada’s transformation into a woman.
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boyfriend, whose tuition and school expenses Ada had been paying for, has decided
to leave him, reasoning that his mother had forbidden him from seeing Ada. This
scene shows a stereotype often associated with the bakla, in both real life and in
cinema – a bakla, despite being in poverty himself, is expected to “fare better
economically than the rest of the population” (Manalansan, 2006, p. 26), enough that
he is able to afford paying “real” men (heteronormative, cisgender; the “macho
lalake” as I explore in Chapter 5) for sex. “This is the social script of the bakla. In
order to fulfill his inscribed role, a bakla has to slave away at work in order to
survive and get what he is told he should desire – the “straight” macho man. He is
told to suffer and not expect to have his needs filled. The ideological rationale for
this situation is that, like a woman, he must suffer, but unlike a woman – being
pseudo-woman – he must pay” (Manalansan, 2006, p. 26).
The film’s eschewing of Vergara’s original comic book opening is telling of
what Philippine cinema does to the bakla – he is made to bear the economic burden
of (sexual) relations, and then is made to suffer for doing so by being left after the
“real” man has exploited him. My reading of Vergara’s original opening is that Ada
has resigned to his fate: “Kaya pinagsikapan ko na lang na magsilbi sa bayan sa
tanging paraan na nalalaman ko. Ang gumawa ng himala para sa mga nilalang na
likas na pangit” (“I’ve worked hard to serve this country the only way I know how.
To make miracles of creatures who are preternaturally ugly.”) His utterance of “I am
Ada. A bakla. That’s all.” at the end of this scene, for me, means that Ada has
become so jaded about his life that he has lost any drive for excitement – he just
wants to do his job, do it well, and that’s enough. In the film, Ada is portrayed as yet
another tragic bakla character – left by his boyfriend for superficial reasons after
spending money on him.
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To add to this tragedy of kabaklaan, the film shows a flashback scene with a
young Ada being physically abused by his father. The classic trope of the bakla child
being dunked in a tub of water by his father, a common image in popular folk stories
and popular fiction, is played out. Ada’s father repeatedly asks him: “Ano ka, babae
o lalake?” (“Are you a man or a woman?”), the bakla, of course, answers that he is a
woman. His father also asks Ada if he is a mermaid – another popular trope in bakla
imagery (being half-fish and half-human, the bakla is seen as being half-man, halfwoman) – to which he answers that he has a woman’s heart and therefore longs for a
masculine partner. The film clearly is attempting to create a more tragic Ada than
was originally portrayed in either the graphic novel or the musical.
The film also introduces two new characters: Ada’s niece, Aruba, and her
boyfriend, Poldo. Neither character exists in the original graphic novel nor in the
stage musical; perhaps they were added so that the film becomes more appealing to a
broader, heterosexual/heteronormative audience. As I read the film, I make note of
the changes the producers had made to Vergara’s original in order to make the film
more marketable – among these changes is the addition of one heterosexual married
couple, and a cisgender woman, Krystal, who serves as Ada’s rival for his love
interest, Dodong. The film was released in December 2006 as an official entry into
the Metro Manila Film Festival; among the criteria for judging Best Picture is ticket
sales.
In a way that is reminiscent of some bakla who decide to go on unsupervised
hormone replacement therapy by taking female birth control pills, Ada is given a
stone that allows him to transform into a woman – Zsazsa. The stone falls from the
heavens while Ada is taking a shower, and at the urging of his friends, he swallows it
whole. In his reading of Zsazsa Zaturnnah, J. Neil Garcia (2012) argues that the
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stone acts as a sort of agimat, an amulet popular in “traditional animist lore” (p. 51)
that allows for a person’s latent or internal desires to become manifested externally –
Ada’s interior femininity becomes externalized in his transformation into Zsazsa.
This act of transformation is an homage to Filipino Komiks writer Mars Ravelo’s
Darna (Corpuz, 2010, p. 152), who similarly swallows a stone in order to transform
into a superhero. Darna remains, to this day, one of the most popular female Filipino
comic book superheroes, and the story has inspired various retellings in both film
and television that star famous actresses, and even Dolphy in one film parody called
Darna kuno? (Like Darna?, dir. Luciano B. Carlos, 1979). Narda, a simple working
class girl, is able to transform into Darna when she is gifted with a stone that imbues
her superpowers that allows her to combat forces of evil.

Figure 24: Darna (left) and ZsaZsa Zaturnnah (right) Both images from
Wikimedia Commons

Figure 25: Argel in Bathhouse proclaims himself the queen of the dark
room.Figure 26: Darna (left) and ZsaZsa Zaturnnah (right) Both images
from Wikimedia Commons
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Figure 27: Argel in Bathhouse proclaims himself the queen of the dark
room.

Figure 28: Antonio's first sexual encounter (shots unfold clockwise from

Both Ada/Zaturnnah and Narda/Darna have to imbibe a foreign agent in order
to transform into their superhuman selves. I see this not only as an agimat, as Garcia
(2012) writes, but also as a metaphor for the bakla’s use of hormones. Ada is situated
in the texts as firmly working-class: a parlorista cliché. As he is living in relative
poverty, it would be doubtful if Ada would have had access to supervised hormone
replacement therapy, which can be quite expensive. The Zaturnnah stone offers a
magical solution for Ada to be able to transform himself. The ability to transition is
dependent on the ingestion of a small object: for Ada, it is the Zaturrnah stone, for
the bakla it is female hormones.
Ada is, of course, not unproblematically trans. I would doubt that he may
even be aware of the trans concept and be able to identify as trans. This highlights
the ambiguity of the bakla category – the gender transitive bakla, in particular,
serves as a localized version of sorts to the trans woman. I am interested in this work,
however, in how Ada’s transformation involves a physical transformation, while
remaining stubbornly himself – a conflict in self-image that is reflected in the film
and will be explored further in subsequent parts of this chapter.
When Ada transforms into Zsazsa, he gains superpowers: super strength,
speed, and the ability to block bullets with her enormous bosom. This transformation
trope from bakla (male) to superwoman is common in Philippine cinema. In SheMan: Mistress of the Universe (dir. Tony Reyes, 1988), the blacksmith Pandoy
transforms into She-Man, “by the power of Gayskull”. This is a comedy/adventure
film that parodies the American He-Man and She-Ra comic-book and television
series. It also parodies a Filipino comic book series, Ang Panday (The Blacksmith),
by Carlo J. Caparas and Steve Gan. Panday has been adapted into various movies
and television shows and has enjoyed significant popularity since its inception in the
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1980s. In She-Man, Pando, a cowardly blacksmith is granted powers by a
mysterious vagabond who calls himself Gayskull. Despite not being bakla himself,
Pando’s cowardice recalls earlier uses of the term bakla, to refer to a man who is
lacking in masculinity or who is cowardly and weak. When the cisgender
heterosexual Pando transforms into the effeminate bakla She-Man, complete with a
cape, crown, and scepter (that transforms into various weapons), his cowardice
disappears and he is able to win against a group of alien child-abductors, winning the
love of a local girl in the process.
ZsaZsa Zaturnnah reinforces this transformation trope with the film’s first
ensemble musical number, which was taken from the stage musical, Babae na ako! (I
am a woman now). Ada shows off her new body to his assistant Didi and to his
niece, Aruba. Didi, however, is critical of Ada’s new transformation: “Oo na. Eh ano
naman ngayon? Mukhang babae nga pero asal pa ring bakla.” (“Well, ok. But so
what? You look like a woman, but you still act like a bakla.”) In doing this, Didi
underpins the bakla’s essentialist nature – despite changing your body, you cannot
undo your kabaklaan (bakla-ness).
This scene also perfectly encapsulates the bakla’s dream of becoming a
woman. Embodiment, for the gender transitive bakla, means being able to come as
close as possible to the genetic woman’s anatomy. In this film, when Ada transforms
into Zaturnnah, his dream of embodying woman becomes a reality. This dream of the
bakla becoming a woman is adequately explored in Chris Martinez’ 2010 film, Here
Comes the Bride, where a freak accident leads to five people switching souls,
allowing the bakla to be temporarily embodied within a genetic woman (Inton,
2015).
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However, Ada’s transformation into Zaturnnah – the transformation from
bakla to genetic woman – comes at a cost. He soon realizes that that the skills he
uses to make people beautiful as a parlorista seem to not work when he is Zsazsa.
Didi comments that Ada may have skills that Zaturnnah does not, and vice-versa.
Ada responds, “Pero si Zaturnnah, girl. Hindi ko talaga katulad.” (“But Zaturnnah is
a girl. We’re really not the same.”) Didi has had enough of Ada’s melodramatic
moments, and comments that Ada and Zaturnnah are one and the same: “Isang pink
na bato lang ang pagitan niyong dalawa!” (“The only thing that separates you two is
one pink rock!”) Clearly, the dichotomy between Ada and Zaturnnah – the bakla and
the (cisgender) woman – is troubling for Ada, but Didi sees it as the same person in
two different incarnations; it is the same spirit (interior) inhabiting different bodies
(exterior).
As in the graphic novel, we are introduced to the film’s primary villains after
Zaturnnah fends off an attack by a giant frog. Queen Femina Suarestellar Baroux and
her court of Amazonistas35, Nora A., Dina B., Sharon C., and Vilma S. from Planet
XXX, are radical feminists whose goal is to rid the universe of all male forms. Also
unlike the graphic novel, or the stage musical for that matter, Femina and her
Amazonistas speak a mixture of English and Tagalog in the film. In the original, they
only speak formal English – a comic move that highlights their foreign-ness and their
colonialist agenda.
The film also adds several new characters and new scenes to Vergara’s
original text. In one of these scenes, Ada’s main love interest, Dodong, comes into
his house to check whether Ada had been safe from the frog attack. Dodong is, of
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The four Amazonistas are named after prominent female celebrities, “gay icons” in their own right:
Nora Aunor, Dina Bonnevie, Sharon Cuneta, and Vilma Santos.
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course, unaware that Ada is actually Zaturnnah. They briefly share a tender moment,
but Ada rebuffs Dodong’s concern. He tells Ada of how Zaturnnah bravely fought
and defeated the giant frog, but Ada is unimpressed. Dodong walks away dejected,
“Gusto ko lang naman makatiyak na ligtas ka.” (“I just wanted to make sure that you
were safe.”) This is the first point in the film where Dodong’s ambiguous sexuality is
very slightly explored. I discuss this more subsequently.
The film also includes a raunchy song from the stage musical, “Walang ibang
pangarap kundi siya” (“No other fantasy than him”). However, the film also makes
substantial changes to the original musical number. Originally, the song is sung
between Didi, Ada, and Dodong, where they all muse about their ideal romantic
partners. Didi’s sings about how he wants a partner with a sexy, muscular body; Ada
muses about having a “true love” who will stand up for him and defend him against
social ridicule. Dodong sings about a gender-ambiguous partner who is both strong
and tender, “kahit na kahit sino pa siya” (“it doesn’t matter who they are”). This is
the first time, in the stage musical, that Dodong is queered and the fluidity of his
sexuality is exposed.
In the film, this song’s context is changed significantly. Didi is replaced by
the cisgender woman Krystal, Zsazsa makes an appearance, as does Ada. Instead of
singing about their own ideal partners, each character sings about how they would
become Dodong’s ideal partner, thus turning the song from a series of internal
monologues into a kind of competition between the women, with Dodong as the
prize. When the song ends, Ada, Krystal, and Zaturnnah end up fighting each other,
each exclaiming “Akin siya!” (He is mine!) Zaturnnah punches Krystal who ends up
in outer space, and then begins to strangle Ada.
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My reading of this scene is that the film turns the attention away from each
character’s own ideals about romantic love and turns it into a competition, not only
because the competition between Ada, Zaturnnah, and Krystal ends up becoming a
literal punchline, but also because Dodong’s queerness is minimized, his
heteronormative masculinity, emphasized. Conforming to established stereotypes in
Philippine cinema, the bakla (and the babae) must desire the lalake, who is not able
to return the affection (at least not without monetary compensation). In the stage
musical, Dodong’s line “kahit na kahit sino pa siya” (“it doesn’t matter who it is”)
leaves some space for the audience to speculate on Dodong’s ideal partner – it
doesn’t matter if it’s a woman or a bakla. Turning Dodong into a prize takes away
this queerness because it takes away his agency – whoever wins this competition
becomes his partner, but it’s not a fair fight to begin with. I read the stripping away
of any form of queerness in the character of Dodong as an erasure of queer desire in
mainstream cinema, where there is only space for heteronormative gender pairings.
The film, I find, is also guilty of bakla erasure. As Zaturnnah fends off a
zombie attack, she runs into her father, who, of course, does not recognize her. She
breaks out into a melodramatic song, “Ang multo ng nakaraan” (“The ghosts of the
past”), imploring Ada’s father to accept his kabaklaan and forgive the sins of the
past. In the original musical, Zaturnnah and Ada sing the song as a duet – as two
sides of the same person. In the movie, the song is sung by Zaturnnah alone. I find
Ada’s disappearance in the film quite telling, although it may have been done to keep
the film’s brevity.
Unlike the original graphic novel or the stage musical, Ada doesn’t appear to
have a rivalry with Zaturnnah as they do in the film. While Ada knows that
Zaturnnah brings out a different part of himself, the two personas are not treated as
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conflicting with each other. In the film, Ada and Zaturnnah appear to be distinct two
people: the rivalry for Dodong is proof of this, as well as Zaturnnah taking over a
dramatic song that is meant to display the bakla’s difficult childhood and his
emotional pain at being disowned by his parents. This duality in the Ada/Zaturnnah
persona reinforces discourses of gender dysphoria/gender identity disorder – where a
transgender person is treated as having strong internal, mental conflicts about their
identity.
The Ada/Zaturnnah duality is further explored in the film. Didi comments
that Ada keeps ignoring Dodong’s flirtations whether he is Ada or Zaturnnah. Ada
replies that he doesn’t want to lead Dodong on – he’s smitten by Zaturnnah, but she
is not a real person. Aruba later asks Ada to just to swallow the stone and never spit
it out – to become Zaturnnah permanently; transitioning permanently should
eliminate the gender dysphoria, metaphorically speaking. Ada replies, “Aruba. Ang
panlilinlang ang naging sanhi ng napakaraming kaguluhan sa kasaysayan ng
sanlibutan. Kaya ayoko na sana manloko pa ng mga tao. Ako si Ada na nagiging si
Zaturnnah, at hindi si Zaturnnah na nagiging si Ada.” (“Aruba. Deceitfulness has
been the cause of so many conflicts in the history of the world. I don’t want to
deceive people. I am Ada who becomes Zaturnnah, and not Zaturnnah who becomes
Ada.”)
I find this quote as an incredibly powerful assertion of the bakla identity. It is
and exertion of the bakla’s precedence over the genetic woman, and a call to arms to
be oneself – embedded in a film that so obviously places the bakla in the margins of
society by rehashing stereotypes present in virtually all bakla films. There’s also a
certain performative aspect to Ada’s transformation into Zaturnnah – as if she were
merely a costume that Ada simply puts on but doesn’t necessarily change who he is.
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The duality between Ada and Zaturnnah may not necessarily imply gender
dysphoria, but may rather point to an essentialism of the bakla identity that makes it
permanent and unchangeable, no matter the modifications to one’s body. This
reclaiming of the bakla also serves as a stark contrast to Femina and her brand of
feminism.
Femina and her Amazonistas’ colonial agenda is demonstrated in the film
when they use their powers to transform all the men in town into women. This is part
of their mission to eliminate all male forms from the universe. Femina tells
Zaturnnah of her people’s struggle at the hands of male forms on Planet XXX. Men
on Planet XXX waged a war against all their women in an attempt to silence and
oppress them. Only a few women were kept alive by these male forms – depicted as
having human bodies but having a pig’s head – for the purposes of breeding. Femina
starts a revolution and rouses the other women into battle, “with cunning, stealth,
grace, and beauty”. She continues, “And one of my very first decrees was the
subjugation of all male forms of the universe!” Zaturnnah taunts Femina: “Ang
shunga! Hindi mabubuo ang sibilisasyon kung walang mga lalake ‘no!” (“Idiot!
Civilization cannot be formed without men!”) Femina replies: “Civilization is rooted
in love and compassion, but those are alien concepts to male form minds, anathema
to male form eyes. Hindi pantay ang tingin nila sa atin; alam kong alam mo yan,
Zatturnah! Ilang beses ka nilang iniwan? Ilang beses ka bang sinaktan?!” (“… They
don’t see us as their equals; I know you know this, Zaturnnah! How many times have
men left you? How many times have they hurt you?”)
Femina and her Amazonistas represent a radical form of feminism: gender
equality is only to be achieved with the elimination of all men. In the graphic novel,
Femina uses the word Womyn – a term coined by radical feminists to eliminate the
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‘men’ from their gender. It very much recalls debates about women-only spaces and
transgenderism in the academe. In 1979, Janice Raymond published The Transsexual
Empire, which contains her claims about lesbian transsexualism that she derides as a
form of “transsexually constructed lesbian feminism”, emphasizing the
medical/surgical construction of female form (Raymond, 2006, p. 133). Raymond
also mentions Sandy Stone, a transsexual sound engineer at Olivia Records, a
women-only recording studio (Raymond, 2006, p. 133). Raymond claims that “all
transsexuals rape women’s bodies by reducing the real female form to an artifact,
appropriating this body for themselves. However, the transsexually constructed
lesbian-feminist violates women’s sexuality and spirit, as well. Rape, although it is
usually done by force, can also be accomplished by deception. It is significant that in
the case of the transsexually constructed lesbian-feminist, often he is able to gain
entrance and a dominant position in women’s spaces because the women involved do
not know that he is a transsexual and he just does not happen to mention” (in
Bornstein, 2006, p. 238). ). By this, Raymond meant to question the authenticity of
transgender women as women, an argument that has been debunked and has mostly
lost clout within contemporary feminist movements.
This rhetoric of exclusion, however, is still as apparent for many trans people
today as it was when trans identities first started gaining more mainstream
acceptance in the 1970s. For example, so-called “bathroom bills” currently filed in
many governing bodies in the United States also seek to prevent trans people from
having access to bathrooms, gyms, changing rooms, and other single-sex public
spaces. These bills require that trans people, regardless of surgical status or gender
expression, are to use the facilities for their birth-assigned sex. Male-to-female trans
persons, for example, will have to use men’s lavatories. This comes in the wake of
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universal marriage equality in the US and is a possible backlash against the
mainstreaming of LGBT rights.
Zaturnnah neutralizes Femina’s radical feminism by reverting back to her
bakla form, Ada. She spits up the Zaturnnah stone, transforming back into Ada, and
then forces Femina to swallow the stone, causing her to transform into a male form
herself. The Amazonistas, who have been programmed to defeat male forms from
Planet XXX, begin to attack Femina and take her back to their ship. Thus ends
Zaturnnah’s earthly battles. Ada is left, exhausted, in the arms of Dodong, who at the
end of the film offers his love to him, which Ada reluctantly accepts.
I read this part of the film as a critique of radical feminism and normative
transsexuality and the imposition of these concepts in the non-west. In a similar vein,
Garcia (2012) brilliantly reads the text as a metaphor for anti-colonialism. By
looking at the bakla as a form of hybridity, which he argues “represents a most
potent ground for postcolonial resistance” (p. 54), Garcia is able to also argue that,
“the pathos-bearing bakla in Zsazsa Zaturnnah interrogates the efficaciousness and
self-presence of the neo/colonialist project, for he demonstrates the persistence of the
“local” and the “old,” despite or precisely because of the prevalence of “foreign” and
“new”’(p. 54).
While Zaturnnah and Femina are perfectly matched (in strength and skill), it
is only in his bakla form that can Ada can defeat Femina. It’s a powerful image of
how the bakla challenges toxic feminism, which aims to exclude both transgender
women and cisgender men from realms of power. Ada also challenges the privileges
of the “fully transitioned” transgender woman by reclaiming his male anatomy and
still being able to remain a feminine figure, as demonstrated by the purportedly
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heterosexual Dodong’s affection for him. This rift between the transgender and the
transsexual is explored in the next part of this chapter.
III.

Social Activism and Social Acceptance
In the last couple of years, the Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

(SOGI) framework has become the dominant form of discourse used globally by
activists to push for LGBT rights. The SOGI framework was developed in the early
2000s and reified in a document called The Yogyakarta Principles: Principles on the
Application of International Human Rights Law in relation to Sexual Orientation
and Gender Identity in 2007. The framework attempts to separate ideas of desire
from ideas of gendered personhood based on a legal human rights framework. This
framework takes its ethos from a Rights-based approach to sexuality and gender and
works by separating the two concepts, proposing that a person’s sexual orientation
does not necessarily dictate their gender identity, and vice versa. It’s become
dominant in the field of gender advocacy work because most work done on the
global level, at the United Nations, for example, is legalistic, and like the law,
concepts in the Principles are defined by the borders that separate them from each
other. It’s a rather Butlerian approach to sexual and gender politics, and works by denaturalizing the link between a person’s experience of gender and his/her sexuality.
The Principles “address a broad range of human rights standards and their
application to issues of sexual orientation and gender identity” (The Yogyakarta
Principles, 2007, p. 6). In the recent years, SOGI has been expanded to SOGIE and
later to SOGIESC: the idea of gender expression (GE) was added to refer to manners
of dress and behavior, with the caveat that one’s gender identity does not necessarily
dictate one’s gender expression. SC stands for Sex Characteristics, a very recent
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addition meant to acknowledge a person’s bodily state, and the rights of people with
Intersex conditions.
LGBT advocacy in the Philippines also uses the SOGI framework. While
local conceptualizations of gender do not necessarily separate between ideas of the
sexed body, gender, and sexuality (for example, the conflation of the bakla as both
the gay man and the transgender woman), many of the performative aspects of
kabaklaan find resonances with the global framework (for example, effeminacy,
cross-dressing, and same-sex desire). Attempts to coin terms that separate the bakla
from the transgender have enjoyed some success, how ever limited; transpinay36, a
term coined in 2008 by the Society of Transsexual Women of the Philippines
(STRAP), has become mainstreamed and is now widely used by other trans
organizations and the media. Also, since most LGBT advocacy work in the
Philippines involves lobbying for legal rights and protection, the SOGI framework
has been a useful tool in talking to members of congress and the press in pushing for
LGBT rights.
In many contemporary urban contexts in the Philippines, the bakla as trans
has been split into the transgender (those who have not had genital surgery) and the
transsexual (those who have undergone genital surgery, also called sexual
reassignment surgery). There are, of course, debates in the academe about the
definitions of these terms. Susan Stryker (2006) writes that transgender, first coined
by Virginia Prince in the 1980s, used to refer to persons who fell somewhere in
between the transvestite (who only occasionally cross-dresses and embodies the
opposite sex), and the transsexual (a person who “changed genitals in order to claim
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Transpinay combines the words “trans” and “pinay”, a colloquial term to refer to Filipina women.
Transpinoy is used to refer to transgender men (male-to-female transgender).
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membership in a gender other than the one assigned at birth”, in Stryker, 2006, p. 4).
Transgender people are then people “who permanently changed social gender
through the public presentation of the self, without recourse to genital
transformation” (in Stryker, 2006, p. 4). However, in a pamphlet titled Transgender
Liberation: A Movement Whose Time Has Come released in 1992, Leslie Feinberg
redefined transgender as an umbrella term to cover people whose gender identity or
gender performance goes beyond the traditional, heteronormative standards; it was
used to refer to transvestites, drag queens, sissies, tomboys, and all those other
people who felt compelled to join the struggle for social, political, economic, and
gender justice (Stryker, 2006, p.4). In the Philippines, the distinction between
transgender and transsexual follows a mixture of both definitions, but with sexual
reassignment surgery as the permanent marker to distinguish one from the other.
This distinction between the transgender and the transsexual is not only a
matter of mere semantics, I find that this rift creates a hierarchy in trans gender
discourse. This rift is primarily due to the act of transitioning – as posited earlier on
in this chapter, is transitioning an act that challenges the binary model of gender, or
do transsexuals affirm this binary by conforming to established gender performances
and practices by embodying the “opposite sex”? Patricia Elliot (2010) fleshes out this
rift by examining the works of gender theorists like Judith Butler and Jack
Halberstam, who argue that the queering of trans identities allows for them to
challenge the gender binary (p. 35). However, the queering of the transsexual, and its
subsumption under the umbrella term transgender/trans, denies specificities of the
transsexual experience as indistinct from other non-transitioning trans people. Some
of these experiences include “the importance of the flesh… the desire to pass as
‘real-ly gendered’ in the world without trouble… and a particular experience of the
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body that can’t simply transcend… the literal” (Prosser, 1998 in Elliot, 2010, p.37).
Another source of the rift between the transgender and the transsexual is that the
transgender is privileged, in the academe, for its ability to be transgressive and its
potential for visibly challenging social norms and expectations surrounding the sexed
body and gender performance. Scholars like Kate Bornstein and Sandy Stone, for
example, who call for an end to trans invisibility and challenge the notion of trans
people’s ability to ‘pass’ (as cisgender), create a hierarchy where those who are
visibly trans (non-transitioning transgenders) are seen as politically transgressive,
while those who are able to “blend in” are relegated to positions that are seen as
politically conservative (Elliot, 2010, p. 37-38).
In the Philippines, the same rifts can clearly be seen, although they operate in
the opposite manner. The bakla as transgender/transsexual is forced into a hierarchy
that privileges “passing” rather than its theoretical potential for challenging the
gender binary. Gender categories in the Philippines already operate on some level of
the binary: with the lalake and the babae at opposite sides of the spectrum, and the
bakla and the tomboy occupying the spaces “in-between” those two poles. The closer
the bakla is able to appropriate the image/body/gender performance of the babae, the
more privileged they become. The goal of the bakla is not to challenge normative
notions of gender, but to be able to embody the exterior of the babae so that it
conforms to his interiorized (essentialized) femininity.
This kind of privileging is clearly seen in cinema. In Eduardo Roy Jr.’s Quick
Change (2013), we see a transgender bakla, Dorina37, who works in the lower class
beauty industry as a make-up artist. She begins to moonlight as a “collagen” supplier
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Dorina is played by transgender actress Mimi Juarez, who as nominated and won that year at the
Cinemalaya Independent Film Festival under the category of Best Lead Actor.
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to many other baklas in Manila’s underground cosmetics industry, giving her clients
shots of collagen to enhance their physical beauty. Most of her clients are lower class
bakla who work as entertainers, beauty pageant contestants (beauty contests are
considered a career for the bakla in the Philippines), or sex workers. Dorina has a
lover, Uno, who is much younger than her. In one scene, while engaging in sexual
acts, Dorina asks him to touch her penis, which Uno violently refuses to do. She is
denied any personal pleasure from her relationship, but she decides to stay with him.
Uno then begins to have an affair with another bakla, the transsexual Hazel, who is a
lead dancer at the famous Amazing Show (a burlesque-type show that features
transgender/transsexual baklas). Uno compares Hazel with Dorina and comments on
how happy he is with Hazel because she has had bottom surgery (sexual
reassignment surgery) and is a closer approximation to the babae than Dorina is.
This rivalry between the transgender and the transsexual bakla is explored
further in the film, not just in terms of their respective abilities to entice the
heterosexual lalake, but also as a function of class and body image. We learn, in the
film, that Hazel has spent time abroad and has worked as an entertainer in Japan,
where she was able to earn a lot of money and has been able to do her operations. In
contrast, Dorina cannot afford and does not want to undergo the surgery. Dorina,
strapped for cash, decides to go into the underground cosmetics industry, despite her
initial concerns about how unsafe it is – later in the film, one of her clients suffers a
seizure and dies after she injects fake silicone into the client’s buttocks. We also
learn toward the end of the movie that the silicone/collagen she has been injecting
into her clients is actually not medical grade collagen but tire black, which is used to
fix tire holes and leaks. While both Dorina and Hazel are considered part of the
lower classes, Hazel, who earns more, occupies a more privileged space in urban
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bakla culture than Dorina – class is clearly one of the sources of the rift between the
transgender and the transsexual bakla.
The body also becomes a site for this rift between the transgender and the
transsexual bakla to manifest. Uno’s preference for Hazel’s post-operative body
clearly shows how transsexual baklas who have had surgery gain an edge over their
non-operative sisters, at least when it comes to sexual politics. As a closer
approximation of the babae, the transsexual bakla is able to “pass” as the cisgender
woman; this enables the transsexual bakla to avoid trouble and being detected as
bakla, thus avoiding social stigma. The transgender bakla, on the other hand may or
may not resemble the babae closely. At most, transgender baklas have access to
feminine clothes and some have access to hormone therapy, which many choose to
undergo unsupervised by a medical expert (which, again, will cost more than simply
buying hormones over-the-counter). The development of small breasts is a welcome
side-effect of hormone therapy. In the film, after making love to Uno, Dorina stands
naked in front of a full-length mirror and we see her examine her entire body. At
first, we feel uncomfortable by this display of the transgender body – small breasts,
age-lines on Dorina’s face, a penis and testicles that have somewhat shrunk due to
hormone therapy. Dorina initially looks at herself with sad, emotional eyes. She is
unhappy with the way she looks, and she is unhappy that her lover keeps her
orgasmically frustrated. She keeps staring at her naked image – and later begins to
look at this same image defiantly. Later in the film, she explains to Uno all the
reasons she does not want to undergo genital surgery – not simply because of its
monetary cost, but also because Dorina feels it is a violation of her God-given body.
I read this powerful scene not only as a reclaiming of the transgender bakla body, but
also as an act of defiance against normative transsexuality, as represented in the film
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by Hazel – the bakla, as woman-hearted, does not need a woman’s body to be
considered feminine. Despite living in this male body, Dorina is still able to embody
kababaihan (womanhood), which calls to mind the Ada/Zaturnnah duality where the
bakla is seen as an authentic identity that does not need to be bodily female in order
to be feminine. Dorina revels in her nakedness, and allows us, the audience, to see
this powerfully transgressive (male) body as completely a feminine image.
The struggle for legal recognition and human rights-based advocacy is
virtually invisible in mainstream queer cinema in the Philippines. While independent
cinema deals with several social issues that may suggest legislative advocacy work,
like HIV and poverty, both independent and mainstream queer cinema deal primarily
with the issue of the social acceptance of the bakla. Transgender Europe, has been
working on the Transrespect vs. Transphobia Worldwide (TvT) Project since 2012,
and has partnered in the Philippines with STRAP to work on certain parts of the
project, including its Trans Murder Monitoring and Legal and Social Mapping parts
(Transgender Europe, 2016). Part of the project involved looking into trans persons’
experiences of violence and discrimination and the perceived sources of these.
The project found that experiences of bullying, emotional or verbal abuse
(perpetuated by the family), and social unacceptance were common problems faced
by transgender Filipinos (Saballe and LaGata, 2015, p. 27). Access to employment
and discrimination in the workplace also pose problems for many transpinays
interviewed in the study (Saballe and LaGata, 2015, p. 28). Despite this, of the 103
trans identified respondents in the study, 70 of them responded that their quality of
life, as trans people living in the Philippines, is good or somewhat good (Saballe and
LaGata, 2015, p. 30). Perhaps this is due to the respondents being limited to those
who live in urban areas (the Greater Manila Area), and are actually middle-class,
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well-educated, and employed. A more qualitative report on living as trans in the
Philippines was released by a group called the Rainbow Rights Project, funded by
the New York-based International Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Commission
(IGLHRC, now renamed OutRight Action International) . Kwentong Bebot: Lived
Experiences of Lesbians, Bisexual and Transgender Women in the Philippines was
released in 2014, and documents manifestations of discrimination and violence
directed at queer women in the country. The report states that several of the
transwomen interviewed suffered through physical abuse at the hands of their family,
mostly from their fathers or their brothers (Rainbow Rights, 2014, p. 14). This
echoes some tropes of abuse commonly seen in Philippine cinema – for example, the
bakla being dunked into a tank of water by his father as seen in Zsazsa Zaturnnah, or
being badly beaten by his brother as seen in Markova: Comfort Gay. Another source
of this violence is religion, although very few of the respondents considered it a
major factor in their experiences of abuse (Rainbow Rights, 2014, p. 16).
We see these forms of discrimination in the Gil Portes’ (1998) film
Miguel/Michelle. Miguel38 leaves his family and friends to work as a nurse in the US.
He returns eight years later, after transitioning into a woman and keeping it secret
from everyone. When she returns as Michelle, after apparently going through
hormone therapy and all the surgeries (breast implants and genital surgery), she
attempts to win her family’s affection back, as well as respect from the local
community. Her mother admonishes Michelle for bringing shame to the family,
while her father has all but disowned her and completely ignores her for most of the
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Miguel is played by matinee idol Romnick Sarmienta, who continues the tradition of macho, butch
actors, often action stars, donning drag for trans or bakla roles in Philippine cinema. This study looks
into issues of actor typology in a subsequent chapter on Celebrity and the Star System.
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film: two forms of emotional and verbal abuse suffered by transwomen in the
Philippines.
Michelle and her family’s community life, in this small town outside urban
Manila, is centered on the Church and its masses and religious rites. Michelle insists
on going to church dressed as a woman, but her mother warns her that she will bring
further shame to the family should she be recognized. Her friends, a closeted gay
man (Julio) and his fiancée (Sonia) who also happens to be Michelle’s best friend,
immediately recognize her. Michelle also happens to be good friends with the Parish
priest, who admonishes his flock for staring at her during mass: “Pantay-pantay po
tayo sa harap ng Diyos” (“We are all equal in the eyes of God.”)
Michelle wants to be accepted as a babae – she has had the surgery, she has
lived the last eight years as a woman, and therefore she thinks she deserves to be
accepted as a babae. However, she encounters quite a lot of resistance from her
family and from the townsfolk. During the town’s Patron Saint’s feast, Michelle
insists on leading the procession and towing behind her an image of the saint. The
conservative ladies of the Catholic Church protest her leading the procession, not
only because she is a transsexual bakla but also because she is wearing a miniskirt –
seen as completely inappropriate for this solemn event. She later hooks up with a
former high school classmate and offers to pay his way to work in the US to be with
her; he refuses on the grounds of her not being a “real” woman (he wants children,
he says).
At Sonia’s bridal shower, one of her bridesmaids refuses to let Michelle join
the party, reasoning that this is a space only for “real” women. She accuses Michelle
of merely pretending to be a woman, “She’s not a woman – she’s a freak! There
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should be a law against these people.” Sonia tries to defend Michelle, but she is more
than capable of coming to her own defense. Confronting the irate bridesmaid,
Michelle says, “Itong mga dibdib ko, kahit RTW, at least may humahawak. Sa iyo?
Kahit kailan hindi puwedeng hawakan kasi kung gaano kapangit yang kalooban mo,
ganun din kapangit yang mukha mo. Sa totoo lang, mas maganda kaming mga bakla
kaysa sa iyo” (“My breasts may be fake but at least men want to touch them. They
don’t want to touch yours because your behavior is as appalling as the way you look.
In truth, we bakla are more beautiful than you will ever be.”) Once again, the idea of
the kalooban is reflected in the cinema: despite the bride’s maid being a genetic
woman, Michelle tells her that she is less desirable than the bakla because her
kalooban (behavior, way of thinking, personality) is unpleasant.
Toward the end of the film, Michelle realizes that she cannot fully occupy the
space of the babae because she cannot become a “true” babae, despite her surgery
and the change in her legal documents. Talking with Sonia, Michelle notes, “Ikaw,
totoong babae. Ako, gawa lang. Hindi nila ako dapat tanggapin bilang babae. Dapat
tanggapin nila ko bilang transsexual. Siguro dapat tanggapin ko rin ‘yon para sa
sarili ko” (“You are a real woman. I am a made-up woman. They can’t accept me as
a woman. They need to accept me as a transsexual. This is also something that I must
accept for myself.”)
This scene recalls debates about the authenticity of the bakla identity – as a
category, the bakla (and the tomboy) exists in the in-between spaces of the gender/heteronormative categories of the lalake and the babae. No amount of surgery can
make a bakla transsexual a babae, i.e. a “real” (cisgender) woman. This emphasizes
the rigidity of the borders of these gender categories; because the self is rooted in the
essentialized interior, which cannot be changed, the gender categories can never truly
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be transgressed. The bakla’s transgressive power, then, does not lie in his ability to
conceptually challenge the gender binary (as argued by scholars like Butler and
Halberstam), nor is it in his ability to successfully transition from one pole of the
binary to the other (as argued by Bornstein and Stone). Rather, since the bakla, as a
gender category, exists as an amalgamation, a hybrid of sorts, of both the lalake and
the babae, the transgressive power of the bakla lies in his ability to occupy and
legitimize this in-between space, a space that has been created for a “third” gender
that falls outside of the gender binary.
IV.

Synthesis
The bakla is a gender category that conflates the identities of the gay man and

the transwoman. This is because gender categories in the Philippines do not take
sexual orientation and gender identity/expression as separate entities, despite the
SOGI (Sexual Orientation, Gender Identity) framework being popularly used and
utilized in local LGBT social movements.
The primary intersection of global trans discourse and the local bakla is the
root of their identity: the transgender is a person whose gender identity does not
match his/her assigned sex at birth, a phenomenon that is commonly seen as a the
result of a person’s state of mind, while the bakla is seen as bodily male but having a
female/feminine interior spirit/soul, puso (heart), or feelings. Unlike the western
trans concept, which is highly pathologized as a mental illness even up to today, the
bakla, as a postcolonial hybrid concept, is seen as inherently feminine because he has
a female/feminine spirit despite having a male anatomy. Seeing the bakla as
internally female, rather than having a psychological condition, is much less
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pathologizing than seeing trans people as suffering from gender identity disorder or
gender dysphoria.
Bodily transitions also complicate the bakla identity. The distinction between
the non-operative transgender bakla and the post-operative transsexual bakla creates
a hierarchy in bakla culture that is based on issues of class and access to resources
for transitioning. Embodying womanhood is the ultimate goal of the
transgender/transsexual bakla; transitioning is not seen as a cure for the bakla’s
gender dysphoria, as it is for the western transgender/transsexual, but as an act that
allows the bakla to embody womanhood. The hierarchy between the transgender
bakla and the transsexual bakla becomes a function of how closely a bakla can
approximate ideas of cisgender womanhood. The more womanly a bakla is, the
higher they are on the proverbial totem pole. The goal of achieving social
acceptance/being free from discrimination is the bakla’s primary motive in
transitioning – not its theoretical capability of subverting the gender binary.
However, transitioning does not solve all the bakla’s social problems. The
bakla is never allowed to fully occupy the space of the babae. Unlike in western
cultures where transwomen can repeatedly claim that they are women (and while I
certainly believe that they are women), the bakla can never be a babae, regardless of
their surgical status or a change in their legal documents, nor do they need to be.
This is because, in some form, the bakla is already a babae, albeit only in spirit. It is
only when the bakla can come to terms with their position as an in-between gender
(as neither lalake nor babae but as a combination both) can the bakla exercise
transgressive power and demand social acceptance.
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Kabaklaan then is able to offer an alternative form of queer legibility to
established western transgender discourse. It is not seen as a pathology of the mind,
but a condition of the spirit. Transitioning is often heavily influenced by the need to
be socially accepted, and while many activists work on important legalistic
frameworks and advocate legal changes that are bakla/trans inclusive, social
acceptance means more than that. Social acceptance is constructed in cinema as
familial acceptance and acceptance by people in the local community, and this stems
from the acceptance of oneself and one’s queerness. The bakla exists alongside the
babae, without need to occupy her space, as a legitimate and potentially
transgressive, distinct gender category.

Chapter 5: Bakla Sexuality and the Gaze

This chapter explores bakla sexuality in Philippine independent cinema. I
argue that the masculinization of the bakla in these films is not merely a way to
disassociate the urban, middle-class, masculine, bakla from the stereotypes
associated with kabaklaan, proliferated through the films of Dolphy, but also as a
way for the image of gay globality to emerge and be reinforced in cinema. This
masculinization also allows for the bakla spectator to engage in processes of ego
identification and the objectification of the male body – both that of the heterosexual
macho lalake, and the homosexual masculine bakla. I see the macho-ness of the
lalake as the unattainable object of bakla desire, and I argue that this desire is then
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shifted to a new model of bakla-bakla relationships built not on one party’s financial
assistance of the other (as in the traditional bakla-lalake relationships), but on ideas
of and the practice of reciprocal sexuality and economic parity.
I.

Masculinizing the bakla
Arguably, the first films that featured tropes of kabaklaan that differed from

the Dolphy tropes were introduced in the 1970s and early 1980s, at a time when
Marcos’ Martial Law was in full effect. In particular, Lino Brocka’s Tubog sa Ginto
(Dipped in Gold39, 1971) comes to mind. The film is an adaptation of Mars Ravelo’s
comic series published for Tagalog Klasiks, a comic strip magazine. The story
revolves around Don Benito, a married successful businessman, and his affair with
his chauffer, Diego. Diego later blackmails Don Benito in order to extort him, while
at the same time seducing his wife into an illicit affair. Benito’s son, Santi, finds out
about his father’s homosexual affair, and then later discovers that his mother is also
having an affair. The film a scathing critique of the Filipino nuclear middle-class
family (Yeatter, 2007, p. 36).
The film, however, does beg the question – was Don Benito bakla? He was
married, he was not effeminate, but he engages in same-sex sexuality. Was Benito a
closeted homosexual, as Ronald Baytan (2006, p. 60) suggests? Distinctions between
the bakla and the lalake are quite clear – the former is effeminate, the latter is
purportedly masculine; the former is homosexual, the latter is not. What’s interesting
with this dynamic is that while the lalake is allowed to engage in same-sex sexual
activities with the bakla, he does not have to bear the burden of being
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Dipped in gold is a literal translation. Metaphorically, tubog sa ginto, implies the inauthenticity of a
person’s character. In the context of Brocka’s film, this implies that Benito’s kabaklaan is masked by
his overt displays of masculinity.
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homosexualized. The character of Don Benito challenges this model by being the
first masculine bakla in Philippine cinema to appear as a film’s lead character.
Of course, Don Benito as a character representation of the bakla is not a
completely positive one – he seduces his chauffer, despite being married, and later in
the film, he is driven to suicide by the threat of gay exposure. This seems to be a
popular trope in the Martial Law films’ portrayals of the bakla – in an effort to
humanize them and not simply recycle tired stereotypes of the effeminate, crossdressing bakla, these bakla characters are given to tragedy. Brocka’s Maynila sa
Kuko ng Liwanag (Manila in the Claws of Light, 1975) is a sordid tale of
underground (gay) sex work in Manila. Here we find a Julio, a day laborer who’s
newly arrived in Manila in search of his fiancée who had been recruited out of the
province (rural area) where they lived in order to work in the city as a maid. Julio is
enjoined into sex work by Pol, a friendly co-worker who also gives him a place to
stay. Julio is hesitant, a mark of his “true” manliness, but he has no other choice – in
order to stay in the city, he must earn money. He eventually stumbles into his
fiancée, Ligaya (Joy), and finds that she, herself, has become a sex worker for a
brothel under a man Ah-Tek. When he is told that Ligaya has died just after they’ve
decided to escape the city, Julio murders Ligaya’s employer. In between all these,
Pol, Julio’s friend who had taken him under his wing as a sex worker, attempts to
seduce Julio. Julio angrily rebukes Pol’s affections, comparing him to their lustful
bakla clients. After he commits murder, Julio is chased by an angry mob; the film
ends with a close-up of Julio’s face just as the mob descends on him.
Much has been written about the Martial Law bakla (See David, 1990;
Deocampo, 1993; Tolentino, 2000; Tolentino, 2014) that I feel it would be redundant
to explore kabaklaan in the context of postcolonial nationalism. I would like,
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however, to explore how the bakla has been masculinized in cinema, paying
particular focus on independent cinema and ideas of spectatorship, and some changes
in the themes of these films.
In his book Masculinity, Media, and their Publics in the Philippines, Ruben
Cañete (2014) examines the close relationships between ideas of masculinity and
queerness. He first argues that contemporary conceptualizations of the “macho” are a
product of years of colonization under both Spanish Catholic rule and American
modernization (2014, p. ix-x). He briefly traces the genealogy of the purportedly
heterosexual, masculine macho to the Hispanic majo who blended aspects of gypsy
and Spanish culture in the late 18th century (Cañete, 2014, p. 2). He then argues that
the emergence of this “macho” figure in Philippine film came about in the cinema of
the 1950s, with war films and action-adventure (p. 2). These films, he argues, created
the “brown skinned heroic persona as a desirable category not only among “fellow”
males, but also among women and then-oppressed gays” (Cañete, 2014, p. 2,
quotations in original). He also links the macho lalake and its sexual performativity
with that of the babae and the bakla, noting that the macho may engage in
homosexual acts but may not necessarily fall under “western” conceptions of gayness (as “effeminate, man-loving, passive, bottom” p. 11). Macho sexual behavior is
limited to “top-oriented copulation with both bottom-oriented men and heterosexual
women” (Cañete, 2014, p. 12, emphasis in original).
Cañete (2014) further argues that the proliferation of the macho lalake image
in cinema occurred right around the time of the first EDSA Revolution40 in 1986 (p.
6). Cañete further argues that these films descend from the “bomba” films of the
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Also known as the People Power Revolution, this supposedly bloodless revolt overthrew Marcos’
dictatorship and installed Corazon Aquino as President of the Republic.
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1960s, which featured “topless females and exposed breasts which were integrated
with otherwise untroubled moralizing narratives about establishing heterosexist
relations between virile action heroes and maidens ‘in distress’” (Cañete, 2014, p. 9,
quotations in original). After the fall of the Marcos regime and the return of liberal
democracy, cinema took a different trajectory with the mixing of genres and themes
that fore-fronted gender/sexuality issues (Cañete, 2014, p. 9-10).
Queer independent cinema in the Philippines first began, arguably, with the
release of Nick Deocampo’s Oliver in 1983 (Young Critics Circle, 2009). The
documentary film centers on Oliver, a bakla who is the primary bread-winner for his
family and earns a living doing drag performances. Queer independent cinema did
not really become popular until the early 2000s. In 2005, Auraeus Solito released the
critically acclaimed Ang Pagdadalaga ni Maximo Oliveros (The Blossoming of
Maximo Oliveros). Here, we find a young effeminate bakla who is lovingly treated
and nurtured by his father and brothers – all of whom are underworld criminals who
deal with drugs and theft. Complications arise when a young, good-looking (sexually
ambiguous) police officer, Victor, moves in next door and Maxi begins to experience
affections for him. Maxi becomes torn between familial loyalty and a budding first
love when his father is murdered by Victor’s boss, the chief of the local police.
Independent filmmaking became much more popular in the Philippines with
the advent of digital filmmaking. The masculinization of the gender-intransitive
bakla is most evident in these (digital) independent films. Crisaldo Pablo was one of
the first openly gay independent film directors to come out with a string of gay
themed films. The first of his gay themed films, Duda (Doubt, 2003), features the
relationship of two masculine bakla. In the movie, one of the main characters, Cris,
is a filmmaker who claims to have slept with over four thousand men. He has met his
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current lover, Erick, and has decided to settle down. Months into their relationship,
Cris’ work schedule and Erick’s constant nagging insecurity about Cris’ loyalty drive
a wedge between the two. Much of the movie is set in a gay sauna, where men
hookup with other men. The lovers are, of course, constantly surrounded by a gaggle
of effeminate (though not necessarily cross-dressing) bakla friends, and these effete
bakla bear witness their relationship’s deterioration. The fore fronting of the
masculine bakla and the peripheralization of the gender-transitive bakla is a common
trope in gay-themed films during the Martial Law, which re-emerges in many of
these contemporary gay themed independent films (Inton, 2012, p. 171).
This film sets the tone for many of the decade’s gay themed independent
films. The lead characters are masculine, gender-intransitive bakla; they are
relatively well-off, young urban professionals attempting to project an image of ‘gay
globality’, which Bobby Benedicto (2008) defines as the imaginary global image of
gayness projected by the mainstream media from the United States and Europe,
reified through ideas of the lifestyle of gay men imagined by urban Filipino bakla,
and brought about by media texts like films, television shows, magazines, and the
internet (pp. 318-319). Pablo’s other films reflect this idea of the masculinized (gay)
bakla and his negotiations of the urban lifestyle that links and questions ideas of
romantic (same-sex) love and (homo)sexual appetite.
Cristobal Catalan (2010) examines how the bakla in cinema is able to both
engage and disengage with ideas of gay globality in his paper, Reconstructing the
Filipino Homosexual. Here, he offers a reading of two independent films: Crisaldo
Pablo’s Bathhouse (2003) and Joselito (Jay) Altarejos’ Ang Lalake sa Parola (The
Man in the Lighthouse, 2007). First he discusses cultural imperialism and how the
globalization occurs, not necessarily through the coercive means (as is implied by the
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term ‘imperialism’), but rather as an interdependent and interconnected exchange
that disrupts the coherence of all cultures (Catalan, 2010, p. 72). He then argues that
to view cultural imperialism merely as an exchange ignores the power relations
involved in this phenomenon and that it, “potentially overlook[s] evidence of
intervention or resistance by flattening the plains of discourse that constitute the
cultural flows of global and local, metropolitan and provincial” (Catalan, 2010, p.
72). He then argues that any form of cultural imperialism will encounter sites of
resistance, and then attempts to map out these planes of resistance as seen in each of
the two films (Catalan, 2010, p. 73-74).
Catalan looks at Ang Lalake sa Parola (dir. Jay Altarejos, 2007), which is a
film about the (homo)sexual awakening of Mateo, a young man who works as the
care-taker of a local lighthouse in a town about two hours away from Metro Manila.
He meets the Manila urbanite and self-proclaimed gay, Jerome, who seduces him
into coming into the city and living together. Mateo becomes ill-at-ease when he
begins living with Jerome in the city, and decides to return to the province to
continue his stewardship of the almost-defunct lighthouse.
Catalan looks at how concepts of global and local are solidified in the
characters of Jerome and Mateo, respectively – the metropolitan is considered a
global space which reeks of affluence, the local is relegated to the impoverished
provincial/rural (2010, p. 74). Mateo is representative of the macho lalake – a body
well built through manual labor rather than physical exertions in gyms, dark skinned,
rugged, and masculine. Jerome, on the other hand, is more refined and better dressed,
his hair is salon-styled and his speech is more urbane than Mateo’s thickly accented
Tagalog. Catalan juxtaposes Mateo’s burgeoning same-sex sexuality with another
character who lives in Mateo’s small rural town – Perida is the cross-dressing bakla
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who pays (heterosexual) lalake for sexual favors and is constantly mocked by the
village people (2010, p. 75). Catalan also compares Perida’s image to that of Jerome
and argues that their strong visual counterpoint signifies attempts at differentiating
the (gender-transitive) bakla from the gay (gender-intransitive, masculine bakla),
which speaks to, once again, differentiating the local from the global (2010, p. 76).
Catalan then looks at how Mateo and Jerome negotiate their sexual
performativities in the film. Mateo does not protest his same-sex attraction to
Jerome, but refuses to reciprocate oral sex – Catalan argues that this signifies
Mateo’s rejection of the gay identity and retaining his sense of masculinity (2010, p.
80). This is augmented by Mateo’s numerous protestations against being called
bakla, as well. When Mateo returns to the lighthouse toward the end of the film, he
also refuses to get back together with his former girlfriend/sex partner. Catalan
(2010) argues that the film re-constructs the homosexual identity in a uniquely
Filipino way: a lalake who is not bakla but is also sexually attracted to other lalake.
Catalan then looks at Pablo’s Bathhouse. As the name suggests, the story
revolves around the goings-on in an exclusive gay bathhouse/sauna in Manila called
Club Hombre. The films centers on romance between Rico, a naïve young man, and
Cris41, an attractive but jaded, sexually active gay man. Catalan notes how the film
transposes its bakla characters away from slums and the urban underground and into
the affluence of upper-class Manila (2010, p. 88). “The lower working classes, the
call boys and macho dancers, are mainly (and significantly) absent in Bathhouse. In
their place are the upper classes, who, in contrast to the characters in the formerly
mentioned film franchise [Parola], openly identify as gay” (p. 88). Catalan’s
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With Crisaldo Pablo’s penchant for naming his characters after himself, one cannot help but not
whether or not these films are, at the very least, semi-autobiographical.
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particular focus on this film is the concept of space and how certain supposedly
globalized spaced mediate ideas of globalization and seek to control lifestyles of the
urban (Manila) bakla. The bathhouse becomes an avenue for the exclusion of the
gender-transitive, effeminate, cross-dressing bakla, as they are not granted
membership to these establishments. Oddly, the policing of this space is itself done
by Club Hombre’s mama san42 – a loud, effeminate, cross-dressed bakla who serves
as the club’s manager and decides who are allowed in and who are kept out. More
than that, the gender-transitive bakla is excluded by the other members of the
bathhouse because he is not masculine enough to be considered sexually viable,
despite his ability to pay the fee for entering the club. Misogynistic tendencies lead
to the exclusion of the gender-transitive bakla, and not simply economics (Catalan,
2010, p. 92).
Catalan also looks at how space mediates identity: the two lead characters
are contrasted in terms of personality and their use of Club Hombre. Rico is coded as
‘traditional’ by his use of language and his romantic belief in a monogamous ‘simple
love’, which he finds at odds with the intrinsic culture of the club that promotes
promiscuity and sexual abandon (Catalan, 2010, p. 91). Cris, on the other hand,
represents the ‘modern’ sexually active gay man; however, he has suffered emotional
damage through his frequent sexual encounters at the club and has fostered a serious
disbelief in notions of romantic love. In looking at Bathhouse for ideas of resistance
to global gay constructs, Catalan (2010) argues that the resolution of Cris and Rico’s
turbulent relationship and their decision to turn their backs on the club, which has
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Traditionally, the term mama san refers to a person who mediates negotiations between a sex
worker and their client; in Bathhouse, mama san refers to the gender-transitive bakla who occupies
a certain place of power (Catalan, 2010, p. 62).
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caused their relationship to suffer because of the threat of promiscuity, signifies the
Filipino homosexual’s resistance to this global gay identity.
Catalan, however, does not necessarily dive into the significance of the films’
portrayals of the gender transitive bakla and how they negotiate their sexuality
through the club, except to say that the effeminate bakla is denied any sexuality. I’m
particularly interested in one of the characters, Argel (played by bakla comedian Rey
Pumaloy), who is effeminate at times but butches up while having sexual relations at
the club. He’s also not someone you would describe as aesthetically attractive – a
sharp note of contrast to the other manly bakla in the club. Also, when the club’s
mama san, Genesis, denies entry to a potential client, the reason he gives is that the
person is pangit (ugly), aside from pointing out that he is very effeminate. One can
only wonder how Argel was able to enter and become a member. Nevertheless, I find
Argel’s character interesting because of his confidence in himself. In one scene set in
the club’s dark room, where the camera shows only the doorway into the dark, Argel
is asked out by another club member who exclaims how good he is at what he’s
doing. As Argel steps into the light, the other member sees him and quickly makes
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an escape. Argel, undaunted, exclaims, “Dito sa dilim, ako ang reyna!” (“Here in the
dark, I am the queen!”)

Figure 33: Argel in Bathhouse proclaims himself the queen of the dark room.

Figure 34: Antonio's first sexual encounter (shots unfold clockwise from upper left).Figure
35: Argel in Bathhouse proclaims himself the queen of the dark room.

The dark room is where men would go into to have anonymous sex with
other men who are members of the club. It’s an exclusive space for customers where
Figure 36: Antonio's first sexual encounter (shots unfold clockwise from upper left).

the “miracles happen”, according to mama san Genesis. I’m particularly interested in
Figure 37:
is fond of voyeuristic
shots that put of
male
bodies
display.Figure
the dark room
as Altarejos
a commentary
on the importance
sight
– on
a space
where38:sight
Antonio's first sexual encounter (shots unfold clockwise from upper left).Figure 39: Argel
in Bathhouse proclaims himself the queen of the dark room.

becomes irrelevant and physical attractiveness becomes secondary to bodily
sensations. Toward the end of Bathhouse, Argels momentarily steps into the light,
Figure 40: Antonio's first sexual encounter (shots unfold clockwise from upper left).Figure
41: Argel in Bathhouse proclaims himself the queen of the dark room.

out of the dark room, and proclaims, “Magaganda pa rin naman tayo… sa dilim”
(“We are all still beautiful… in the dark.”), before disappearing back into the dark
room.
The cinema, of course, works in reverse. In the dark of the theater, sight
becomes the primary mode through which sensual perception occurs. For this
particular chapter, I wish to explore how bakla sexuality is mediated through
concepts of the gaze, based on Laura Mulvey’s Visual Pleasure and Narrative
Cinema (1975).
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II.

Gazing at the Bakla
Laura Mulvey published Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema in 1975, a

short but not altogether too accessible essay laying out the foundations for her
theorizing of the male gaze in cinema. Here, she works off Jacques Lacan’s
psychoanalytic concepts, which the latter formulated based on Sigmund Freud’s
theorizations of childhood development. Freud talks about three stages in
development from infant to child to adult: the oral stage, the anal stage, and the
phallic stage, arguing that in the last stage an Oedipal and Castration complex allows
the child to form conceptions of her/himself (Qazi, 2011, p. 2). From this, Lacan
reformulates the stages of development to include three new concepts (need,
demand, and desire), which corresponds to the realms of the Imaginary, the
Symbolic, and the Real, respectively (Qazi, 2011, p. 2).
Mulvey’s theorizations of the gaze focus mainly on the Imaginary realm,
where the ego is formed through what is called the ‘mirror’ stage, which involves
processes of looking and recognizing oneself as a “unified and separate individual”
(Qazi, 2011, p. 5). Mulvey pays particular attention on scopophilia: the pleasure
derived from looking, and conversely, pleasure derived from being-looked-at
(Mulvey, 2009, pp. 16-17). She argues that cinema is a primarily male phenomenon
that facilitates the objectification of women, as is evinced by the number of (active)
male protagonists and (passive) female characters in mainstream cinema: “The
presence of woman is an indispensable element in narrative film, yet her visual
presence tends to work against the development of story-line, to freeze the flow of
action in moments of erotic contemplation” (Mulvey, 2009, pp. 19-20).
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Mulvey proposes two ways of gazing that are enabled by scopophilia: a
process of identification between the male spectators and the active male protagonist
in a film, and a process of objectification, where the gaze is transfixed to the female
character thus fetishizing her. She argues that narcissistic tendencies of the male
spectator enable him to identify parts of himself in a film’s diegesis43 through the
lead male character, while scopophilic tendencies allow for the fetishization of the
(lead) female character by viewing her as “an object of sexual stimulation” (Mulvey,
2009, pp. 18-19). This form of theorizing requires Mulvey, though, to make gross
generalizations and hasty essentialisms about the nature of film and the act of
looking; nevertheless, Mulvey’s gaze theory has proved useful in the analysis of film
as an ideological apparatus.
One of the major criticisms of Mulvey’s gaze theory is that it makes the easy
assumption that films are made for male audiences – hence, her arguing for the act of
identification between the male spectator and the male protagonist. Her linking of
passivity and femininity (and conversely, masculinity and active-ness) can also be
seen as problematic as it offers no room for resisting to-be-looked-at-ness (Chandler,
2014). Teresa de Lauretis questions Mulvey’s assumption of the male spectator by
asking, “What manner of seduction operates in cinema to procure the complicity of
women in a desire whose terms are those of the Oedipus?” (1985, p. 14). In other
words, if cinema was primarily produced for male spectators, why would women, or
queer people for that matter, still want to go to the cinema and watch films?
Steven Drukman (1995) re-imagines Mulvey’s gaze theory and resets it into
the gay male context in his essay, The Gay Gaze or Why I want my MTV. Drukman
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I use the term diegesis in this thesis to refer to the goings-on within the film text’s universe as it
unfolds through the film’s narrative.
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concedes that theorizations on the cinema spectator may be incredibly speculative
and will necessarily make generalizations (1995, p. 90); alas, in this chapter I must
make the same concessions in writing and speculating about bakla spectatorship. In
his essay, Drukman examines the psychoanalytic concepts of fetishism, scopophila,
and ego-identification, and sets it into a queer context, speculating specifically on
gay male spectatorship, in an effort to, “create a new position of interpretation,
desire, and meaning” (Drukman, 1995, pp. 89-90). Drukman acknowledges that
putting a queer spin on psychoanalysis may be problematic – if not for anything else,
the field of psychoanalysis is one of the roots of pathologizing homosexuality.
Although Freud himself notes the “seeds of homosexuality” (Drukman, 1995, p. 91)
in all people, “a heterosexual genital organisation of sexuality… demanded
[homosexuality’s] subordination to the norm” (p. 91). Drukman further notes that
psychoanalysis and gay studies may be strange bedfellows. Ruben Cañete (2014)
elaborates thus: the image of the macho man is subjected to the gaze by the other
“sexes” (the bakla, the babae), but it subverts Mulvey’s intended decentering of
phallocentrism in film because, afterall, the object of the gaze (the male body) and
that of the subject (the macho lalake) are both masculine (p. 22). Drukman asserts
that this is the primary reason why psychoanalysis may, and should, be appropriated
for gay studies. Drawing from various feminist reactions to Mulvey’s essay,
Drukman writes:
I would suggest that gay/male/gazing pleasure resides in the id’s
scopophilic faculty, as well as the ego’s mode of identification
(Mulvey). I would argue that there is room for resistance within
traditional heterosexual diegesis, but that narrative is still propelled
via the phallic gaze (Doane). Finally, I maintain that gay men are
historical subjects and that ‘films’ images are not neutral objects of
pure perception’ (De Lauretis) (p. 94).
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Drukman (1995) goes further about his analysis by setting up the stage for the
gay gaze, or a gay sensibility via Vito Russo (who writes about the production of
gay/lesbian films in The Celluloid Closet, and how gay/lesbian spectators make sense
of these representations) and Richard Dyer (who writes about the ‘necessary fictions’
of identity and culture). Drukman (1995) notes how both writers expose modes of
perception based on the spectator’s awareness of the dualities of appearance/reality
and construction/experience, which creates what Mulvey calls the pleasure paradigm,
and allows for the formation of a singular, if not universalizing, gay gaze. In other
words, through the writings of Russo and Dyer, Drukman argues for the presence of
a gay sensibility, which allows for the queering of the traditional Oedipal narrative,
“that makes the gay male want to gaze at all” (1995, p. 96).
Todd McGowan (2003) re-examines gaze and spectator theory first by
arguing that the tenets of Lacanian film theory need to be expanded and re-thought
for the theory to address its primary criticism of looking at a theoretical spectator
without actually engaging with the audience’s filmic experience (p. 27). He argues
that ‘classic’ gaze theory places too much emphasis on the relationship between the
Imaginary realm and the Symbolic order that it often falls into the trap of ignoring
the Real (McGowan, 2003, p. 28), hence the criticism of gaze theory’s brushing off
of supposedly empirical evidence about the theoretical spectator. McGowan talks of
two waves of gaze theory, first critiquing Mulvey and her conceptions of the gaze in
Lacanian terms as form of mastery of the subject over the object (the male spectator
identifies with the male protagonist, whose object is the female) (McGowan, 2003, p.
30). Desire, then, operates based on the need of the subject to conquer its object. He
then talks about the idea of an illusory mastery, and a second wave in gaze theory,
which takes a more “Foucauldian” approach to the relationship/conflation of desire
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and power in cinema. McGowan talks about Gaylyn Studlar’s work in Lacanian film
theory where the desire for mastery is rethought as secondary to the preoedipal need
to submit to the Other (McGowan, 2003, p. 31). “The desire for mastery is not the
most primordial or fundamental human desire; a masochistic, preoedipal desire
precedes the “oedipal” desire for mastery” (McGowan, 2003, p. 31, quotations in
original). McGowan argues that Studlar’s theorization of the gaze more closely
resembles the spirit of Lacan’s psychoanalytic theory: the desiring subject is placed
under the service of the object (2014, p. 32).
McGowan then talks about the objet petit a – a “mysterious object that the
subject posits in the Other” (2014, p. 32) the lack of which motivates the subject’s
desire. “Rather than seeking power or mastery (the phallus), our desire is drawn to
the opposite – the point at which power is entirely lacking, the point of total
jouissance44” (McGowan, 2003, p. 32). The objet petit a is an ineffable quality
ascribed by the subject to the Other; it is something that cannot be completely
attained by the subject and under which the subject’s desire becomes subsumed. I
find this concept very useful for this chapter, and I will shortly return to this when
discussing bakla spectatorship and the ubiquity of the macho lalake in independent
gay cinema.
Daniel Chandler (1998) writes about the different types of gaze that can be
examined when analyzing photographs and films. He defines the spectator’s gaze as
that of the audience, directed at whatever image of an object or person is shown on
screen (Chandler, 1998). This gaze is, in filmic texts, mediated by the look of the
camera, which is mitigated by the gaze of the filmmaker or cinematographer. The
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Jouissance refers to the pleasure in being the Other that is desired by the subject.
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look of the camera involves examining aspects of mise-en-scene that frames the shot
of a particular scene. Chandler then talks about the gaze in relation to a film’s
diegesis or narrative: the intra-diegetic gaze involves looking at how the characters in
a particular film look at other characters or objects within the film’s narrative (which
can be emphasized using point-of-view shots), while the extra-diegetic gaze is when
a character breaks the “fourth” wall and looks directly into the camera, as if
addressing the audience directly. Chandler (1998) also writes about the averted gaze,
which is when a character within a film’s diegesis avoids eye contacts with another
character (Chandler, 1998). In this chapter, I would like to reference Chandler’s
types of gaze in looking at how the bakla is gazed upon in the films of Jay Altarejos.
Joselito “Jay” Altarejos is a well-known and openly gay independent film
director in the Philippines, who made his “gay film” debut with Ang Lalake sa
Parola in 2007 (see above). In this part of the chapter, I examine the gay gaze and
bakla spectatorship through his several of his films, with a particular emphasis on
Ang Lihim ni Antonio (Antonio’s Secret, 2008). Like many of Altarejos’ films,
Antonio is a story about coming to terms with one’s sexuality. Antonio is a fifteen
year-old boy who lives with his mother in Marikina, a suburban area in Metro
Manila. His father works abroad, and has not been home for several years; his
mother, Tere, works at the local health care office. Antonio’s sexual awakening
occurs right around the time his uncle, Jonbert, asks to stay at their house while
processing his employment requirements in Manila for a seafaring job.
In Ruben Cañete’s book, he looks at the macho dancer genre and argues that
the macho lalake is a product of the “macho machine” capitalist machinery that has
enabled the commodification of the male body as a body of labor: “youthful, evenly
skin-toned, muscled, lean, handsome, and generously well-endowed” (2014, p. 15).
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This macho lalake then is put on screen within the macho dancer genre for the
pleasure of other sexes, the babae and the bakla (Cañete, 2014, p. 23). What
happens, though, when the bakla becomes himself a macho, or at least masculinized,
and his body is put on display and becomes subjected to the bakla gaze? In this part
of the chapter, I argue that the masculinization of the bakla in film has enabled and
re-shifted the bakla gaze away from the purportedly “tunay na lalake” (“real man”;
macho lalake) to other bakla who embody the masculine ideal, while at the same
time fostering a sense of ego identification with its masculinized bakla protagonists.
Antonio begins with an establishing shot of Marikina, an almost-idyllic
suburban town in Metro Manila, as Antonio is riding around on his bicycle. Shots of
Antonio are inter-stitched with shaky point-of-view shots, giving us a view of how
Antonio sees his world. Most of the film is shot using a hand-held camera, which
enables an almost voyeuristic look at how the story unfolds. I sat down with Altarejos
for a short interview and asked him about his penchant for using these kinds of shots
and he said that he likes using these shots because it allows for his audience to draw
their own conclusions and insights about the story (personal communication, 2015).
This proclivity for voyeuristic shots allows for a deeper reading of bakla
sexuality and the bakla gaze in cinema. Antonio experiences his purportedly first
sexual encounter with a friend, Nathan, who is supposedly a very religious young man
despite being malibog (lustful). The story is set during Christmas season; Antonio and
his friends go out caroling, and he spends the night with Nathan. The camera shows
the two boys sleeping side-by-side only in their underwear; no other sound is heard
except the chirping of crickets and occasional howling of dogs. Altarejos uses mostly
ambient sounds in his films, only occasionally using non-diegetic musical scoring,
which augments the films’ realistic approach to storytelling (personal communication,
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2015). Antonio opens his eyes and gazes longingly at Nathan. He rises slightly from
the bed and softly caresses the air above Nathan’s face, being careful not to touch him
and cause him to awaken. The camera zooms in on Antonio’s hand and follows it as it
lovingly traces the contours of Nathan’s face and body. He plants a hesitant kiss on
Nathan’s lips, which emboldens him to begin touching Nathan’s privates.
The sudden barking of a dog causes Nathan to stir; Antonio scrambles back to
his side of the bed and pretends to be asleep. Nathan, still with his eyes closed, takes
Antonio’s hand and guides it back inside his boxers. Antonio rises, kisses Nathan
passionately, and two proceed to have what we assume is sexual intercourse; the
camera shows Antonio performing oral sex on Nathan, but the scene cuts shortly after.
All the while, Nathan’s eyes remain closed (See Figure 42: Antonio's first sexual
encounter (shots unfold clockwise from upper left).

Figure 43: Altarejos is fond of voyeuristic shots that put male bodies on display.Figure 44: Antonio's first sexual
encounter (shots unfold clockwise from upper left).

Figure 45: Altarejos is fond of voyeuristic shots that put male bodies on display.

Figure 46: The masculine bakla body is put on display in Jay Altarejos' Kasal (2014).Figure 47: Altarejos is fond of
voyeuristic shots that put male bodies on display.Figure 48: Antonio's first sexual encounter (shots unfold
clockwise from upper left).

Figure 49: Altarejos is fond of voyeuristic shots that put male bodies on display.Figure
50).

I don’t read this scene as being important merely because of its ability to
titillate and arouse bakla desire, but rather as a representation of a common trope in
the coming-of-age of stories of many bakla, particularly those who were not so
feminine. Altarejos himself mentions that he drew the inspiration for this scene from
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his own experience as a young boy; taking about his sexual awakening as a teen,
“Ganyang ganyan ang nangyari sa akin!” (“That exactly how it happened for me”)
(personal communication, 2015). Here, we see a bakla protagonist – scared but
excitedly exploring the physique of the macho lalake. It forms a sense of ego
identification within the bakla spectator, and is reminiscent of many ethnographic
accounts of the bakla’s first sexual encounters (see the Ladlad series edited by
Danton Remoto and J. Neil Garcia).

Figure 42: Antonio's first sexual encounter (shots unfold clockwise from upper left).

Figure 43: Altarejos is fond of voyeuristic shots that put male bodies on display.Figure 44:
Antonio's first sexual encounter (shots unfold clockwise from upper left).

The process of the bakla identity formation is the major theme of this film. At
Figure 45: Altarejos is fond of voyeuristic shots that put male bodies on display.
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aspects of homosexuality and the homosexual identity and then proceeds to show
Antonio what he has learned. The two boys re-affirm their friendship.
The ubiquity of the macho lalake as an object of the bakla gaze and sexual
desire also becomes very apparent in Altarejos’ films. In Antonio, both the characters
of Nathan and Jonbert embody this macho figure, but in starkly different ways. After
Nathan’s sexual encounter with Antonio, he attempts to distance himself from his
friend. The next morning after they have relations, Nathan is shown sitting on the
floor by his bed playing a video game, trying to ignore Antonio, while the latter
dresses and makes himself ready for Dawn Mass45. When Antonio and another
friend, Mike, run into Nathan at a local restaurant, Nathan hurriedly leaves. To code
his pagkalalake (being lalake), Nathan is shown dating a girl.
Jonbert is the ‘classic’ lalake, or as Cañete (2014) puts it, a product of the
macho machine. He is tall, well-built, olive-skinned, rugged, and very working class
– an aspiring seafarer, in fact. His fondness for going out and seducing women is
well-documented in Antonio through various scenes at a local bar. He is also
approached by an older bakla who pays him for his sexual services. In this scene,
Altarejos’ penchant for voyeurism once again takes over: at first we only see the
naked lower bodies of two people as the camera peeps in from around the corner of
an open bedroom door. One of them is lying on the bed, evidently face-down, and
ready to submit to the active partner. Only the gentle pre-insertive moaning codes the
passive partner as male. Crassly, the insertive partner asks the other while thrusting
into him, “Gusto mo ‘to, diba, bakla ka?! Malaki ba? Masarap yung burat ko ‘no?”
(“You like this, don’t you, faggot? Is it big? Don’t you love my cock?”) Later it is
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The misa de gallo (literally rooster’s mass) is a yearly tradition in the Philippines during Christmas
held in the hours before dawn for nine consecutive days right before Christmas Day.
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revealed that the active partner is Jonbert, the passive is the bakla talent agent whom
Antonio’s mother warns him about (a sexual predator, apparently) early in the film.
Oddly, after the bakla hands Jonbert some cash, he apologizes to him before getting
dressed and walking off.

Figure 51: Altarejos is fond of voyeuristic shots that put male bodies on display.

The macho lalake’s body is put on display further in the film. Jonbert shares
a room with his young nephew, who expresses concern about the older man sleeping
only in his briefs. He reasons that the room is too hot, and Antonio concedes. The
young bakla gazes at the macho lalake, and the latter seems to enjoy this gaze. In one
scene, as the two of them sleep together, Antonio once again begins touching another
unconscious lalake’s genitals. The following morning at breakfast, Jonbert seems
unfazed by their encounter but Antonio is visibly uncomfortable – saying very little
and refusing to meet Jonbert’s eyes. That night, Jonbert seduces his nephew, and the
two continue with their illicit, incestuous affair as the film progresses. The film ends
on a rather violent note, with Jonbert forcing himself unto Antonio. Antonio’s
mother walks in on the two and catches her brother-in-law violating her son.
Enraged, she stabs Jonbert repeatedly. When the police arrive to investigate the
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crime, Antonio covers for his mother and confesses that it was he who had killed
Jonbert. This is evidently Antonio’s secret.
The economic nature of the macho lalake and bakla relationship is rethought
in many of these independent films. Jonbert uses Antonio to fulfill his sexual urges
in Antonio. In Ang Lalake sa Parola, Mateo refuses any financial assistance from
Jerome despite the latter’s insistence on helping him find a job in the city. Kambyo46
(Gear Shift, 2008) features four gay men traveling together from Manila to Ilocos
Sur (a province about eight hours north of Manila). This road trip movie leads to one
of the characters reuniting with his lost love, a lalake he had grown up with (and
with whom he was purportedly sexually active) who has gone back to his hometown
to marry and raise a family. This movie, which incidentally also stars Kenjie Garcia
who plays Antonio, features an intimate three-minute love scene between the former
lovers. No exchange of money is made; the love scene becomes a scene of nostalgia
that book-ends the reunited lovers’ former relationship.
I read the ubiquity of the macho lalake in gay themed independent cinema as
marker for the bakla gaze. This body becomes the object of the desiring (bakla)
subject – one thing that both the gender transitive and the gender-intransitive bakla
have in common is that the lalake has always been viewed as the object of bakla
sexuality. The macho lalake then becomes the desired Other of the desiring bakla
subject, and the bakla gaze is enabled by the objectification of the lalake body
through its ubiquity in cinema. Pleasure is then derived from momentarily being able
to gaze at this object of desire, but it is also frustrated because of the knowledge that
the lalake cannot be possessed by the bakla completely – he must be free to engage
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The title is a double entendre: on the one hand it literally refers to a vehicle’s gear shift, on the
other, in swardspeak, it refers to when a man puts his hands inside his crotch to adjust his member.
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in what is technically bisexuality in his relations with the babae (cisgender woman)
in order to sustain the state of his pagkalalake. I see this imaginary, unconquerable
trait of macho-ness as the bakla’s objet petit a – it cannot be possessed, lest it be
completely lost (McGowan, 2003, p. 32). As in Lalake sa Parola where Catalan
(2014) argues for the reconstruction of the Filipino homosexual, once the macho
lalake is restricted to his same-sex desire while rejecting his own kabaklaan (a
liminal space where the lalake is homosexual, but is not bakla), he no longer
becomes a viable object for the bakla subject. As in the previous chapter, where
despite attempts at embodying the female, the bakla cannot become the babae, in
independent cinema, the macho lalake as objet petit a also signifies that the bakla
can, himself, never be lalake. Again, the bakla is anchored as an identity that is
unchanging and unchangeable.
However, a preoedipal form of pleasure can still be derived from the
spectacle of the on-screen bakla’s subjection under the lalake – literally with the
lalake as the insertive partner and the bakla as the receptacle. This is clearly seen in
that scene in Antonio discussed above where the bakla spectator can identify with the
bakla receptive partner as he is subjected to the phallus of the lalake who, in the film,
articulates the lalake’s conceptions of bakla desire: “Gusto mo ‘to kasi bakla ka!”
(“This is what you want because you are bakla!”) The bakla’s pleasure in bottoming
for the lalake is also seen in many other films, particular those in the Macho Dancer
series of Mel Chionglo (Sibak: Midnight Dancers, 1994; Burlesk King, 1999;
Twilight Dancers, 2004). One film does significantly turn the tables on this sexual
dynamic – Brilliante Mendoza’s Masahista (The Masseur, 2005). Here, we find the
macho lalake as a masseur in an erotic spa for men. The story focuses on the
interactions between one particular masseur, Iliac, and his client, Alfredo and reaches
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a climax when, tired of playing bottom for the lalake, the masculine bakla asks to top
him. The macho lalake agrees after negotiating his price. The movie ends with
Alfredo having his way with Iliac, and Iliac staring blankly at the ceiling.
This renegotiation of sexual and economic dynamics between the macho
lalake and the bakla is explored in many other independent gay themed films, which
encourage ideas of a rather more egalitarian relationship, both in terms of sexual
behavior and economics, between two masculine bakla in place of the more
traditional bakla-lalake pairing. Cris Pablo explores this in both Duda and
Bathhouse, which both look at ideas of a long-term romantic coupling between two
masculine bakla – the former ends tragically, the latter ends more optimistically.
Altarejos’ Unfriend (2014) focuses on the tragic story between two teen-aged
masculine bakla, while his most recent gay themed film, Kasal47 (The Commitment,
2014), centers on the relationship between two masculine bakla who are deciding
whether or not to become committed to each other for the rest of their lives. In the
Philippines, there is no marriage equality law and same-sex couples cannot get
married, however, a number of LGBTI-focused churches do perform commitment
ceremonies, which are legally binding abroad in countries where same-sex
partnerships are recognized. Even in mainstream cinema, bakla-bakla relationships
have become a popular trope. In the past, relations between two bakla were
considered taboo; when a bakla who engages in sexuality with either a woman or
another bakla, they are considered to be engaging in a perverted form of lesbianism
(Inton, 2015, par. 35). This relates to the four-gender category system of Girl, Boy,
Bakla, Tomboy, which incidentally also acts as a form of hierarchy, where the
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genders are ranked from the highest (Girl) to the lowest (Tomboy) – a bakla who
engages in sexuality with either a woman or another bakla is relegated to the lowest
rank, the Tomboy (Inton, 2015, pars. 15, 35). Contemporary Philippine cinema,
however, allows the formation of the bakla-bakla sexual/romantic relationship to
emerge. For example, Pusong Mamon (Soft Hearts, 1998, dir. Joel Lamangan)
features a ‘modern’ gay couple. In Chris Martinez’ Here Comes the Bride, the
effeminate, cross-dressing bakla Toffee is told off by his masculine bakla friends
after another of his lalake boyfriends breaks up with him: “Why don’t you try falling
in love with boys who like boys?!” to which Toffee replies with an indignant,
“Katulad ninyo? ‘Sing babakla niyo ang mga bowa niyo?!” (“Like you? Your
boyfriends are just as bakla (effeminate)?!” (Inton, 2015, par. 14).
Unlike mainstream cinema though, independent cinema is able to more
blatantly put the male body on display, and this is what Altarejos and many of his
colleagues have done with the masculine bakla body. Kasal, for example, features a
12-minute love scene between its two bakla lead characters, Sherwin and Paolo. In
the scene, the couple decides to film themselves while having sex. The scene first
shows us Paolo holding a handheld camera while flirting with and kissing his
partner. The scene then cuts to a point-of-view shot seen from Paolo’s camera. He
sets the camera on a desk where he (and the film’s audience) can get a good view of
Sherwin’s entire body as he is lying in their bed and the entire scene unfolds from
this angle. The couple undress each other, kiss excessively, and begin to engage in
foreplay. Because of censorship, we don’t actually see any penises, but the entire
audience can see everything that couple does – from kissing, to oral sex, to anilingus,
and penetration. Again, Altarejos uses the camera in a way that we, the audience, feel
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like we are peeking into the private lives of the film’s characters. The length of the
scene adds to this voyeuristic feeling.

Desire is fostered in the bakla spectator through these films’ display of the
masculine body – whether it be the macho lalake or the masculine bakla. What I
believe differs between the macho lalake’s objectification and that of the masculine
bakla is the spectator’s sense of identification. While the macho lalake serves as the
objet petit a – the unattainable, un-masterable, unconquerable object – of the bakla
subject’s desire, the display of the masculine bakla body serves as a point for ego
identification for the bakla spectator. This is also evinced by the masculine bakla
characters’ being the lead in many of the films discussed in this chapter (with the
exception of Ang Lalake sa Parola, whose lead character is a homosexual, though
not necessarily bakla, lalake). I see this as a reinforcement of the hegemonic ideas of

Figure 52: The masculine bakla body is put on display in Jay Altarejos' Kasal (2014).

gay globality, which attempt to project an image of the homosexual identity as global
construct based on homonormative, neoliberal models. The masculine bakla in these
films are middle-class professionals who purportedly subscribe to the idea that
contemporary male homosexuality involves performances of classical masculinity,
economic urbanity, marriage equality, and reciprocal same-sex sexuality. This is the
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kind of image that appeals to the contemporary bakla spectator as it offers an
alternative to mainstream cinema’s insistence on the bakla as an effeminate, loud,
comic stereotype. It also significantly differs from images of the bakla as being
merely receptive during sexual intercourse. The masculine bakla in independent
cinema enjoys a more reciprocal sexual relationship with other equally masculine
bakla and veers away from the model of the purely receptive bakla and his purely
insertive macho lalake partner, which radically challenges pre-existing modes of
bakla sexuality, which is limited to desiring the lalake, and opens up the space for
bakla to engage in sexual acts with other bakla.
III.

Synthesis
The traditionally effeminate bakla has been masculinized in cinema with the

proliferation of independent gay-themed films that put the masculine bakla in the
center of their narratives, peripheralizing the gender-transitive bakla. This can be
seen as a marker for the imagined idea of gay globality, which focuses on
homonormative performances of classical masculinity, reified through the urban
middle-class lifestyle. In this chapter, I’ve argued that the masculinization of the
bakla in cinema allows for the bakla spectator to both objectify the male body and
identify with the masculine bakla protagonist.
While the male body of the macho lalake is still quite ubiquitous in
independent cinema, contemporary gay themed independent films radically
challenge models of bakla sexuality and desire by veering away from bakla-macho
lalake relationships that are based on the bakla’s financial support of the lalake, and
the lalake’s refusal to reciprocate certain sex acts on the bakla. Visual pleasure is
derived from the bakla spectator’s identification with the bakla subject on-screen,
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and the latter’s subjection under the phallus of the macho lalake. However, the
macho-ness of the lalake represents the bakla subject’s objet petit a, an object of
desire that cannot be mastered or possessed. The bakla can neither possess the
lalake, nor can he become lalake himself. Like the gender-transitive bakla whose
attempts at embodying pagkababae (being babae) ultimately fail in favor of selfacceptance and the reclaiming of one’s kabaklaan, the gender-intransitive bakla is
coded in independent cinema as an unchangeable identity that may provide room for
flexibility in terms of gender performance, but not necessarily sexual fluidity.
Contemporary independent cinema also re-shifts the focus of the bakla spectator’s
object of desire away from the frustratingly unattainable macho-ness of the lalake
toward the maleness of the masculine bakla protagonist. This enables the bakla
spectator to both objectify the masculine bakla protagonist’s body and derive
pleasure from looking at the male ideal, while at the same time facilitating a sense of
identification with the masculine bakla protagonist’s character. This opens up the
space for the bakla spectator to imagine a re-configuration of the bakla-lalake sexual
dynamics into a bakla-bakla relationship, which has previously been seen as taboo.
Contemporary independent cinema shows masculine bakla engaging in reciprocal
same-sex sexuality without the need for an economic exchange, as both parties
already enjoy the privileges of urban middle-class-ness. One particular issues comes
out, though – the sexuality of the gender-transitive bakla. I believe in peripheralizing
the effeminate bakla, and in keeping them out of spaces that are exclusive to the
masculine bakla, it betrays a rather deep sense of misogyny and effeminophobia.
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Chapter 6: Celebrity and Kabaklaan
Here, I explore the phenomenon of the bakla as a local celebrity borne out of
the cinematic star system and its encroachment into other forms of the media,
television in particular. In recent years, the bakla film has been dominated by comic
actors like John Lapuz and Vice Ganda, comedians who transitioned from live standup comedy to television, and later film. I pay close attention to the fact that in older
movies from before 2000, most bakla characters in films are played by purportedly
straight actors, while contemporary bakla films star mostly bakla actors. I thus
examine the dichotomy of the public and private bakla as embodied by the bakla
celebrity. The popularity of bakla films has also risen in the recent years – many of
the highest grossing films in Philippine cinema are bakla-themed filmed. This
chapter centers on the question of how the bakla image is created through processes
of celebrification and how audiences make sense of the bakla image. I also attempt
to explore the differences between straight actors playing bakla roles, a prominent
model in the ‘70s to the early ‘90s, and bakla actors playing bakla roles. While
processes of celebrification entail looking into a star’s intertextual media
appearances, this chapter focuses primarily on how cinema becomes an apparatus for
the creation of a celebrity. I argue that kabaklaan became a mode for the
celebrification of certain purportedly actors in earlier films, while contemporary
films have enabled the rise of the bakla celebrity.

I.

Celebrification
In his 2012 article The celebritization of society and culture: Understanding

the structural dynamics of celebrity culture, Olivier Driessens lays out a conceptual
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map of the ways in which ordinary people become celebrities (a process he calls
celebrification) and how celebrities become embedded in ordinary life through
popular culture (celebritization). Drawing the distinction between these two concepts
allows for a deeper understanding of how and why celebrities and stars have become
such prominent features in our contemporary lives.
Driessens defines celebrification as “the process by which ordinary people or
public figures are transformed into celebrities” (2012, p. 643). He draws this
definition from Richard Dyer (1998, p. 35), and maintains that celebrification is a
function of the “embodiment of a subjectivity that unites ‘the spectacular with the
everyday, the special with the ordinary’” (in Driessens, 2012, p. 643). In other
words, celebrification is when an individual becomes the embodiment of a particular
ideal through this individual’s work with/within the media system (film, print,
television, and now the new media). It’s a rather broad definition and in today’s
context where the new media is easily accessible, both as content-creator and as
consumer of said content, anybody can literally be a celebrity in one form or another.
In the Philippines, for example, despite having one of the slowest commercial
broadband speeds in the region, several bakla celebrities have emerged out of the
new media – Bekimon48, for one, whose real name is Bern Joseph Persia, and who
became famous for his viral videos in which the dialogue is delivered purely in
swardspeak.
To explore the process of celebrification further, Driessens turns to Richard
Dyer’s work Heavenly Bodies: Film Stars and Society (2004). Dyer writes, “Star
images are always extensive, multimedia, intertextual” (2004, p. 3). Stars are a
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product of the media industry and are made for profit (Dyer, 2004, p. 5).
Celebrification thus entails a process of commodification, and the star, as an
individual, is an integral part of that process (Driessens, 2012, p. 643). As Dyer puts
it, the star is “both [the] labour and the thing that labour produces” (2004, p. 5). Dyer
(2004) further explores this as a two-part process, which begins with the star as an
individual (“a body, a psychology, a set of skills”, [p.5]), that then is manipulated by
the media industry (through make-up, styling, media appearances, etc.) to create an
idealized image that appeals to audiences and consumers. The star, then, is the result
of the labors done by both the media and the complicit individual.
Richard Dyer explores the phenomenon of stardom in many of his books,
chiefly Stars, first published in 1979. Here he explores the conditions of stardom as a
product of both production and consumption. A star is produced because it is
economically significant to the movie production system: stars are a form of capital
and investment, for example, as studios bank on the star’s capital to be able to market
a film (1998, p. 10-11). Given the right conditions, a star may be able to save a studio
from going bankrupt. A star is the product of studio manipulations; a studio spends an
enormous amount of money and time on building a potential star’s career and image
(Dyer, 1998, p. 12). Studios not only manipulate a star’s image/body/lifestyle, but they
also manipulate the conditions of the market to carve out a space for the star. Finally,
a star is made out of a combination of “magic and talent”, although this is highly
contentious as talent is incredibly difficult to define and is culture-specific. Also, not
all people who are very talented or skillful, at acting for instance, become stars. An
alternative to this “magic” hypothesis would be to look at stardom as a function of
people being “the right type in the right place at the right time” (Dyer, 1998, p. 13).
Dyer (1998) sums up: “The enormous economic importance of the stars, the elaborate
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machinery of image-building and film’s importance in establishing character-types all
suggest the potential power of the forces of cinematic production for creating the star
phenomenon” (p. 17).
Stars are also a phenomenon of consumption: audiences are the ones who make
a star a star. While stars are crafted and produced by the movie studios in much the
same way that they are produce and market a film as a commodity, audiences have to
be able to relate to the star and be willing consumers of the star’s image. Dyer (1998)
draws a model of the audience-star relationship based on Andrew Tudor’s typology of
this same relationship (p. 17). The categories of this star-audience model include
emotional affinity (when the audience relates to a star’s characterization in films), selfidentification (when an audience places himself in the situation of the star through a
particular characterization in film), imitation (when an audience models themselves
after a star’s persona), and projection (more than simply mimicking a star’s image, an
audience begins to live their lives “in terms bound up with the favoured star”) (Dyer,
1998, p. 18). This model is quite limited, but it does show to some extent how the
relationship between a star and the audience.
The complexity of the production-consumption phenomenon of the star has
been a foundation of celebrity study for years. Driessens (2012) continues this
tradition in his effort to define celebritization as a meta-process that involves
“changes in the nature of celebrity and its societal and cultural embedding” (p. 644)
through space and time, which makes celebrity culture an “essentially plural and
heterogenous phenomenon” (p. 644). The valuation of celebrities/stars differs
depending on the geographic and cultural context, and may change through specific
time periods. For Driessens (2004), celebritization involves three indicators:
democratization (who gets to be a celebrity?), diversification (in terms of the
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different ‘fields’ from which celebrity may emerge, i.e. media, politics, sports,
academia, etc.), and migration (celebrity shifting from one ‘genre’ to another – for
example, when television personalities begin to dabble with politics).
In the Philippines, celebrity studies isn’t very well-written about. In Forum
Kritika: Firmament Occupation, film scholar Joel David (2015a) writes about the
genesis of celebrity studies in Philippine cinema and traces it to thinkings around the
concept of auteurism. Here he argues that any study into the concept of celebrity in
Philippine cinema cannot push through without the “unavoidable presence” of Nora
Aunor – a singing-actress who made her career in Pinoy movies by first playing teen
idol roles and eventually gained serious critical acclaim for her work in melodrama.
David (2015b) argues that the Philippine star system rose, in a similar manner
to Hollywood, out of the studio system that controlled the production and
distribution of films in the ‘50s and later again in the ‘70s. While the Philippine star
system had been arguably set in place since the early 1930s, along with the film
studio system based on the Hollywood model (Ancheta, 2006, p. 79-80), this first
Golden Age of movies ended toward the ‘60s with the dissolution of the studio
system, and with the actors themselves setting up their own production companies
which funded and distributed their own cinematic work (David, 2015b, p. 251). The
reinstatement of big film production companies in the mid-70s, along with the rise of
the neorealist directors (Ishmael Bernal, Lino Brocka, and Celso Ad. Castillo), would
solidify the careers of many actors and actresses who would go on to become major
celebrities in the Philippine pantheon. Nora Aunor was one such talent who dabbled
in film writing, producing, and directing, but most importantly acting.
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In the course of his reading of Nora Aunor as star and auteur, David takes on
Barry King’s ideas of how an actor may create meaning through film (2015b, p.
270). These are the three discursive practices of: a) the actor’s body as a sign, b) a
film’s economy of signification, and, c) the economy of the labor market for actors,
which involves an actor’s ability to embody a persona in ways that make him more
believable than other actors embodying the same character (David, 2015b, p. 270271). In this chapter, I attempt to draw out similar insights in looking at Dolphy,
Roderick Paulate, and Vice Ganda.
II.

The Bakla as Star before the 2000s
In this part of this chapter, I examine how films have lead the bakla to

become a stable part of the Philippine celebrity pantheon. I look at how bakla roles
have allowed actors to build and maintain their star status within Philippine cinema.
Dolphy is, of course, the first actor to popularize bakla roles in cinema. In Chapter 3
of this thesis, I argued that Dolphy created the bakla archetype in cinema, an image
coded with effeminacy, cross-dressing, same-sex sexuality, all rooted in the bakla’s
woman-heartedness, and lower class status. Dolphy’s career in comedy, however,
does not only stem from his popularity in cinema, but also in television. “When we
think of cinematic/television comedy in the Philippines, Dolphy is at the forefront of
these media forms” (Ancheta, 2006, p. 77). In looking at how Dolphy has managed
to retain his celebrity status, Maria Rhodora Ancheta (2006) argues that the
popularity of Dolphy’s films and television shows has been anchored in how his
comic image in the media has become intricately enmeshed with the scandals in his
own personal life (p. 77). Ancheta further sees Dolphy’s popularity not only as an
effect of his incredibly prolific career, but also as a function of how he has become
the “template” for all sorts of comedy that has come after him (p. 77-78). The bakla
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archetype is an example of this “template” – subsequent comic representations of the
bakla, at least in mainstream commercial cinema, follow Dolphy’s classic bakla
performances.
When we turn to questions of celebrity, an actor who plays bakla roles but is
not himself openly bakla plays into the same idea of treating or molding the bakla as
a non-threat and reinforces the thinking that kabaklaan, when exercised in public, is
shameful. In other words, it was safe for ‘straight’ actors to play bakla roles because
they were not, indeed, bakla in real life – a rift that also points to the public/private,
fictive vs. real life personas of celebrity, which I explore later on. One of the
interesting parts of the celebrity system in the Philippines is that purportedly straight
actors frequently play loud, effeminate, bakla roles in movies (and on television).
Popular comedian and noon-time show host Joey De Leon and his cohorts Tito and
Vic Sotto form the comedy trio Tito, Vic, and Joey and have all played effeminate
bakla characters, for example in Bilibid Gays (1981, dir. Jose Wenceslao). TV’s
most popular noontime show, Eat Bulaga, features a segment called kalyeserye49,
which features a cross-dressing comedian playing a lola (grandmother) who
constantly thwarts the romance between her personal maid and a young man. A
straight actor’s “playing” bakla apparently adds an extra layer of comedy to media
representations of already ridiculous (and therefore, not socially threatening) bakla
characters.
Dolphy’s heir to the bakla genre, Roderick Paulate, whose characterizations
of the loud screaming bakla defined Filipino film comedy in the 1980s and early
1990s, was an actor whose sexuality was always seen as ambiguous. He had never
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This word is a combination of the words kalye (street) and serye (series). Kalyeserye is a comic
parody of the more serious soap operas popularly shown on evening television.
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come out although rumors around celebrity circles always insisted that he was,
himself, gay. These rumors, however, did not seem to affect Paulate’s professional
career.
Also like many other celebrities, Paulate dabbled in politics, running and
winning a post as a councilor for Quezon City in 2010 (Roderick Paulate Biography,
2016). Allegations of corruption while in office lead to a 6-month suspension in
2012; still, he ran, and subsequently won, for the same post the following year
(Roderick Paulate Biography, 2016). In January 2016, however, Paulate and other
Quezon City officials were dismissed by the Office of the Ombudsman on charges of
corruption (having “ghost employees” who would collect money on their behalf).
The Ombudsman, Conchita Carpio Morales, found Paulate guilty, fired him from
office, and permanently barred him from ever holding an elected position in
government (Cayabyab, 2016). On his Instagram page, Paulate denied the charges
against him and expressed his sadness at people and the news media “blowing things
out of proportion” (Gonzalez, 2016).
The rumors about Paulate’s sexuality in real life, it appears, did not put him at
a disadvantage when he decided to run for public office. In fact, his celebrity
facilitated his win. The dichotomy of bakla-on-screen vs. bakla-in-real-life, it seems,
did not negatively influence Paulate’s celebrity or his successful bid for office. This,
perhaps, facilitated the popularity openly gay/bakla actors currently enjoy in
mainstream media.
The phenomenon of the media celebrity entering politics in the Philippines is
nothing new. In 2015 for example, of the 24 seats in the Philippine Senate, four are
occupied by former television or film stars (Ramon “Bong” Revilla, Jinggoy Estrada,
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Tito Sotto, and Lito Lapid), one is occupied by a former television news anchor
(Loren Legarda), and two seats are taken by people who are married to popular
celebrities, thus enjoying tangential fame (Chiz Escudero who is married to TV’s
sweetheart, Heart Evangelista; and Ralph Recto who husband to film superstar Vilma
Santos, who is herself a veteran politician, serving three consecutive terms as
Governor of the port province of Batangas). In 2007, the “King of Philippine
Movies”, Fernando Poe, Jr., ran for President against the incumbent Gloria
Macapagal-Arroyo. Poe was a widely popular film actor with over 200 titles under
his belt; he specialized in action movies and originated the role of the Panday in the
first filmic adaptations of Carlo J. Caparas’ komiks series (see Chapter 4). There
were widespread allegations at that time that Macapagal-Arroyo had only won her
2nd term, against Poe, because of electoral fraud (David and Atun, 2015, p. 1).
Intersections of celebrity studies and the study of politics first began by
delineating between the taxonomies of the social-political elites: on one hand were
those who had direct control over government, and on the other were those elites
who had none (the powerless elite) (Turner, 2014, p. 23-24). Movie stars and
celebrities were once considered part of the powerless elite; they had influence over
society, but had no direct access to institutional power (Turner, 2014, p. 24). Clearly,
this model has been challenged and re-thought; realms of institutional power are now
rife with members of the formerly powerless elite. No longer are celebrities simply
political endorsers for people running for office but are now running for office,
themselves. Despite not having had, or having very little, experience in politics and
governance, many celebrities are still elected into office in the Philippines (David
and Atun, 2015, p. 2). eople vote for celebrities who are clueless about governance.
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In an opinion piece published by the New York Times, Marites Vitug (2004) writes,
“No other country in Southeast Asia makes its pop idols its national leaders.”
The phenomenon of the celebrity politician has, of course, implications about
the make-up of society. Clarissa David and Jenna Mae Atun (2015) look at possible
factors that correlate to people voting for celebrity presidential candidates in a paper
titled Celebrity Politics. Here, they argue that the likelihood of a person voting for a
celebrity has ties with their educational attainment, exposure to television, and
whether or not they live in the Capital. Social class also has influence over voter
preference – the wealthier voters would not vote for a celebrity, poorer voters would
(David and Atun, 2015, p. 14). Class is indicative of access to education, and in the
study, David and Atun (2015) demonstrate that the less education a voter has, the
more likely they are to vote for a celebrity.
Paulate’s fame and public career is indicative of what Driessens (2012) writes
about in terms of celebrification and celebritization. He first started out in cinema
playing bakla roles and allowing for the bakla image to be commodified into a
consumable text – this is evidenced by the sheer number of bakla films he’s made.
However, unlike his predecessor Dolphy, Paulate played dual roles in his movies: a
bakla and a lalake. This duality in his performances not only lent credence to
Paulate’s skill as an actor, but also lead the bakla characters to becoming even more
ridiculous and absurd, purging the bakla of any subversive potential. This becomes
even more evident when looking at the bakla films released during the same time
period that Paulate was making a name for himself. In 1980, Ishmael Bernal released
Manila by Night, a film that shows the gritty interwoven stories of several characters
– among which is Manay Sharon, played by Paulate’s only real contemporary in the
bakla filmic repertoire, Bernardo Bernardo. While Sharon is a minor character in the
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film, the portrayal of the bakla is more humane, less comic, and more complex
(David, 1990, p. 89). In 1998, Joel Lamangan released Pusong Mamon (Soft Hearts),
arguably the first commercial mainstream film to feature a “modern” masculine gay
couple, an image that might have been difficult to sell at that time as the gay rights
movement was just starting, and it seemed like a very unconventional pairing (two
gay men who were lovers and equals, as opposed to the bakla and lalake couple).
III.

Vice Ganda and the Bakla as Celebrity
In this part of the chapter, I examine Vice Ganda as the archetypical bakla

celebrity – a product of the machinations of powerful and wide-reaching media
enterprises that create celebrities by carefully crafting their personas, both on-screen
and off.
Richard Dyer (1998) writes that “production and consumption are
differentially determining forces in the creation of stars (producers always having
more power over commodities than consumers)” (p. 20). He also notes that the
production and consumption of the star is mitigated by and in ideology. Thus far, I
have tried to illustrate that an actor can be a star through his performances of
kabaklaan – by crafting an image of the bakla as not threatening to the status quo
and linking that image to ideas of comedy, kabaklaan becomes a commercially
viable commodity that audiences may indulge which leads to the celebrification of a
particular actor and allows that actor to migrate, so to speak, from film and
entertainment to politics and governance. In this part of this chapter, I’d like to look
at how the bakla itself, not just the characterization of the bakla in cinema, becomes
a star by looking at bakla celebrities and how they convey ideologies of kabaklaan
through film and entertainment.
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In Stars, Richard Dyer explores the ideological function of the star by
looking at a star and his/her performance of a character, as reifying certain social
types (the star is a specific image of that type), and finally as a system of
significations. Part of the star’s ideological function is the blurring between his/her
authentic or real self and the characters that they play (Dyer, 21998, p. 21) – Dyer
writes that a star, like a character in a film, is a representation of certain persons (p.
20). Dyer (1998) also questions whether or not the star phenomenon simply seeks to
preserve the status quo of a particular society by presenting an idealized image
valued by this society, or whether the star seeks to transcend this status quo and
“redefine and recreate standards by which experience is to be judged” (p. 24). Dyer
writes that not only does a star function to do both and to reconcile contradicting
values within ideology, but also that the star phenomenon is able to reinforce
dominant values in society by concealing these problems of contradiction (p. 27).
A star is able to do this through charisma – a concept Dyer borrows from
Max Weber’s political theories (1998, p. 30). Charisma, here, is defined as “a certain
quality of an individual’s personality by vitue of which [they are] set apart from
ordinary men and treated as endoed with supernatural, superhuman, or at least
superficially exceptional qualities” (Weber in Dyer, 1998, p. 30). Charisma is
deployed by the star to create his/her stardom by navigating through specific
ambiguities and contradictions in culture.
Stars are able to reify their stardom by successfully turning themselves into
idols of consumption (known for their lavish lifestyle, for example), through their
success (which ties into ideas of conspicuous consumption – how the wealthy display
their wealth), and also through projecting an image of ordinariness that appeals to
people rather than alienate them (Dyer, 1998, p. 35). A star’s personal life, both their
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love lives and personal tragedies, also plays a significant role their stardom (Dyer,
1998, p. 44-45).
Dyer also writes that stars are supposed to exemplify a particular social type
(1998, p. 47). Dyer borrows this notion of the social type from O.E. Klapp’s work:
“a collective norm of role behavior formed and used by the group: an idealzed
concept of how people are expected to be or to act” (Klapp in Dyer, 1998, p. 47).
While Dyer is critical of Klapp’s work, commenting that Klapp does not explain
where particular social types come from, Dyer says his discussion of the three main
types useful albeit being limited to the “white, middle class, heterosexual […] male”
(p. 47), which Dyer sees as a representative of the hegemony of one social type over
others in a society. Dyer lists Klapp’s types as the Good Joe (an Average Joe kind of
type), the Tough Guy (an anti-hero of sorts), and the Pin-up (the sexually subservient
feminine ideal). More useful to this chapter, I think, is Dyer’s discussion of the
alternative or subversive type – types that are grounded “in a normative world view,
but as an alternative to the dominant one” (Dyer, 1998, p. 52). Dyer writes about the
Rebel type and asks whether the idea of rebellion as projected by a rebel type star is
grounded in material categories (race/ethnicity, gender) or in alienation from the rest
of society (which Dyer relates to the quasi-metaphysical idea of Angst that is
incapable of challenging dominant power relations in society) (1998, p. 52-53). Dyer
also writes that a second consideration in looking at the Rebel is the extent to which
the idea of rebellion is promoted or recuperated – in other words, to what extent does
the star legitimize the rebellion or point to its inadequacies (p. 53)? Dyer notes that
the Rebel type too obviously stands in opposition to dominant social values and
suggests the Independent Woman type as a more covert type that challenges these
dominant social values. The Independent Woman is, on the one hand, a woman who
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is feminine and intelligent but is not docile and refuses to play into society’s pin-up
model but then turns most of her relationships sour (the ‘bitch’), and on the other
hand, is a woman who is intelligent and driven to succeed and does so by adopting
male characteristics (aggressiveness, for example) (Dyer, 1998, p. 54).
Finally, Dyer talks about the star as a specific image – while stars do play
into certain broad social types, the star’s image itself is the composed of several
different media texts: promotion, publicity, films, and criticisms and commentaries.
Dyer differentiates promotion from publicity by arguing that promotion is the
deliberate marketing of a star (endorsements, ads, press releases, etc.) and that
publicity is, or should appear to be, less deliberate (interviews, gossip, scandals, etc.)
(Dyer, 1998, p. 60-61). While studios control a star’s promotion, they have only a
slight control over a star’s publicity; this allows for a star’s image to seem more
“authentic” and real, and allows people to see “tensions between the star-as-personand his/her image” (Dyer, 1998, p. 61). The tensions/contradictions between a star’s
image and his/her “authentic” self becomes quite crucial in the construction of the
star’s image itself.
Dyer also writes that a star’s films have a “distinct and privileged place” in
the construction of the star’s image (1998, p. 61). He pays close attention to the idea
of the vehicle – when a film is written specifically for a star – because here is when a
character type becomes more closely associated with the star’s image. Finally, Dyer
suggest that the criticisms and commentaries made about star should also be looked
at; matters of “public opinion” help define a star’s image (p. 62-63).
A. Vice Ganda
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At the height of the Valkyrie incident in June 2015, when two transwomen
were denied entry into an exclusive high-end club in Manila because of its “no crossdressing policy”, many LGBT activists, particularly trans activists, in Metro Manila
were in an uproar. Angry tweets and Facebook statuses abound; implicated in the
controversy were not just the nightclub’s management with their mishandling of the
incident, but so were their stakeholders and investors. Through social media, it was
learned that one of these investors was Vice Ganda, a popular bakla television and
film comedian. Images of a cross-dressed Vice Ganda partying inside Valkyrie were

Figure 61: Vice Ganda from a Youtube video still of the variety show, Showtime.

circulated. Soon, LGBT activists and non-activists started calling out and bashing
Vice online for his support of the club. It was in this context that I, along with twenty
or so other trans activists and leaders, met with Vice Ganda to talk about the issue50.

50

This meeting was held on June 24th, 2015, at the Luxent Hotel in Quezon City. I obtained
permission from all the participants to record the conversation and use it in my research.
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Vice Ganda (See Figure 61: Vice Ganda from a Youtube video still of the variety
show, Showtime.

Figure 62: Girlie transphobically mocks her bakla sibling, insisting on caller her him despite her preference for
feminine pronouns.Figure 63: Vice Ganda from a Youtube video still of the variety show, Showtime.

Figure 64: Girlie transphobically mocks her bakla sibling, insisting on caller her him despite her preference for
feminine pronouns.

Figure 65: Vice Ganda as Peter in Petrang Kabayo. In most of his films, his costumes code the Vice Ganda
characters with affluence by dressing him in couture.Figure 66: Girlie transphobically mocks her bakla sibling,
insisting on caller her him despite her preference for feminine pronouns.Figure 67: Vice Ganda from a Youtube
video still of the variety show, Showtime.

Figure 68: Girlie transphobically mocks her bakla sibling, insisting on caller her him
despite her preference for feminine pronouns.Figure 6951) is the stage name of Jose

Marie Borja Viceral, a stand-up comic who first became known around the live
comedy circuit in Manila. His big break came in 2009, when he started appearing as
a regular host on a noon-time variety show called Showtime, which airs on one of the
two largest television networks in the country, ABS-CBN (The Alto Broadcasting
System-Chronicle Broadcasting Network). On Showtime, Vice would judge a talent
contest and offer witty and comic remarks about what ever ‘talent’ was performed. It
was here that he became famous for his brand of sarcastic observational humor, a
phenomenon that quickly became a hit with the studio’s live audiences and generated
huge TV ratings for the show52. In particular, it was a bit called May nag-text
(Someone sent a text message) that made him so popular. In commenting on a
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Photo available on https://i.ytimg.com/vi/j7ldEJAddoQ/hqdefault.jpg
The Kantar Media National Household Ratings report shows Showtime consistently getting high
viewer ratings. Often Showtime comes second or ahead of its rival noon-time variety show, GMA
Network’s Eat Bulaga, which has been running for twenty odd years. See
http://www.pep.ph/guide/guide/6490/kantar-mediatns-national-household-ratings-july-23-25showtime-grand-finals-scores-high-among-viewers
52
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contestant’s performance, he would take out his cellphone and read aloud someone’s
supposed message – these messages were always be funny, and often poked fun at
either himself of the contestant/performer. It is for this kind of insult comedy and his
camp demeanor and cross-dressing that Vice has become an icon in the Philippine
entertainment industry.
B. Promotion and Publicity
Showtime was quick to capitalize on Vice Ganda’s seemingly overnight
success. He was quickly promoted to being a regular host of the show, and would
perform song-and-dance numbers, sometimes lip-syncing to the songs other times
singing live. All these performances served to highlight Vice’s sarcastic humor and
his ridiculous, campy, bakla behavior. It is not only his wit and sarcasm that enables
Vice to perform comedy so effectively, part of the humor comes from his physical
appearance – in particular, his elongated face, which Vice himself has always
described as horse-like. In an interview I did with Rolando Tolentino, former dean of
the College of Mass Communication at the University of the Philippines Diliman and
Professor of Film at the UP Film Institute, he describes the Vice Ganda comic effect
as a function of both physical comedy and sarcasm53. “The whole has no premium.
We are in the era where bodily parts are more important that the whole. This is the
legacy of comedy in the Philippines: Babalu, Dely Atay-atayan, Pugo and Togo, Aiai. It’s the physical that determines who gets to be in comedy” 54 (personal
communication, 2015). This emphasis on the excess of physical body parts becomes

53
54

R. Tolentino, personal communication, July 23, 2015.
Translated from Filipino
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a basis for comedy – Vice is also known, not only for making fun of other people’s
appearances, but also for self-deprecating humor that targets his own looks.
Vice gained fame under one of the two biggest entertainment conglomerates
in the Philippines. Showtime is aired on ABS-CBN, which is part of the ABS-CBN
Corporation. This conglomerate owns and operates other TV network, among which
are Myx TV (a music video channel), CinemaOne (which airs ‘classic’ Philippine
movies and helps fund independent filmmakers and their projects), The Filipino
Channel (an international channel that airs local TV shows and news), ABS-CBN
News, and Star Cinema (one of the biggest movie production and distribution outfits
currently operating), which features talents from Star Magic (a talent agency also
owned by ABS-CBN, under which several prominent actors are signed). Being a hit
under such a huge corporation has obviously helped propel Vice Ganda’s celebrity
status. His first film, Petrang Kabayo (Petra the Horse), a remake of an older
Roderick Paulate movie, was released under Viva Films, a separate movie
conglomerate that produces films often in collaboration with Star Cinema.
Under ABS-CBN, Vice also branched out into other TV shows – starring in a
few bit roles in a number of teleseryes55, and even starring as himself in his own lifestory on the show, Maalaala mo kaya (If you could remember). In this episode of
Maalaala, the “Vice Ganda” story is framed in way that emphasizes several aspects
of Vice’s purported celebrity: his humor, his rags-to-riches success story, his familial
life, which all serves to create part of ‘ordinariness’ of Vice’s star image. He comes
from a lower-middle class family with five children, and two of his older brothers are
also bakla (one of whom now identifies as a transgender woman). He was bullied for

55

A teleserye is the Filipino version of a soap opera.
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being bakla when he was growing up, he had to learn how to accept himself and the
way he looks, “We can’t force other people to call us beautiful, but we … should
always see ourselves as beautiful. What our hearts say should always be more
powerful than other people’s words” (inquirerdotnet, 2015). Most of all, the episode
stressed the importance of hard work and perseverance – a common trope of
“success stories” featured on Maalaala. Vice worked hard on his comedy and
persevered through hardships finally learning to accept himself even if others did
not, and because of that, he has become a successful celebrity. It plays into the myth
that anyone can be ‘successful’ if they work hard enough.
Vice also became the host of Gandang Gabi Vice (Good Evening Vice), a
comedy talk show that airs on Sunday nights. The show is pegged after the US talk
show Ellen, hosted by Ellen Degeneres, and usually opens with a song number
performed either by Vice or a musical guest performer. In this show, Vice
interviews all kinds of celebrities – winners or finalists of Showtime, celebrities who
are promoting their latest film or album, etc. Vice would also often interact with a
live studio audience during the show, often inviting them to the stage so he could talk
with them and make fun of whatever topic of conversation comes up – a hark back to
his roots in live stand-up comedy.
Vice also dabbles in the music industry – releasing his first studio album in
2011, Lakas Tama (roughly translated as Super Crazy). This was produced under
Victor Music, a subsidiary of Viva Entertainment. Vice’s subsequent albums were
produced under Star Music (under ABS-CBN Corporation), and became huge
commercial hits, with songs like #BoomPanes and Wag kang pabebe (Don’t act like
a baby). In these albums under Star Music, Vice banks on his ability to go viral
through the social media. His latest album, released in 2015, is called #Trending and
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obviously plays on Vice’s social media acumen. His shows are also frequently
featured on his talk shows and variety shows. Vice also became a popular concert
performer – using his own music alongside his comedy – doing tours around the
Philippines, the US, and Europe.
Vice is pretty adept at managing his own image – this is clearly seen in his
use of the social media. He was awarded Social Media Star of the Year by the Yahoo
Celebrity Awards in 2014, and currently has over 7.6 million followers on Twitter
and 3.5 million followers on Instagram. Through both social media accounts, Vice is
able to reach out to his followers, and posts photos and rants that allow him to seem
more reachable and more relatable. His Twitter bio even reads: Supermodel turned
actress turned horse. He also posts quite a lot of “behind-the-scenes” photos where
his fans can see him off-stage, behaving like an ordinary person. He has even
released a book, a biography of sorts, called President Vice: Ang Bagong Panggulo
ng Pilipinas (President Vice: The New Nuisance of the Philippines) (Villano, 2016).
The title is a pun on the word pangulo, which means president, and panggulo, which
refers to a something that is annoying or inane.
Clearly, the Vice Ganda persona, which was crafted during his time as an
insult comic at various comedy bars around Manila, is deployed expertly in his early
appearances on television and on social media. Vice begins to blur the lines between
the public celebrity persona and his own real-life character, particularly on social
media. Here, it appears that Vice tweets and Instagrams his own photos (or photos of
himself) to further hone his image as a sarcastic comedian who is fond of over-thetop costumes and gags. Because social media supposedly allows the public to get a
glimpse of the life of a celebrity outside their work, it appears more authentic and
‘real’. Vice’s public persona, however, is merely reinforced through his social media
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presence, which makes it appear as if the way he is on television and in films is the
way he actually is in real life.
C. Films
Dyer’s emphasis on the vehicle movie is clearly seen in many of Vice
Ganda’s films: these films were specifically tailored to Vice’s comic image, as well
as his own brand of bakla performance. Vice appeared in smaller roles in a few
movies before 2010, among which is Olivia Lamasan’s In My Life (2009), which
features matinee actors John Lloyd Cruz and Luis Manzano as a pair of gay lovers,
with Vice playing the role of Hillary, a transwoman bakla. Vice’s first feature film
was a remake of Roderick Paulate’s Petrang Kabayo (Petra the Horse), directed by
Wenn Deramas and released in 2010. Vice would continue to make films exclusively
with Deramas, until the director’s untimely death in February 2016.
Petrang Kabayo seems like the perfect movie vehicle for Vice. For one, a
running gag between Vice and his audience has always been Vice’s horse-like face,
something that is emphasized even more in the film as Vice plays Peter, a bakla who
is cursed to turn into a horse until he learns to control his bad temper. The film
begins with Peter frantically running through the woods trying to escape this curse to
no avail – we see him grow a bushy tail, his face begins to elongate (even more), and
he transforms into a horse. Peter wakes from this nightmare, woken by one of the
household staff because his adoptive mother, Biday, has fainted in the kitchen. They
rush her to the hospital where she quickly recovers.
Back at the ranch, we quickly see how affluent Peter and his mother are: the
house is huge and Peter and his mother are waited on by uniformed staff. We also
see how hot-headed and mean Peter is: he attacks a maid after she makes a joking
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remark about his mean attitude. During a conversation with his mother, who warns
him to be more patient with the staff, we learn that Peter was adopted by Biday after
his father kicks him out of the house for being bakla. The film shows a flashback
sequence featuring a young Peter and his abusive father, where all the stereotypical
tropes about being a young bakla are rehashed: his father dunks him into a tub of
water and then beats him up after he sees him wearing make-up and dancing
effeminately. His father, a kutchero (carriage driver), compares Peter to his beloved
horse saying that at least the horse has a useful purpose, which ties in with Reyes’
account of the bakla being tolerable only if he is “useful”. Peter’s father goes so far
as to make Peter take his horse’s place and draw the carriage when the horse
suddenly dies. Frustrated by the abuse, Peter runs away and becomes a homeless
street kid until Biday finds him half-dead on the side of a street and decides to adopt
the endearingly effeminate child.
Peter’s attitude quickly sours after Biday spoils him with all the material
needs that he wants. He becomes abusive toward the household staff, and even to the
horses kept under Biday’s ranch. He is warned by a stranger who suddenly appears
inside the stables one day as he verbally berates the animals and staff: “‘Wag kang
maging malupit sa mga hayop at sa mga tao. Walang dahilan para maging masama
ka” (“Don’t be mean to the animals or to other people. There is no reason for you to
be rude.”) Peter dismisses the stranger who then disappears into thin air. The same
stranger appears again, later in the film to an adult Peter, revealing himself as the
Goddess of Horses: he curses Peter to turn into a horse every time he loses his
temper.
As the film runs its course, Peter is, of course, reformed and manages to
perform three self-less acts, which breaks the curse. This is a significant change to
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the conversion trope discussed in earlier chapters of this research. It is not kabaklaan
that is in itself changed or converted (into masculinity), but certain attitudes that
accompany bakla performance, in Peter’s case it is his meanness and bad temper.
The concept of change becomes quite prominent in Vice Ganda’s filmic oeuvre. In In
My Life, Hillary acts as a change agent that facilitates a positive change in those
around him. The film centers on Mark and Noel, a Filipino gay couple living in New
York. Mark’s mother, Shirley, decides to migrate to New York and tries building a
new life for herself there; Hillary becomes her first employer, hiring her as an
assistant at her flower shop. Hillary also gives Shirley a make-over in the film, and
trains her so that she could find a better-paying job.
In The Unkaboggable Praybeyt Benjamin (The Unbeatable Private Benjamin,
dir. Wenn Deramas, 2011), Vice stars as Benjamin Santos VIII (Benjie), a bakla who
comes from a long line of military generals. He and his father, a scientist and
inventor who has no interest in joining the army, are kicked out of their home by his
grandfather who is a General. When a civil war breaks out, Benjamin is forced to
join the army in place of his ailing father, a reference to the Mulan legend of China.
Benjie is put in with other ill-suited recruits, and put under the command of Brandon
Estolas who quickly becomes frustrated at the lack of his troops’ military interest or
skill. Benjie’s platoon is later dismissed when their training amounts to nothing;
undeterred, Benjie starts training the other troops himself. His platoon eventually
overcomes the rebel army, by cross-dressing to gain entry into their camp, and then
ending up rescuing his Grandfather who had been taken captive along with
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Commander Estolas. When a dying rebel attempts to shoot the General, Benjie jumps
in front of his Grandfather, taking the bullet himself.
Attitude change is also a theme in Vice’s film, Girl, Boy, Bakla, Tomboy (dir.
Wenn Deramas, 2013). Here, Vice plays a set of quadruplets: one Girl, a boy, a
bakla, and a tomboy – referencing Paulate’s trope of one actor playing multiple
gender roles in a single film. The conflict arises when the Girlie (the girl) and Peter
(the boy) are abducted by their paternal grandmother and raised in the US, leaving
the bakla (Mark Jill) and the tomboy (Panying) to be raised in poverty by their hardworking mother, who has a penchant for adopting orphans – one of whom is
purportedly black (the child actress who plays this role appears in blackface). When
Peter falls ill and requires a liver transplant, the quadruplets are reunited for the first
time. Mark Jill is very resistant to the idea of meeting and bonding with a family
she56 did not grow up with, the fact that she is the only match for Peter’s liver does
not help. The bakla is martyred in the film, as familial pressure forces Mark Jill to
spare a part of her body for a brother she did not even know she had. Girlie,
meanwhile, schemes to get their father married off to his American fiancée, despite
his wanting to get back together with the quadruplets’ mother. Mark Jill and Girlie
come head to head. The physical comedy elicited from Vice Ganda’s film roles often
involves his characters getting into fights, and this film is no different. Eventually
though, Mark Jill becomes convinced of the importance of family, but only after she
puts Girlie to work at a farm.
While it seems that the bakla roles essayed by Vice in his films are mostly
positive, for example underdogs who overcome difficulty, ill-tempered divas who
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I use feminine pronouns to refer to Mark Jill. In the film, despite being called bakla, she states that
she prefers to be addressed as “ma’am” and that she uses feminine pronouns.
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find a change of heart, outcasts who find strength in their family, his films are also
rife with transphobic ideas, class elitism, and racism. In Girl, Boy, Bakla, Tomboy, a

Figure 70: Girlie transphobically mocks her bakla sibling, insisting on calling her “him”
despite her preference for feminine pronouns.

cross-dressed Vice is referred to as “sir”, she points this out but the person who calls
him sir insists on using the title. Girlie, herself, makes transphobic jokes about Mark
Jill’s biological sex: commenting that while she sits when she urinates, Mark Jill has
to stand and repeatedly calling her a “he” despite her insistence on using feminine
pronouns. The same kind of jokes is also present in Petrang Kabayo – when Peter
starts taking over his mother’s company after she dies, several employees comment
on Peter’s cross-dressing and appear to be confused on whether to call him “sir” or
“ma’am”.

In both Girl, Boy, Bakla, Tomboy and Petrang Kabayo, class also becomes a
point of framing for the bakla identity: both bakla in these films become
economically elevated through their familial connections and both have a propensity
for showing off this wealth. In Sisterakas (dir. Wenn Deramas, 2012), Vice plays
Bernice, a prominent designer and the owner of a huge fashion brand, Ponytale (a
reference, again, to Vice’s physical appearance). Bernice become a rich fashion
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tycoon through his hard work, and when he achieves a high economic status, he
begins to exact revenge on the people who had kicked him and his mother out of
their home, driving them to poverty, when he was a child. This becomes a common
trope in the Vice Ganda bakla films: he uses his economic affluence to oppress
people. In Petrang Kabayo, his rags-to-riches fortune becomes the vehicle through

Figure 71: Vice Ganda as Peter in Petrang Kabayo. In most of his films, his costumes code
the Vice Ganda characters with affluence by dressing him in couture.

which his meanness becomes apparent. To ensure that the audience knows that the
Vice Ganda character is rich, his costumes are always couture. This also becomes a
source for comedy. For example, in Petra, Peter is asked by his estranged little sister,
“Sino ka at anong kinalaman namin sa shoulder pads mo?” (“Who are you and why
do we need to care about your shoulder pads?) He is also fond of referring to his staff
as “hampaslupang maralita” (impoverished vagrants) or “patay gutom” (peasants or
literally, dead hungry).

Race issues come out in Girl, Boy, Bakla, Tomboy; the character played by
child actress Kiray Celis appears in blackface. To add an ironic twist, the
scriptwriters decide to name her Snow White. The friction between Girlie and Mark
Jill stems not only from Girlie’s transphobic comments about Mark Jill’s kabaklaan,
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but also from her being raised in the US – she’s supposed to represent the “modern
woman” – while Mark Jill grows up in a rural farm outside of Manila. In Petra,
while in his horse form, Peter (renamed as Petra) rescues a woman from being
mugged. That woman is played by fellow bakla actor and comedian, John Lapuz. In
the film, Lapuz plays a Chinese woman who speaks broken Tagalog with a
“Chinese” accent; she’s also evidently rich, but refuses to give Petra’s caretaker a
reward for saving her from the mugging, at first making excuses (she has no cash),
and then quickly running away. Filipino-Chinese people are thought to make lots of
money in the Philippines through their businesses but they are also known for being
miserly.

Figure 80: Kiray Celis, in blackface, with Vice Ganda as Mark Jill in Girl, Boy, Bakla,
Tomboy.

Figure 81: Vice Ganda in costume.Figure 82: Kiray Celis, in blackface, with Vice Ganda as
Mark Jill in Girl, Boy, Bakla, Tomboy.

All these films serve as a vehicle not just for Vice Ganda’s celebrity, but also
for his specific
brand of sarcastic humor. In Petra, for example, after he enters his
Figure 83: Vice Ganda in costume.Figure 84: Kiray Celis, in blackface, with Vice Ganda as
Mark Jill in Girl, Boy, Bakla, Tomboy.

office, his secretary greets him, “Ay, good morning po sir, nandito na po pala kayo!”
(“Oh, good
morning sir, I didn’t notice you were already here!”) To which he replies,
Figure 85: Vice Ganda in costume.Figure 86: Kiray Celis, in blackface, with Vice Ganda as
Mark Jill in Girl, Boy, Bakla, Tomboy.

“Hindi, wala pa. Picture ko lang ito, hindi pa ako ito” (“No, I’m not here. This is just
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a picture of me. This is not really me.”) After this, he asks his secretary to make him
coffee, and she asks him if he wants, “Black coffee, sir?” His reply is, “Hindi, blue.
Blue coffee. Kaya mo?” (“No, blue. Blue coffee. Can you do that?”) This is the exact
same kind of humor that made him famous on his TV variety shows.
A big part of Vice’s humor comes from his enactments of camp sensibilities.
Susan Sontag (1964) defines camp as a sensibility that pushes for exaggeration and
artifice. Vice performs camp through both his comic verbal sarcasm as well as his
costumes, both in film and in his TV and live performances. Part of Vice Ganda’s
image is the use of highly stylized costumes, reminiscent almost of many of Lady
Gaga’s controversial outfits. Humor is not only derived from Vice’s often ludicrous
stylizations in fashion, but is augmented by the amount of exaggerated sarcasm of
which he is capable, and which he very capably deploys. Garcia (2008) comments
that when people laugh at the bakla, it is due to “humorization, which is a process
whereby the bakla is made to look and become incomprehensibly funny, consigned
to the limbo of unreality, emptied of sense and meaningfulness” (p. 205). It’s easy to
agree with this statement, as the Vice movies I’ve discussed above all show
unbelievable situations and circumstances, coupled with impractical costume choices
that emphasize the bakla’s ‘un-naturalness’, which is to say his camp sensibility.
However, I would argue that Vice’s excessive reliance on his ability to be sarcastic
and abrasive lends the bakla some bit of power over those who would merely laugh
at him. The Vice Ganda bakla is not the Roderick Paulate bakla, which Garcia
(2008) has described as, “a screaming, incomprehensibly funny faggot who leaves
more to be desired” (p. 215). The Vice Ganda bakla, in cinema, is capable of serving
as a change agent, unlike the Roderick Paulate bakla who ends up as mere comic
relief. The bakla in Vice’s oeuvre stands up for himself by berating and belittling
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those around – admittedly not an altogether positive change from the
“incomprehensibly funny” bakla of the past.

Figure 87: Vice Ganda in costume.

I argue, also, that Vice’s deployment of humor and exaggeration is a
reworking of ‘traditional’ Sontagian camp, which has roots in elements of ‘high
culture’ (1964). Vice’s enactments of camp come from local bakya57 culture, which
Jose F. Lacaba describes as a sensibility of popular culture and “masscult”, “cheap,
gauche, naïve, provincial, and terribly popular (Lacaba, 1970/2014). Bakya is a
pejorative that refers to the poor, lower-class tastes of the provincial film/television
audience (Lim, 2009, p. 323). Vice’s supposedly rags-to-riches back-story affirms
his bakya sensibility, as it grounds him not in high culture, but that of mass culture.
This also, perhaps, explains his appeal to contemporary audiences, as bakya basically
is, “a social condition – the condition of the majority of Filipinos” (Lacabe,
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Literally, a wooden shoe.
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1970/2014), i.e. “to be poor is to be bakya” (Lacabe, 1970/2014). Vice Ganda’s
fashionable stylizations (See Figure 87) may be attempting to code his characters
with elements of economic affluence, but his crass behavior, his physical appearance,
and his extreme sarcasm firmly root him in bakya culture.
D. Controversies and commentaries
One of the things that both creates and signifies Vice’s fame is how well his
movies do in terms of ticket sales. Praybeyt Benjamin became the highest grossing
Filipino film of all time, at the time of its release in 2011, earning a total of P331
million (about 7 million USD) during its run (ABS-CBN News, 2013). His
subsequent movies were all the highest grossing films during the years they were
released in: Sisterakas in 2012, Girl, Boy in 2013, and Praybeyt Benjamin in 2014.
His latest film, Beauty and the Bestie, released in December 2015, has been
proclaimed as the highest grossing Filipino film of all time, raking in P481 million,
roughly 10.1 million USD (ABS-CBN News, 2016). These number are, however,
contestable. Comedienne Ai-Ai delas Alas has publicly commented that she doesn’t
believe Beauty and the Bestie surpassed her own film, My Bebe Love’ (dir. Joey
Javier Reyes, 2015) (Cruz and Rueda, 2016). It should also be noted that it is ABSCBN Corporation’s subsidiary news and promotion networks that keep writing about
and releasing promotional press releases claiming the strength of Vice’s box office
sales.
Reviews of Vice’s films are mixed – to say the least. Generally, critics
comment that his films are not for audiences looking for “high brow” humor
(Marasigan, 2014). MJ De Leon (2013) of the Starmometer website comments that
Vice knows pretty well how to elicit laughs and uses this to the best of his advantage,
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even on screen. What characterizes the Vice Ganda bakla humor in films is his use of
witty comeback lines – a talent that serves Vice well in his TV hosting and live
comedy. His films can be generally described as “spectacles of silliness”, as Francis
Joseph Cruz (2015), a film critic from Rappler, puts it. Cruz (2015), in writing about
Beauty and the Bestie, comments that the humor in the film is flat and monotonous:
“It exploits insensitivity for humor, with a lot of its characters poking fun at each
other’s physical traits and deficiencies”; this is a problem Cruz sees with Deramas
and Vice’s films, they merely rehash comic formulations that have been known to
work before, but this at least, leads to some consistency in Vice’s cinematic work.
While most critics focus on Vice’s comedy in his films, virtually none of
them comment on how most of his films involve a scene or two where the bakla
character he plays delves into some drama. For example, in Girl, Boy, Mark Jill
emotionally breaks down when her parents ask her to donate part of her liver to her
brother, Peter. She tells them that she is afraid that once the operation pushes through
and she no longer becomes ‘useful’, their father will leave Mark Jill, Panying, and
their mother once again. Even in Petrang Kabayo, the seemingly heartless Peter
becomes temporarily emotional when Biday recalls to him how she had adopted him.
One has to wonder why Deramas insists on putting these small and short dramatic
scenes in his collaborations with Vice. Is it to humanize the bakla and gain some
sympathy from the audience, which doesn’t really work as the audience relates more
with Vice as a comedian rather than a dramatic actor? Is it done to showcase Vice’s
acting? I don’t think so, as these drama scenes always come off as rather superficial
and too contrived, and it goes against the Vice Ganda image of sarcastic, almostoffensive humor. I think perhaps this is an effort to veer away from the single-tone,
repetitive kind of humor that happens in virtually all of Vice’s films, if only for a
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moment. This short break creates a sort of tension within the film narrative, one that
is only too easy to break and allows for more ridiculous comedy to occur.
Part of Vice’s image is that he is a straight-talker who doesn’t mince words.
He’s known for being sarcastic and for his sharp tongue. This has, of course, gotten
him into trouble quite a few times. A particular incident has been quite extensively
covered by the media: during a concert in May, 2013, Vice made an inappropriate
rape joke geared toward TV news reporter, Jessica Soho. Vice not only made jokes
about rape, but he also made fun of Soho’s physical appearance, her being
overweight in particular (Villarde, 2013). Netizens were quick to condemn Vice’s
joke as inappropriate, sexist, and body-shaming (Ranada, 2013). Soho’s coming from
a rival TV network, GMA, did not help; her colleagues and fellow TV news anchors
and journalists were also quick to condemn Vice through the social media (Ranada,
2013). Soho, herself, released a statement about the incident saying, “Rape is not a
joke and should never be material for a comedy concert" (GMA News Online, 2013).
Vice did apologize to Soho, but his apology was also critical of his own critics, “This
is a small thing that came from a simple joke, but which some people have blown up
into a national issue” (Velarde, 2013).
Another incident where Vice clashes with another celebrity happened in 2010
while Vice was judging a performance on Showtime with a fellow comedian Tado.
Vice lost his cool after Tado had remarked that the performers had done a routine
that was, “pang gay” (for gays), implying that the performance and the performers
were not good enough for the show. This was exacerbated by the fact that Tado was
wearing a shirt from his own line of “offensive shirts”, which read, “Di bale ng
magnakaw, kaysa mamakla” (It’s better to steal than to have sex with a bakla), which
implies the unequal economic relations between the bakla and the lalake where the
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lalake would do sexual favors for the bakla in exchange for financial support. Vice
becomes visibly irritated at the shirt and at Tado; he comments, “Gusto ko lang
sabihin na maraming mga bata na nanunood ngayon. Ang pagnanakaw ay
masamang gawa na ikinukulong… walang nakukulong sa lalaking pumapatol sa
bakla” (I just want to remind you that there are many young people watching this
show. Theft is a crime that leads you to jail. Having sex with a bakla won’t lead you
to jail.”) To make matter worse, Tado goads on an already visibly irate Vice: “Ang
mga gipit, sa bading kumakapit” (Poor men will cling to the bakla), Vice quickly
retorts after Tado shows him his shirt: “Pero kung ang gipit kung ganyan ang itsura,
walang baklang magpapakapit” (“But if the poor look like you, no bakla will let you
touch them.”) The two comedians eventually reconcile and apologize to each other
publicly (Santiago, 2010).
Soho and Tado are not the only celebrities to have clashed with Vice. In
October 2015, Joey de Leon, one of the hosts of Showtime’s rival variety show, Eat
Bulaga, tweeted “Like LOVE, ang CAREER ay hindi minamadali. Ang minamadali
lang na karera ay sa KABAYO!” (Like LOVE, CAREERS shouldn’t be rushed. The
only thing you rush in a race is a HORSE.”) He added, “I repeat, wag madiliin ang
career. Treat it like LOVE. Wag itulad sa karera ng KABAYO, tapos agad!” (“I
repeat, don’t rush your career. Treat it like LOVE. Don’t turn it into a HORESE race,
over too soon!”) (Rappler.com, 2015). Many took the tweet as a jab against Vice and
his incredibly quick rise to fame. It’s a criticism that is not uncommonly geared
toward Vice – he rose to fame too quickly, it’s all gone to his head, and now that he
has a huge following, people want to tear him down (Diaz, 2015, p. 732).
Vice was also very vocal about boxer Manny Pacquiao’s campaign for
Senate. Pacquiao drew the ire of the LGBT community when he compared the act of
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same-sex sexuality to animalistic behavior when he was asked in a TV interview
about his thoughts on marriage equality. “As a Christian bawal talaga ang same sex
marriage. Ginawa ang lalake para sa babae, ginawa ang babae para sa lalake. Para
sa akin common sense lang: nakakita ka ba ng any animals na lalake sa lalake o
babae sa babae? Mas mabuti pa yung hayop… ngayon kung lalake sa lalake o babae
sa babae, ‘di mas masahol pa sa hayop ang tao” (“As a Christian, I don’t believe in
same-sex marriage. Men were created for women, women were created for men. For
me it’s common sense: do you see any animals who engage in sex with the same
sex? Animals are better then… if it’s sex between men and other men, women and
other women, then they are acting worse than animals.”) (Guardian Sport, 2016).
Netizens were quick to point out Manny’s ignorance of animal sexual behavior.
Because of this interview, Vice has publicly said that he will not vote for Manny. In
commenting on Manny’s interview and his run for the senate, Vice advised voters,
“Maging mas matalino. Ang kailangan natin sa gobyerno at sa senado ay mga taong
malaki ang kaalaman sa pulitika, sa ekonomiya, at sa mga batas – hindi mga
bulaang propeta” (“Be more intelligent. What we need in government, in the senate,
are people who have an extensive knowledge of politics, of economics, of the laws –
not false prophets.”) Vice has always been very vocal LGBT acceptance and rights.
Part of the controversy surrounding Vice is his love life. When he first
became famous as a TV comedian, rumors started spreading about his supposed
relationship with a basketball varsity player from Vice’s alma mater, the Far Eastern
University. This player, Terrence Romeo, never denied any of these rumors and the
two were spotted frequently in public together; Vice would also go to Romeo’s
games and cheer him on. Vice also used this supposed relationship as fodder for his
comedy, often commenting on how his boyfriend needs a new pair of basketball
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shoes, playing up the trope of the bakla being the lalake’s primary financial
supporter. At the roundtable meeting we trans activists held with Vice, he hinted at
his boyfriend coming from the Philippine Basketball Association (PBA), which
Romeo had joined earlier that year. This joke comes in the context of Dr. Brenda
Alegre, a member of STRAP, explaining to Vice the SOGIE framework – Vice
comments that this framework is useful because he is bakla, but his boyfriend is not
bakla but lalake – that is his gender identity, his sexuality is different from this.
“Hindi ko pwedeng tawaging bakla yung boyfriend ko, bubugbugin ako ‘nun –
PBA58 player yun eh!” (“I can’t call my boyfriend bakla, he might beat me up – he’s
a PBA player!”) (personal communication, 201559). Romeo would later deny that he
ever had a relationship with Vice (Badua, 2014). In response to this, Vice sent out a
cryptic tweet, “i TRied but im TiRed. time To Rest” – the initials TR, people have
speculated, were meant to stand for Terrence Romeo (Villano, 2014).
At the roundtable meeting with trans activists, Vice appeared very down to
earth and incredibly approachable. This is, of course, part of his appeal – and part of
being a celebrity, itself, he makes stardom seem approachable and ordinary (Dyer,
1998, p. 43). He made everyone feel comfortable by making jokes and
acknowledging all the people in the room, thanking them for taking the time to meet
with him. The point of the meeting was to talk about Vice’s involvement with the
Valkyrie issue and to orient him about LGBT activism, and with trans issues in
particular. Both transwomen who were involved in the incident, Veejay Floresca and
Trixie Maristela, were present at the meeting to help contextualize the issue by
describing their experience at the club. Vice clarified that he did not have any
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Philippine Bastketball Association
V. Ganda, personal communication, June 23, 2015.
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knowledge of the incident, prior to his being alerted to it through social media
(personal communication, 2015). He also said that he was only a very minor investor
in the club. He was also quite unaware of the No Cross-dressing Policy that the club
supposedly had, and found it ironic be he has been to the club several times and was
always cross-dressed in some way (personal communication 2015).
At the meeting, a number of trans activists, myself included, talked about
human rights issues and the SOGIE Framework. After we briefed him on the SOGIE
framework, Vice admitted that while he feels very strongly about LGBT issues,
rights, and acceptance, he’s never had any opportunity to actually talk with activists
or academics and learn about human rights advocacy. Toward the end of the meeting
he encouraged the activists to make use of his celebrity to bring their issues to the
forefront: “Thank you for educating me today, and rest assured, I will be using this to
educate other people… I can be your voice, but I cannot be your voice if I do not
understand your language… hindi ko naman alam yung mga terms” (“…I do not
know these terms”) He continues: “At pag narinig nila itong SOGIE, sa dami ng
mga nanunood ng Showtime, madaming maku-curious. Ano ba ang SOGIE? Hindi
ko man ma-explain, maaring may isang tao na maggu-google” (“So many people
watch Showtime and when they hear about SOGIE, some of them may become
curious. What is SOGIE? I might not be able to explain it clearly, but there might be
someone out there who will google it.”) True enough, Vice talked about the SOGIE
Framework in one of his Showtime segments alter that week, which hints at the
possibility of using the Vice Ganda brand/celebrity as a means for doing activism.
IV.

Synthesis
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Vice Ganda’s celebrity status is not only a product of the machinations of the
media conglomerate that aims to profit off of him and his talent, but it also gives
some insight into how society looks at kabaklaan in contemporary times. Unlike his
predecessors, Dolphy and Roderick Paulate, who were both hounded by questions of
their actual sexuality – Dolphy, it seems, is straight as is evidenced by the number of
his offspring and his high profile involvement with several women. There’s a certain
safety with straight actors playing bakla, because it makes kabaklaan more palatable
to the audience – he’s not really bakla (Tolentino, personal communication, 2015).
Roderick Paulate, however, has never officially come out but rumors of his being
bakla have never really gone away. As a ‘transition’ point in celebrity studies,
Paulate occupies that odd transitional space between the “straight” actor who plays
bakla (Dolphy), and the bakla actor who also plays bakla roles as is typified by Vice
Ganda.
Vice Ganda, however, is not the first openly bakla actor to essay bakla roles
in films or television – Bernardo Bernardo did it in the 1970s; Arnel Ignacio, Ogie
Diaz, and John Lapuz did it in the 1990s. As Rolando Tolentino puts it, there is less
guilt in being bakla in the 1990s. “Pwedeng maging bakla” (“It’s okay to be
bakla.”). This explains the prominence of bakla actors in bakla roles during the
1990s, which persists till today. Vice Ganda pushes this forward by being not only
bakla, but also by engaging people, his audiences, in different political issues that
surround kabaklaan.
Perhaps the most significant part of Vice’s image is his humor, his masterful
use of sarcasm. This is where Vice’s subversive potential is exercised most – in
pointing out things that should appear to be obvious, but are not. It is the kind of
humor that challenges and critiques, but also has the potential for drawing ire or
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irritation, but for some reason, Vice is able to deploy this humor to his advantage. I
believe this is where the concept of charisma works best: because Vice is able to
deliver sarcasm in way that is incredibly funny, the abrasiveness of his remarks is
lessened and he is able to elicit laughs instead of anger.
Vice Ganda represents one mode of contemporary kabaklaan – one that is
unabashedly abrasive with his opinions and is unapologetically hyperfeminine. His
performance of femininity, however, is not very well informed by the politics of
feminism – as is evidenced by his body-shaming comments about Soho and his
insensitivity toward survivors of rape. While pushing for LGBT rights and being
vocal about bakla acceptance (both self-acceptance and social acceptance), his
comedy, and thus his image, mocks women and he is unable to, “create alliances
with other marginalized communities or to critique other structural forms of
oppression” (Diaz, 2015, p. 735).
Vice Ganda’s celebrity, therefore, surfs between different ideological
contradictions in Philippine Society. He is the “modern” bakla on the one hand –
affluent, fashionable, outspoken, and politically engaged; on the other hand, he is
“traditional” – his love affair with a lalake whom he supposedly supports financially,
his profession as comedy personified, his rags-to-riches “success story.” He
epitomizes the narrative of “hard-work leads to success”, and yet his abrasive humor
has lead critics to point out how success can be fleeting. In a purportedly Christian
nation that places so much importance on heteronormativity, his queerness sets him
out for ridicule – instead, he turns ridicule around, directing it against others and
using it as ammunition for his jokes.
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Chapter 7: Conclusions
I.

Let the bakla prevail
In this study, I have laid out how the bakla is constructed in cinema. Bakla is a

Filipino gender/sexual category that falls outside western modes of gender and
sexuality discourse that are divided along lines of the sex binary (male/female) and
the homo/hetero binary, respectively. In the Philippines, gender exists on a kind of
matrix based on the sex binary, male-female, but allows for a space gender to be
performed beyond the masculine-feminine binary (Garcia, 2000, p. 270). This is
reflected in the ubiquitous childhood rhyme ‘girl, boy, bakla, tomboy’, which clearly
shows four distinct genders (Garcia, 2000, p. 270). The first two, girl and boy, babae
and lalake, respectively, are considered the heteronormative genders, while the last
two, bakla and tomboy, are purportedly the non-heteronormative varieties. Bakla,
then, is a category that incorporates ideas of effeminacy, cross-dressing, and male
same-sex sexuality. Garcia (2000) posits that this conflation of homosexuality and
feminine gender performance is rooted in the Philippine sense of the kalooban
(interior), where the bakla is seen as having a female/feminine interior while having
a male exterior (p. 272). In terms of sexuality, the bakla’s sexual object choice is the
masculine, heterosexual lalake, but the burden of homosexuality rests only in the
bakla – the lalake is allowed to transgress heteronormative sexual borders, without
necessarily being bakla himself, so long as he plays the active (insertive) partner in
sexual congress.
Garcia also talks about ideas of gender transitivity and intransitivity with
regard to kabaklaan; in terms of gender performance, the gender-transitive bakla
engages in cross-dressing and effeminacy and may closely resemble the western
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transgender concept, the gender-intransitive bakla resembles more the image of gay
globality in its emphasis on the performance of classical masculinity and sexual
engagements between gay-identified men, rather than purportedly heterosexual men.
This thesis has explored both ideas and how these are manifested and reworked
within in Philippine cinema.
This thesis is mainly concerned with four primary questions about how cinema
creates the bakla image. The first question I engaged with involved uncovering
tropes of kabaklaan in cinema and attempting to find the logic behind the emergence
of these tropes. My second question dealt with issues of embodiment and the
intersections between the bakla and global transgender discourse and activism. My
third question centered on the idea of bakla desire and how cinema codifies this
desire and creates the bakla spectator. Finally, I examined how modes of celebrity
and celebrification creates an image of the ideal, aspirational bakla.
I first examined the films of Dolphy, a popular comic actor whose career
spanned over six decades. Dolphy was the first actor to popularize bakla roles in
cinema, with the first bakla-themed movie coming out in 1954 (Jack & Jill, dir. Mars
Torres). I argued that Dolphy’s creations of the bakla in cinema code the bakla
identity with aspects of cross-dressing and effeminacy, which are treated as outward
manifestations of his woman-heartedness, his interiorized femininity. The Dolphy
bakla is loud and outrageously campy in his costumes and demeanor, which makes
his family ashamed of the way he behaves. While social anthropology posits that the
bakla becomes doubly oppressed because of dominant religious discourse that codes
him and his sexuality as immoral and psychiatric discourse that brands him as
mentally abnormal (See Tan, 1990), in reading through many of these bakla-themed
films, I argued that it is (familial, social) shame that leads those around him to try to
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reform him. I have suggested that a conversion trope emerges out of Dolphy’s films,
where the bakla is forcibly masculinized, often through violent or abusive means, to
purge him of his effeminacy and cross-dressing, and to turn him into a “real” man
(lalake). Perhaps rather ironically, the same concept that is used to justify attempts at
his conversion, the bakla’s woman-heartedness, allows for the bakla to resist
attempts at converting him. In Philippine cinema, the gender-transitive bakla is
coded as woman-hearted and this ‘essentialized’ feature of the bakla identity is
treated as unchanging and non-manipulable. I also argued that the bakla’s resistance
to enforced masculinity, and the inefficacy of such efforts, can be read as an
affirmation of the kabaklaan as a distinct gender category that does not need to be
‘normalized’; it is normal, though not necessarily normative, to be bakla in the first
place.
While the comedy genre may treat the bakla rather harshly, as in putting him
through physical abuse in order to reform his kabaklaan and reducing him to nothing
more than a punchline, melodrama offers a chance to humanize the bakla and create
characters that are better-rounded and less stereotypical. Dolphy also created several
melodrama bakla characters that were coded as tragic, but ultimately resilient,
people. I argued that the bakla’s penchant for tragedy also comes from his being seen
as woman-hearted, and therefor capable of occupying the female space, which in
patriarchal Philippine cinema and society, is a space of tragedy and obligatory
resilience. I argued that a sense of solidarity is be formed between the bakla and the
babae (cisgender woman) by virtue of both categories being subordinated under the
macho lalake.
In looking at films that articulate aspects of transgenderism through their
representations of bakla characters, I argued that the reasons for the bakla’s physical
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transformations are rooted in the idea of woman-heartedness. Transgenderism is a
highly pathologized discourse that defines trans people as those whose birth-assigned
sex does not match their experience of gender and this mismatch has always been
treated as a mental disorder. Some forms of transgenderism, either in adulthood or in
children, are still listed as medical/mental disorders in the American Psychiatric
Association’s Diagnostics and Statistics Manual, and the World Health
Organization’s International Classification of Diseases. Understandably, trans
activists and social movements have called out repeatedly for an end to this form of
pathologization (Suess, Espineira, and Walters, 2014, pp. 73-74). Kabaklaan, I
argued, offers an alternative discourse that veers away from seeing transgenderism as
a pathology of the mind, to a condition of the spirit. Because a person’s interior
identity is given priority in the Philippines, kabaklaan can be seen in a similar
manner as transgenderism where a person’s interior, their heart or spirit, is seen as
having a gender that is not congruent with their anatomic sex, but it does not
necessarily treat this incongruence as a function of (mental) abnormality.
Transgenderism has been differentiated from transsexualism in that the former
indicates persons whose gender and birth-assigned sex to not match, but they do not
necessarily go through processes of bodily transition, while the latter indicates that a
person has gone through some form of medical transition for their bodies to come
into congruence with their gender. In western academic queer and feminist theory,
transgenderism has become more valued for its ability to challenge and question
gender binary norms, while transsexualism has been seen as merely affirming the
binary. Transitioning, for the bakla in cinema, however is much more complicated
than either simply trying to question or to affirm the gender binary.
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In my readings of films that involve elements of transitioning, whether magical
or medical, I argued that the primary reason for the bakla’s wanting to transition is so
that they can embody the aspirational pagkababae (being babae). This, of course,
creates a hierarchy within bakla communities that is based on class and the economic
ability to be able to have access to hormones or surgery. I found that many of the
bakla in these trans-themed films think that transitioning from bakla to babae will
lend them more social acceptance and take away the shame associated with
kabaklaan, a phenomenon that harks to the normalizing process of the conversion
trope, except much more problematic as it points to ideas of self-hate and the denial
of self-acceptance. Transitioning though, does not afford them any form of social
acceptance – the bakla can never be a babae. I read this as a mark for the unchanging
nature of the bakla identity (as well as a reinforcement of the 4-gender system); once
a bakla, always a bakla.
I argued, however, that the unchanging nature of kabaklaan is not necessarily a
disempowering phenomenon. The bakla does not need to become a babae in order to
gain social acceptance. Kabaklaan is coded in cinema as being a legitimate, though
liminal, feminine identity that enables an empowerment of sorts through selfacceptance, which then leads to social and familial acceptance.
I then looked at issues of sexuality, primarily by going through a number of
independent films and by utilizing Laura Mulvey’s psychoanalytic theory of the
Gaze. Mulvey proposes that the cinematic spectator is primarily male, and that his
gaze is then transferred onto the male protagonist’s gaze within the filmic diegesis.
This protagonist’s gaze is then directed at the female figure, whose existence within
the narrative serves only to fulfill male desire. I argued that while psychoanalytic
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theory, as part of developmental psychology, has largely been debunked as nonempirical, its concepts may be quite useful still in analyzing and looking at cinema.
In that chapter, I first laid out how the traditionally effeminate bakla has come
to be masculinized in independent cinema, thus creating what Garcia calls the
gender-intransitive bakla in cinema. I argued that this masculinized bakla is not the
same as the macho lalake, which was supposed to serve as the bakla’s object of
desire, primarily by looking at sexual practices as depicted in cinema. The macho
lalake is defined by certain physical features, like his skin darkened by manual labor
purportedly under the sun, his staunchly working class aesthetic, and his crude
performance of urbanity. In contrast, I argued that the masculine bakla is an attempt
at embodying the image of gay globality – one that is perpetuated by the so-called
“gay” lifestyle (gym memberships, access to saunas and bathhouses, careers as urban
professionals). The macho lalake, in cinema, also always serves as the insertive
partner in sexual congress, while the masculine bakla is the receptive partner.
Independent cinema, I found, does not veer away from the economic nature of this
sexual relationship either; the bakla is still expected to financially support his macho
lalake partner.
I further argued that independent cinema’s penchant for scopophilic pleasure is
evident in the way the camera is manipulated to frame the male body as an object of
desire. This queering of Mulvey’s originally heteronormative theory, I suggested, is
productive in that it has allowed for the bakla gaze to become apparent. I argued that
the ubiquity of the male body in independent cinema serves to provide pleasure in
the bakla spectator through processes of objectification. The scopophilic pleasure of
this bakla gaze, however, is easily frustrated. The macho lalake as an object, serves
as the bakla’s objet petit a – the unconquerable, unmasterable, unattainable object
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under which the subject becomes subordinated. Part of this frustration, I contend, is
that the bakla can never be a macho lalake himself – in a similar manner as the
gender-transitive bakla, the gender-intransitive bakla remains bakla despite his
absconding of the behavioral vestiges of effeminacy and cross-dressing.
There is, however, still pleasure in viewing the masculine bakla’s sexual
subordination under the macho lalake in independent cinema. Part of this pleasure, I
argued, is the sense of ego identification that may be elicited in the bakla spectator as
he watches these displays of masculine kabaklaan in cinema. Independent cinema,
then, allows for two specific processes to occur: one, a sense of pleasure at
objectifying the male body, and two a sense of ego-identification with the primary
masculine bakla protagonist in these films.
I argued further that independent cinema radically challenges the traditional
sexual/romantic pairing between the bakla (whether gender-transitive or intransitive)
and the macho lalake. This relationship was usually depicted as being sexually
frustrating for the bakla who must always take on the passive role during sex while
the lalake is only allowed to take the active role. By portraying two equally
masculine bakla indulging in romantic or sexual liaisons, independent cinema allows
for the bakla to re-imagine his sexual practices and shift his desires away from the
macho lalake and toward other, equally masculine bakla. This is also a function of
class and gender performance: independent cinema is fond of using middle-class,
urban ‘gay’ identified bakla in a lot of its films. These bakla are able to perform
aspects of classical masculinity, which makes them attractive to other bakla, whose
object of desire is masculine/male after all. This leaves the gender-transitive bakla in
a sort of sexual limbo, where their only sexual object choice is the macho lalake. I
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noted that this betrays a sense of misogyny and effeminophobia within urban,
middle- and upper-class bakla.
Finally, I looked into the construction of the bakla via processes of
celebrification within cultures of celebritization. I did this by examining two
prominent bakla stars and their oeuvre, focusing primarily on Vice Ganda, a
comedian who has achieved extraordinary heights of fame within the last couple of
years. I argued that Vice’s status as a celebrity is not only a function of the
machinations of the media industry, in particular, that of the ABS-CBN Network
under which he gained famed, but also that he represents an idealized form of the
bakla today. He is, like his predecessors, Dolphy and Roderick Paulate, a comedian
primarily, but unlike those, he has always been ‘out’ as a bakla. In other words, the
media need not speculate on his gender or sexuality as he openly talks about his
sexuality and performs a variation of gender-queerness in his TV shows, films, and
concerts. He is vocal about his beliefs in LGBT politics and does not veer away from
engaging with people who have negative opinions about being LGBT. He is also
abrasive and rash, and has a tendency to offend people with his sarcastic humor and
insult comedy. Despite being vocal about LGBT equality, he seems to not be very
sensitive about other gender/sexuality issues, as evidenced by his jokes that make fun
of rape and engage in body shaming.
His films all situate the bakla in settings of economic affluence – a stark
contrast to earlier tropes of kabaklaan as being associated mostly with the working
class. I argued, however, that despite the economic elevation and his camped up
costumes and aesthetics, Vice’s brand of comedy, which is both sarcastic and at
times slapstick, his bakla film characters are still very firmly rooted in bakya
comedy, which focuses on ‘low culture’ comedy aimed at purportedly provincial,
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unsophisticated, mass audiences, or what Jose Lacaba calls, masscult. His own ragsto-riches story, I contend, adds to this masscult appeal, as he is able to stand for the
idea of the “success story”.
Vice Ganda, I argued ultimately, is a celebrity bakla who represents
masscult’s image of the ideal bakla. He “surfs” in between the ideological
contradictions within Philippine society – at once economically affluent but still
‘reachable’ and ‘ordinary’; politically engaged but still abrasive, offensive, and
insensitive; being bakla publicly while maintaining the privacy of his sexuality; and
finally a gender/sexual subversive in a country that expects him to be ridiculed and
laughed at, he is able to turn the tables and ridicule other people, allowing the masses
to laugh at their own contradictions.
Over all, this thesis has argued that the bakla is constructed in Philippine
cinema as a distinct, unchangeable gender and sexual category that incorporates
aspects of gender performance from both local practices and ways of thinking and
global LGBT discourse and social movements. The primary feature of the bakla in
cinema is his woman-heartedness, which both causes the conversion trope and
empowers him to resist this kind of enforced masculinization. This womanheartedness is also the primary intersection between the western, Euro-American,
transgender concept and the bakla, but whereas the former is pathologized by
psycho-medical discourse, kabaklaan is seen as a condition of the spirit rather than a
mental health issue. Social acceptance drives the gender-transitive bakla to want to
modify their bodies, but only through self-acceptance, in terms of coming to terms
with one’s male anatomy and one’s feminine spirit, can the bakla struggle for social
equality. The object of desire for the gender-intransitive bakla has been shifted away
from the macho lalake, and towards that of other equally middle-class, urban, and
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masculine ‘gay’ identified men. Finally, the bakla as a public figure may stand for
certain social, ideological contradictions that are purportedly based on ‘traditional’
values (like financially providing for one’s family) and ‘modern’-day values (like
being vocal about human rights and struggling to work hard to achieve economic
success).
II.

Moving forward

While I certainly believe that this research has offered some important insights
into studying both the discourse of gender in contemporary Philippine society and
the discourse of film, I also believe that there are many more areas that need to be
examined more closely and studied further. For one, I believe a closer look at LGBT
social movements would greatly benefit understandings of queerness in
contemporary contexts. There are very few sources that tackle the history of LGBT
social movements in the Philippines and how they influence laws and legislations as
well as social change in communities across the country. Also, because of the sheer
volume of bakla films there are, this thesis can be expanded to include more films
and adapt other film studies methodologies – for example, auteur theory and gay
independent filmmakers who make gay-themed films. Also, research in film
reception studies would help empirically guide research into the Pinoy queer film
spectator.
While the title of this thesis is Queer Cinema in the Philippines, I’ve only
studied one of the many queer identities that may be present in Philippine society.
Very little has been done around issues of female/women’s queerness or sexuality in
cinema in the Philippines. Garcia (2013), himself, points to the lack of studies into
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katomboyan (being tomboy) (p. 62). A widening of the ‘queer’ part of this thesis may
be very productive in shedding light at gender discourse in the Philippines.
Kabaklaan is also a very Tagalog phenomenon that became quite widespread
throughout the country because of the media’s use of Filipino, which is based on
Tagalog, and the educational system’s emphasis of Filipino as a national language.
There are many more terms for queer people around the country – the Cebuano
bayot, perhaps the second most widely known term after bakla, for example. I would
suggest for other researchers to look into non-Tagalog terms for these queer
identities, and perhaps examine the social and historical roots of these terminologies.
It would also be rather interesting to look into other varieties of kabaklaan in cinema
– the bisexual, for instance. Colloquially, the term has come to be associated with
men who are not effeminate or do not practice cross-dressing outside the realm of
drag, but are exclusively attracted to other men. Some independent films have shown
how this identity has become pervasive, especially in working class settings. I’m
interested in this because while the bakla has become economically elevated in films
and have been taken away from working-class settings and transposed to more
middle-class urban settings, the bisexual may serve as a replacement of sorts for the
formerly working-class bakla.
Turning to other areas of the media may also be quite productive – with the
proliferation of queer identities on the small screen today, I believe it would be
useful to examine historically and contemporarily how popular television has shaped,
and continues to shape, queer identities and practices. TV Soap operas and sitcoms
may be a rich minefield for this topic of queerness in Philippine television, what with
the numerous queer characters depicted on these shows. For example, examining the
vilification of the gay lovers in My Husband’s Lover, as discussed in the
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introduction, may expose symptoms of a very deeply entrenched sense of
homophobia in Philippine Society. The cross-dressing comedians on Eat Bulaga, a
popular noontime variety show, I feel simply mock the struggle for LGBT equality.
The production of various ‘gay’ (trans) beauty pageants on the same show can also
be looked at. How does television at once extoll the virtues of trans beauty in terms
of embodiment, and mock those who fall short of these impossible beauty standards?
Eat Bulaga’s ‘gay’ beauty pageant, Super Sireyna60, which pays homage to the bakla
as a mermaid (sirena) – a hybrid of male and female, was very popular when it was
brought back to the show some years ago. After the crowning of the winner though,
the variety show replaced the segment with another pageant of sorts: Suffer Sireyna,
where a bunch of baklas compete with each other for the honor of being the ‘ugliest’
bakla – the segment was meant to be a comic take on the beauty pageant it replaced,
but ended up being a contest composed of a series of absurd tasks that needed to be
fulfilled by bakla who would not be considered classically beautiful or passable as
(cisgender) women.

60

Sireyna is a coined word that combines the words sirena (mermaid) and reyna (queen).
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GLOSSARY
Babae – the Tagalog word for cisgender, feminine women
Babaylan – a person engaged in a shamanistic occupation that primarily involves
spiritual guidance and healing
Bakla – a Filipino gender and sexual category that incorporates aspects of
effeminacy, cross-dressing, and same-sex sexuality; kabaklaan (being bakla)
Bakya – an aesthetic sensibility similar to camp but is tied with the lower-class, mass
audience
Camp – an aesthetic sensibility that highlights artifice and exaggeration
Celebrification – the process in which an ordinary person becomes a celebrity
Celebritization – a meta-process in culture where celebrities are able to perpetuate
their own celebrity by gaining prominence in a particular culture’s everyday life
Conversion trope – a common scene or series of scenes in bakla movies where the
bakla is forcibly masculinized; always tied to the Resistance trope, in which the
bakla is able to resist this enforced masculinization and is able to remain bakla
Film, cinema, movie – a recording of moving images, with or without sound or color
technology; arguably a collaborative art form
Gay globality – an imagined image of middle- and upper-class urban
homosexuality/gayness that involves the performance of classical masculinity,
brought about by the ‘gay lifestlye’
Gaze – a film theory based on psychoanalysis that posits that the camera serves as
the apparatus for focusing the eyes of the spectator, allowing him/her to engage in
the visual pleasure of looking
Gender identity – an individual’s personal sense and experience of gender
Gender-crossing – the act of embodying the social role of the other, opposite sex
through cross-dressing and gender performance
Hormone Replacement Therapy (HRT) – a medical procedure that allows trans
people to transition and manipulate their bodies through the use of oral or topical
hormones
Interiority – in the Philippines, it refers to (internal, abstract) aspects of the soul,
spirit, or heart
Kalooban – Tagalog for the interior; loob (inside), labas (outside)
Kasarian – Tagalog for gender
Lalake – also spelled lalaki, the Tagalog word for cisgender, masculine men
Objet petit a – the unattainable, un-masterable quality of the Other that cannot be
possessed by the desiring subject
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Parlorista – a low-income beauty salon worker, usually associated with kabaklaan
Pathologization – a medical discourse that treats a certain condition as a disease or
mental illness
Performativity – a theory developed by Judith Butler that proposes that gender is
created only through the repetition of gendered behaviors, actions, etc.; gender is not
seen as having an essence.
Psychoanalysis – an approach to developmental psychology developed by Sigmund
Freud and expounded by Jacques Lacan; Laura Mulvey uses its concepts to explore
the filmic spectator
Queer – a broad, umbrella term I use in this thesis to refer to all forms and manners
of gender and sexual non-normativity
Scopophilia – the pleasure in looking
Sexual orientation – a person’s sense of romantic or sexual attraction to another
person
Sexual reassignment surgery (SRS) – a medical process that involves genital surgery
to reconstruct a trans person’s sex to become congruent with their gender identity
Spectator – the film audience
Swardspeak – Filipino gay lingo, a mixture of English, Tagalog, Spanish, and
Japanese words and celebrity names pronounced in a hyperfeminine manner
Tomboy – an English word adopted into Tagalog that refers to masculine or lesbianoriented women
Trans – an inclusive term used to refer to all manners of transgenderism,
transsexualism, and gender-queerness
Transgender – an umbrella term that refers to all people whose birth assigned sex
does not align with their experience and expression of gender
Transsexual – a person who has gone through surgery in order to transition from one
sex to the other
Transvestite, transvestism – a person who cross-dresses, the act of cross-dressing
Woman-heartedness – the bakla’s primary feature; the root of his psychosexual
inversion where he is internally female/feminine, but externally (bodily) male
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